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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with the economics of Greek banks‟ internationalization. The analysis 

focuses on specific aspects of Greek banks‟ expansion over the previous decade, a 

period to which little attention has been paid by the pre-existing literature. Seven Greek 

banks expanded into the transition economies of South Eastern Europe (SEE), namely 

Albania, Bulgaria, FYROM, Romania, and Serbia, from 2000 to 2009. As a result of 

this expansion, all multinational Greek banks have managed to gain significant shares in 

the SEE banking market. The size and pattern of this expansion is analyzed in various 

parts of the thesis.  

The determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion in SEE are examined in the 

Eclectic Paradigm nexus. Considering the expansion in this nexus, the extent to which 

Greek banks followed their home customers abroad from 2000 to 2007 is highlighted. 

Rejecting the “follow the customer” hypothesis for the specific period, the econometric 

results provide interesting findings regarding the validity of the three sets of advantages 

suggested by the Eclectic Paradigm. Regarding ownership advantages, Greek banks‟ 

intangible assets are found to be more significant than the respective tangible ones, 

while location advantages exhibit the highest significance among all sets of advantages. 

More specifically, favorable host country economic and regulatory conditions are found 

to have affected significantly Greek banks‟ decision to invest further in the less 

developed economies of SEE. Moreover, similarities between host and home 

governance conditions, captured in a unique way in this thesis, are also proved to have 

been a significant factor of Greek banks‟ expansion. Lastly, regarding internalization 

advantages, this analysis casts doubts on the validity of the specific set of advantages. In 

reality, it seems as though Greek banks expanded into SEE economies in order to follow 

profit opportunities, rather than simply to follow their home customers abroad.     
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This thesis also examines the impact of the expansion of Greek banks in the SEE 

on the host economies. For the needs of the analysis, the ways in which Greek banks 

affect the host economies indirectly are considered, mainly through two channels; the 

bank lending channel (BLC) and the resource allocation channel. The role that Greek 

banks have played in the BLC of the domestic economies and in domestic credit 

stability, along with the contribution of Greek banks to domestic resource allocation, 

appears to have been crucial for the economic growth of SEE.    

A descriptive analysis illustrates Greek credit supply and credit stability in the 

host economies. Also, the response of Greek banks to adverse host conditions and the 

transmission of home adverse conditions to the five transition economies are illustrated 

through a panel of “crisis windows”. A “pull – push factors” descriptive analysis 

indicates that Greek banks did not respond significantly to non-monetary host shocks 

between 2000 and 2009. Regarding push factors, the research revealed that the only 

negative shocks (generated back in Greece) that Greek banks have transmitted to the 

SEE economies have been over the last two years of the sample period. This analysis 

provides evidence in support of Greek banks‟ role in domestic credit volatility, and 

therefore, in credit stability. The issue is further examined econometrically in the 

specific context of BLC.      

In order to examine the role of foreign participants in a domestic BLC, the 

operation of such a channel operating in this region is initially tested. The VAR auto-

recursive model and the respective variance decomposition analysis indicate an active 

BLC and the beneficiary role of the Greek banks in buffering the negative effects 

related to a tightening monetary policy. Controlling for demand factors, the work 

indicates that the decline in credit supply during periods of monetary tightening was 
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driven by the weakness of banks to provide credit rather because of reduced credit 

demand.  

Greek banks, apart from being a credit stabilizer for the five host transition 

economies, have played an equally beneficiary role in the resource allocation in the 

domestic economies. In particular, the extent to which Greek banks have stimulated the 

reallocation of domestic capital thereby enhancing domestic output growth, is 

examined. By employing interactive terms in a fixed effects OLS econometric analysis, 

results indicate that Greek banks have stimulated economic growth in SEE by supplying 

credit in the region. Not only was it discovered that competition in domestic banking 

systems, being intensified by Greek banks‟ penetration, is positively related to host 

output growth, but that Greek banks enabled a more efficient reallocation of host capital 

and in so doing, stimulated host output growth.  

 In addition to filling a gap in the existing literature of Greek international 

banking, this thesis also provides an analytical framework for policy makers in order to 

evaluate the openness of the domestic financial systems in emerging economies. It may 

also serve policy makers as a guide for encouraging the participation of foreign banking 

institutions in their domestic markets. 
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ΔΤΥΑΡΙΣΙΔ 

Η  παξνύζα δηαηξηβή είλαη ην ηέινο ηνπ ηαμηδηνύ κνπ γηα ηελ απόθηεζε ηνπ δηδαθηνξηθνύ 

κνπ δηπιώκαηνο. Γελ ηαμίδεςα όκσο κόλνο όια απηά ηα ρξόληα. Αληηζέησο, ε δηαηξηβή 

νινθιεξώζεθε κε ηελ θαζνδήγεζε, ππνζηήξημε θαη ελζάξξπλζε πνιιώλ αλζξώπσλ. 

Έηζη, ζην ζεκείν απηό ζα ήζεια λα επραξηζηήζσ όινπο εθείλνπο πνπ βνήζεζαλ, ν 

θαζέλαο κε ηνλ ηξόπν ηνπ, όρη κόλν ζην λα  νινθιεξσζεί ε δηαηξηβή, αιιά θαη ζην λα 

γίλεη κία αμέραζηα κνλαδηθή  γηα κέλα εκπεηξία. 

 Η εθπόλεζε ηεο δηδαθηνξηθήο κνπ δηαηξηβήο δελ ζα ήηαλ εθηθηή ρσξίο ηελ 

βνήζεηα, ηελ ζπλερή ππνζηήξημε θαη ηελ ππνκνλή ηνπ θύξηνπ επηβιέπνληα, Καζεγεηή θ. 

Υάξξπ Παπαπαλάγνπ. Ήηαλ απηόο πνπ κε επέιεμε σο ππνςήθην δηδάθηνξα θαηά ην 

θξίζηκν, ηειεπηαίν ζηάδην ησλ κεηαπηπρηαθώλ κνπ ζπνπδώλ ζηηο Γηεζλείο Οηθνλνκηθέο 

ρέζεηο. Σνλ επραξηζηώ ζεξκά γη' απηό θαζώο θαη γηα ην όηη απνηέιεζε, όια απηά ηα 

ρξόληα, ηελ θύξηα πεγή απαληήζεσλ ζηα επηζηεκνληθά κνπ εξσηήκαηα θαη ηηο εξεπλεηηθέο 

κνπ αλεζπρίεο, θαζνδεγώληαο κε ππνκνλεηηθά ζε όια ηα ζηάδηα ηεο εθπνλήζεσο ηεο 

δηαηξηβήο. Δπηπιένλ, ε ππνζηήξημε  ηνπ δεύηεξνπ επηβιέπνληα, Αλαπιεξσηή Καζεγεηή θ. 

Φώηηνπ ηώθε, ππήξμε πνιύηηκε, θάηη γηα ην νπνίν ηνπ είκαη επγλώκσλ. Οθείισ πνιιά 

ζε απηόλ, όρη κόλν γηαηί κνπ δίδαμε, ππνκνλεηηθά, νηθνλνκεηξία, αιιά θαη γαηί κνπ έκαζε 

πώο λα πξνζεγγίδσ ζθαηξηθά δηάθνξα ζέκαηα πνπ άπηνληαη ησλ ελδηαθεξόλησλ ηεο 

δηαηξηβήο κνπ, λα αλαθαιύπησ λέεο πηπρέο ηνπο θαη λα δίλσ επηζηεκνληθέο εξκελείεο. 

Δπίζεο, ζα ήζεια λα επραξηζηήζσ ηνλ Αλαπιεξσηή Καζεγεηή θ. Γεκήηξην Κπξηθιή, 

κέινο ηεο ηξηκεινύο ζπκβνπιεπηηθήο κνπ επηηξνπήο, γηα ηα εύζηνρα ζρόιηα θαη ηηο 

πξνηάζεηο ηνπ. Η αληαιιαγή ηδεώλ καδί ηνπ ππήξμε πνιύ επνηθνδνκεηηθή θαζώο κε 

βνήζεζε λα αλαθαιύςσ θάπνηεο αδπλακίεο θαη έηζη, κέζα από ηηο απαξαίηεηεο 

δηνξζώζεηο, λα βειηησζώ.  

 Θα ήζεια αθόκε λα επραξηζηήζσ ηνπο ζπκκεηέρνληεο ζηα ηέζζεξα δηεζλή 

επηζηεκνληθά  ζπλέδξηα, ζηα νπνία παξνπζίαζα κέξε ηεο δηαηξηβήο κνπ, γηα ηελ θξηηηθή 

ηεο κειέηεο κνπ. Δπίζεο, επραξηζηώ ηνπο ζπκκεηέρνληεο ζηα ζεκηλάξηα πνπ δηνξγάλσλε 

ην Σκήκα Βαιθαληθώλ, ιαβηθώλ θαη Αλαηνιηθώλ πνπδώλ όια απηά ηα ρξόληα, γηα ηηο 

επνηθνδνκεηηθέο  ζπδεηήζεηο πάλσ ζε γεληθόηεξα κεζνδνινγηθά ζέκαηα επηζηεκνληθήο 

έξεπλαο.  

 ηελ δηάξθεηα ησλ ηειεπηαίσλ επηά εηώλ είρα ηελ ραξά λα ζπλεξγαζηώ κε ηελ ππ. 

δηδάθηνξα Ιθηγέλεηα Πεξζάθε. Θέισ λα ηελ επραξηζηήζσ γηα ηηο βαζπζηόραζηεο 

ζπδεηήζεηο, αιιά θαη γηαηί έθαλε ηελ ζπγθέληξσζε δεδνκέλσλ θαη θπξίσο ηελ 
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παξνπζίαζε γηα πξώηε θνξά κίαο εξγαζίαο κπξνζηά ζε θνηλό, ζε έλα δηεζλέο ζπλέδξην, 

κία επράξηζηε εκπεηξία. Δπίζεο, ζα ήζεια λα επραξηζηήζσ ζεξκά δύν ζπλαδέιθηζζέο κνπ 

γηα ηελ πνιύηηκε ζπλεηζθνξά ηνπο: ηελ Ράληα Κνύθε, ε νπνία, δηνξζώλνληαο 

ππνκνλεηηθά ηα Αγγιηθά κνπ, έθαλε ηελ δηαηξηβή πην αλαγλώζηκε θαη ηελ Πέπε 

Μπνπηαθίδνπ, ε νπνία επεμεξγάζηεθε ζπζηεκαηηθά ηνπο πίλαθεο, ηα δηαγξάκκαηα, ηα 

πεξηερόκελα θαη ηελ όιε δνκή ηεο δηαηξηβήο, θάλνληάο ηελ πην εππαξνπζίαζηε. 

Παξάιιεια κε ηελ ζπλεηζθνξά ηνπο ζην ηερληθό θνκκάηη ηεο δηαηξηβήο, εθηηκάσ 

απεξηόξηζηα ηελ θηιία θαη ηελ ππνζηήξημε θαη ησλ δύν. Αθόκε, ζα ήζεια λα επραξηζηήζσ 

ηνλ ππ. δηδάθηνξα πύξν Παξαβάληε, γηα ηελ βνήζεηά ηνπ ζηελ ζύληαμε ηνπ ηειηθνύ 

θεηκέλνπ ηεο δηαηξηβήο, αιιά θαη γηα ηηο ρξήζηκεο ζπκβνπιέο ηνπ ζρεηηθά κε ηελ 

δηαδηθαζία ηεο δεκόζηαο ππνζηήξημεο.         

 Όληαο ππάιιεινο ηεο Δζληθήο Σξάπεδαο ηεο Διιάδνο θαηά ηελ δηάξθεηα ησλ 

ζπνπδώλ κνπ, έθαλε ην λα είζαη Τπ. Γηδάθηνξαο αθόκε πην δύζθνιν, αλ θαη αξθεηά 

πξνθιεηηθό. Ωζηόζν, είρα ηελ ηύρε λα ζπλεξγαζηώ κε αλζξώπνπο, νη νπνίνη, 

ζαπκάδνληαο ηελ πξνζπάζεηά κνπ, ζηήξημαλ ην εγρείξεκά κνπ. ην ζεκείν απηό, ζα ήζεια 

λα επραξηζηήζσ, κεηαμύ άιισλ, θάπνηνπο από ηνπο δηεπζπληέο κε ηνπο νπνίνπο 

ζπλεξγάζηεθα θαηά ηελ δηάξθεηα ηεο εθπόλεζεο ηεο παξνύζαο δηαηξηβήο. πγθεθξηκέλα, 

εθηηκάσ ηελ ζηήξημε ησλ θ.θ. Ισάλλε Μάληδηνπ, Θεόδσξνπ Ιγγιέζε θαη Μηραήι 

Μεηζηάξα, ελώ ηδηαίηεξεο επραξηζηίεο νθείισ ζηνλ Γξ. Απόζηνιν Αηγππηηάδε, ν νπνίνο 

κε ελζάξξπλε από ηα πξώηα βήκαηα ηεο εθπόλεζεο ηεο δηαηξηβήο, γηα ηελ ζηήξημή ηνπ 

όια απηά ηα ρξόληα. 

 Δπίζεο, ζα ήζεια λα επραξηζηήζσ ηνπο θίινπο κνπ θαη ηνπο ζπγγελείο κνπ (πάξα 

πνιινί γηα λα αλαθεξζνύλ εδώ, αιιά νη ίδηνη μέξεηε πνηνη είζηε!), γηα ηελ ζηήξημε θαη ηελ 

εκςύρσζε πνπ κνπ έδσζαλ όια απηά ηα ρξόληα. Πάλσ από όινπο όκσο, ζα ήζεια λα 

επραξηζηήζσ ηνπο γνλείο κνπ, νη νπνίνη, απνηειώληαο πάληα παξάδεηγκα γηα κέλα, κνπ 

πξνζέθεξαλ απιόρεξα ηελ εηιηθξηλή ηνπο ζπκπαξάζηαζή όια απηά ηα ρξόληα, ζηεξίδνληαο 

κε θάζε ηξόπν, κέρξη θαη ζήκεξα, ηελ απόθαζή κνπ λα εθπνλήζσ κία δηδαθηνξηθή 

δηαηξηβή. Όζεο επραξηζηίεο θαη λα γξάςσ γηα απηνύο κάιινλ δελ αξθνύλ. Σειεπηαίν, αιιά 

ζε θακία πεξίπησζε ιηγόηεξν ζεκαληηθό, αθήλσ λα επραξηζηήζσ ηνλ αδεξθό κνπ Αληώλε 

θαη θαιύηεξό κνπ θίιν όια απηά ηα ρξόληα,, γηα ηελ ζηήξημε θαη ηελ βνήζεηά ηνπ, θαζώο 

θαη γηα ην όηη δελ κε άθεζε πνηέ λα ηα παξαηήζσ.             

                     

ηέθαλνο Φσηόπνπινο  

Θεζζαινλίθε, Ννέκβξηνο 2012 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM   

Eight decades ago, Schumpeter (1934) stressed the role of the banking sector as a 

financier of productive investments and thus as an accelerator of economic growth. 

Since then, numerous studies have tried to determine the real relationship between 

financial development and economic growth forming the so-called “finance – growth” 

nexus.  

Among others, Diamond (1984), Boyd and Prescott (1986), Williamson (1987b), 

Greenwood and Javanovic (1990), and King and Levine (1993b) have developed 

theoretical models, dealing with the above mentioned nexus. Once these theoretical 

models formed a reliable context in which economic growth could be examined along 

with the structure of respective financial systems, empirical studies further tested the 

“finance-growth” relationship. Overall, there seems to be a consensus regarding the 

relationship between financial structure and economic growth. Most empirical studies 

have provided evidence supporting that strong financial structures stimulate growth; De 

Gregorio Guidotti (1995), Rajan and Zingales (1998), and Bonin and Wachtel (2003) 

have also confirmed the above claim, among others.   

Furthermore, regarding the “finance – growth” nexus, the openness of domestic 

banking markets added a factor not previously taken into consideration seriously: 

foreign participation. Once domestic economies started hosting foreign financial 

institutions, numerous studies began to deal with the Financial Sector Foreign Direct 

Investments (FSFDI). Initially, the determinants of FSFDI had to be examined. The 

studies of Dunning (1973, 1977, 1979, 1988) played a key role on modeling FSFDI. 

The author formed the so called “OLI Paradigm” by attributing cross borders operations 
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of an entity to three sets of factors (or advantages), namely Ownership, Location and 

Internalization (OLI). 

In addition, the OLI Paradigm, which is also found in the bibliography as the 

eclectic approach, was applied to international banking and closely related to the issue 

above is the “follow the customer” hypothesis. (Note that this hypothesis, according to 

which banks “followed” their customers abroad, has played a pivotal role on the 

composition of  the theoretical context of the OLI Paradigm, especially when examining 

internalization advantages). 

Among others, Gray and Gray (1981), Cho (1985, 1986), Blandon (1998) and 

Sagari (1992) have examined the determinants of foreign banks‟ penetration in a 

domestic financial system. In reference to host economies, transition economies 

constituted a unique field of great interest due to the special features of these 

economies; i.e. economies which traditionally had been centrally planned, that have 

taken gradually the path of a market economy, opening their borders to foreign 

investors.  

Once foreign banks‟ presence in domestic economies had been intensified, the 

need to examine the relationship between FSFDI and “finance” was born. Isolating the 

first member of the “finance – growth” equation and examining the impact that foreign 

banks might have on it, the relationship between FSFDI and growth could be seen. 

(There are numerous studies dealing with the role that foreign banks have played in host 

banking systems such as: Dages, Goldberg and Kinney, 2000; Claessens et al, 2001; 

Hermes and Lensink, 2002; Drakos, 2003; Eschenbach et al., 2004; Mamatzakis et al., 

2005).  

The main claim in the above literature is that foreign banks may have positive 

spillovers in the domestic economies by intensifying local competition and by 
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enhancing the overall efficiency of the domestic banking system. Also, foreign banks 

may help by better allocating input factors towards more productive processes in the 

host economy, thereby promoting domestic output growth in an indirect way.      

On the other hand, a few researchers such as Claessens et al. (2001), Crystal et 

al. (2001), and Litan et al. (2001), have expressed concerns regarding foreign entries 

and potential negative effects on host economies. However, case studies are very few 

compared to the ones that conclude FSFDI‟s beneficiary role in economic growth.  

Similar concerns have been expressed regarding the effects of foreign banks‟ 

activities on host credit stability. Trying to identify the credit effects empirically, it is 

best to view them as part of the monetary policy transmission mechanism [Bernanke 

and Gertler, 1995]. The theory around the topic suggests that if there is to be a Bank 

Lending Channel (BLC), then monetary shocks would have an impact on banks‟ 

behavior regarding financing the real economy. In other words, a tightening monetary 

policy imposed by monetary authorities would be transmitted to a real economy through 

contractions in bank lending practices (Kashyap, Wilcox and Stein, 1991; Bernanke and 

Blinder, 1992; Morgan, 1998; Huang, 2003; Alfaro et al., 2004; Gambacorta, 2005; 

Arena et al., 2007).   

Furthermore, researchers have focused on the role of foreign banks in the BLC 

of each domestic economy. Many researchers, among them Dages et al. (2000), 

Goldberg L. (2001), Crystal et al. (2002), Ashcraft (2003), and Detragiache et al. 

(2006), have attributed a beneficiary role to foreign banks regarding this specific topic.  

Of course there are studies, though very limited, implying a rather harmful 

impact of foreign banks on the credit stability of host counties. Concerns expressed by 

Peek and Rosengren (2000a), Goldberg (2001), and Jeanneau and Micu (2002), have 

focused mainly on the negative effects which might arise when foreign banks transmit 
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(respond to) home (host) shocks. Regarding this last issue, a “pull – push factors” 

analysis has constituted a common practice for previous researchers. Scholars such as 

Molyneux and Seth (1980) and Moshirian (2001) have examined the extent to which 

foreign banks have transmitted home shocks to recipient economies, while Morgan and 

Strahan (2002), Kraft (2002), and Ralph de Haas and Iman van Lelyveld (2003) have 

provided us with empirical evidence of the responsiveness of foreign banks to shocks 

born in domestic economies.  

The impact of FSFDI on credit stability is claimed to be rather indirect. Taking 

into consideration that credit supply and credit stability are tightly related to growth 

output and, given that there is a consensus on the positive relationship between credit 

and foreign participation, an indirect positive relationship between FSFDI and growth is 

implied (Goldsmith, 1969; King and Levine, 1993; Drakos, 2003). On the other hand, 

FSFDI may affect growth output in a more direct way; by allocating factor inputs 

towards more productive processes thereby stimulating domestic output.  

This issue has not received much attention. However, researchers have tried to 

examine whether resources in domestic economies are better allocated when foreign 

banks operate in the respective economies. Growth equations indicate that capital and 

labor are the main inputs in any productive function. Based on the above, Merton 

(1987), Wurgler (2000), Bonin and Wachtel (2001), Wu et al. (2009), have claimed that 

foreign participation in domestic banking systems has helped capital and labor to be 

better allocated.  

The examination of the contribution of foreign banks to domestic resource 

allocation, along with the respective contribution to domestic credit stability and supply, 

provides us with a more consistent and integrated framework in which findings 

regarding FSFDI can be best discussed. The increasing foreign participation in banking 
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systems all around the world generates the need to re-examine the issues described 

above. Of course, when dealing with the consequences of FSFDI, one should not 

overlook the context in which such FDI took place; examining the determinants of 

foreign banks‟ expansion, which in turn caused a potential impact on every domestic 

economy, might be of equal interest to examining the consequences themselves.        .         
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2. MOTIVATION, OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE THESIS 

The previous section highlighted the main research problems relevant to the topic of this 

thesis. In regards to the economics of Greek banks‟ internationalization, a practical 

application of the issues described in the previous section to their case has been 

attempted. 

 The research was motivated by the lack of literature on the topic, regarding this 

specific area. More specifically, while there are numerous empirical studies dealing 

with transition economies worldwide, the literature on the five specific economies of 

South Eastern Europe (5SEE), namely Albania, Bulgaria, FYROM, Romania and 

Serbia, is quite limited, and the relevant literature on the economies of Central Eastern 

Europe (CEE) is only a little wider. Of course the reason that these economies has been 

chosen is obvious; Greek banks are among the greatest investors in these economies, 

having over 2000 branches in the 5SEE. In this wide foreign Greek banking network, 

over 24.000 people are employed. This study represents the first attempt to compile, 

illustrate and discuss in detail the data on the historical presence (regarding the year, 

mode of entry, and other relevant features) of Greek Banks in the 5SEE economies 

 Greek banks have been among the greatest players in the 5SEE banking markets 

over the past decade. However, the impact of such a presence on the host economies is 

still unexplored. In order to fill this gap, the effects of Greek banks‟ presence on the 

5SEE economies over the previous decade will be explored primarily. Based on the 

research problem described in the previous section, such an exploration takes place in 

the general context of the finance growth analysis and, in a narrower context, in the 

BLC as well. 

 Before going deeper into the primary objective of this thesis, the determinants of 

Greek banks‟ expansion in the specific economies will be examined, given that such an 
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issue lacks empirical research. Based on the OLI Paradigm, Greek banks‟ penetration 

into the 5SEE economies will be decomposed for the first time into the sets of 

advantages provided by the paradigm. To the best of my knowledge, such 

decomposition has never been applied before; a variety of alternative variables, some of 

which are constructed and employed for the first time, exclusively capture each set of 

advantages.  

 The interpretation of the econometric results in respect to all three sets of 

advantages, contributes to the very limited literature on Greek international banking. 

Implications on the role of domestic market conditions, of specific aspects of the reform 

of these economies and of regulatory conditions within them, provide a reliable context 

in which Greek banks‟ expansion can be considered. 

 Furthermore, the relevant contribution of each set of advantages is analytically 

discussed while special attention is given to the “follow the customer” hypothesis 

regarding Greek banks‟ internationalization. Examining the sets of advantages 

simultaneously allows one to test whether the eclectic approach or the “follow the 

customer” hypothesis better fits the case of Greek banks. The previous studies on 

emerging economies, such the ones here examined, applied mainly only one of the 

above approaches preventing any further comparison among them.  

 The impact of Greek banks on the 5SEE economies‟ growth will be examined 

through two different channels; the BLC and the finance – growth channel. Focusing on 

the BLC has great importance since such a channel is closely related to banks‟ basic 

operation; lending. Once the existence of BLC in the five specific economies has been 

established, then the role that Greek banks have played in those economies can be 

investigated. 
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 Though very interesting, little attention has been given to the issue above. 

Previous studies have dealt mainly with emerging economies of CEE and Latin 

America, employing VAR analysis. Given that a similar analysis has never been applied 

to explore the respective BLC operation in SEE, findings derived from the VAR 

analysis employed are of great interest. Additionally, the specific channel is examined 

in a narrower context, isolating the role Greek banks have played in it. Through a 

comparative VAR analysis, Greek banks‟ contribution to domestic credit stability is 

measured by the buffering effects that Greek banks have had over the past decade. This 

indicates their beneficiary role in the region. Finally, data on Greek credit in the 5SEE 

economies and furthermore on reserve requirement ratio is not available in an existing 

database involving time series, providing an opportunity for this thesis to enrich the 

existing statistics (in the compilation and calculation of this data).  

 Also, the way Greek banks have responded to home and host shocks regarding 

their credit supply and volatility will be investigated. Through a “pull – push” factors 

descriptive analysis, Greek banks‟ credit supply is explicitly illustrated, while shifts in 

Greek credit, supplied in the region during periods of adverse economic conditions, 

home and host as well, are captured and discussed. Constructing a panel of “crisis 

windows”, the descriptive analysis presented, approaches credit stability issue in an 

innovating way, contributing again at the same time to the existing statistics. Viewing 

foreign banks‟ contribution to credit stability as the extent to which banks respond to 

host shocks or/and transmit home shocks, adds a new perspective to the “finance 

growth” issue which has been so far been neglected by the literature on Greek 

international banking. 

 Lastly, this thesis tries to capture the contribution of Greek banks to economic 

growth via their better allocation of domestic input factors. The previous limited studies 
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dealing with foreign presence in the SEE have overlooked the resource allocation issue, 

and most of them lack econometric analyses. As far as the above issue is concerned, the 

thesis aims to demonstrate whether or not Greek banks have helped domestic capital 

and labor being productively combined in SEE, stimulating therefore output growth. 

The employment of interactive terms makes the econometric analysis more complex, 

while the findings derived from this analysis reinforce the implications regarding the 

beneficiary role Greek banks have played in the 5SEE economies. 

 In conclusion the objective of the thesis is to answer two different questions. 

First, why Greek banks have expanded in the 5SEE economies and second, how they 

have affected the domestic economies over the past decade through the policy buffering 

effects and through the positive spillovers such as competition and resource allocation. 

The overall contribution of the thesis relies upon the multidimensional way that these 

two questions are approached and, by taking advantage of the lack of empirical research 

on the topic regarding the specific less-developed economies of SEE, to provide data 

that until now has been absent from this field. 
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3. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS  

Once the motivation for the research has been presented and the objectives have been 

clearly defined in the general context of the research problems described above, the rest 

of the thesis is organized as follows: 

 The first chapter deals with the determinants of Greek banks‟ 

internationalization in the 5SEE economies over the 2000 – 2007 period. In section 2, 

presence of Greek banks is illustrated analytically in order to provide insight regarding 

the extent of Greek banks‟ penetration. In section 3, the two approaches regarding 

internationalization are discussed through a review of the relevant literature. The main 

aspects of the initial internationalization theory and the posterior eclectic approach are 

highlighted in order for them to be applied to the case of Greek banks‟ expansion and to 

be econometrically tested. 

 The theoretical model developed in section 4.1 of the chapter is a practical 

application of the OLI Paradigm to Greek international banking, while section 4.2 

econometrically tests the relevant contribution of the three sets of advantages described 

earlier. Methodological econometric issues are discussed in section 4.3 and in section 5 

regression results are presented and discussed. In the subsections that follow, each set of 

advantages is separately examined and analyzed, while special attention is given to the 

“follow the customer hypothesis” in subsection 5.1.3. Lastly, location advantages are 

separately regressed on the dependent variable in section 5.2 and respective results are 

also discussed. A final section concludes the chapter, while descriptive statistics, 

regarding variables employed, details on data and figures, regarding Greek banks‟ 

presence, are listed at the end of the chapter. 

The second chapter deals with the credit stabilizing role that Greek banks have 

played in the economies under examination during the 2000-2009 period. In section 2, 
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preliminary evidence on credit supply and volatility is presented, based on descriptive 

statistics. Section 3 deals with push factors and section 4 focuses on pull factors. More 

specifically, the theoretical background on push factors analysis is discussed in section 

3.1 and the transmission of Greek banks‟ home shocks to the 5SEE economies is 

captured and illustrated in section 3.2. Regarding push factors analysis, section 4.1 

discusses the relevant literature, while section 4.2 captures and illustrates Greek banks‟ 

responsiveness to host shocks in the 5SEE economies. Concluding the chapter, 

implications on Greek banks‟ operation in respect to domestic credit volatility are 

discussed in section 5. Interesting descriptive statistics on credit supplied in the region 

and a panel of crisis windows, either home or host, are also presented at the end of the 

chapter. 

The focus of the third chapter is the BLC. Specifically, once theoretical 

background is discussed in section 2 and a theoretical identification is given in 

subsection 3, section 4 tries to answer whether there is an active BLC in the 5SEE 

economies. VAR system is presented in section 4.1 and the utilized data is discussed. 

Impulse response function results are analyzed in section 4.2, while special attention is 

given to demand factors in section 4.3. Once the operation of an active BLC in the 

5SEE economies has been examined, section 5 focuses on the role Greek banks have 

played in this BLC. A literature review, including theoretical and empirical studies on 

bank ownership and monetary policy effects, preludes the section, while a comparative 

VAR system is developed in section 5.2. Additionally, the results of impulse response 

functions presented in subsection 5.2.2 are reinforced by the variance decomposition 

presented in section 5.2.3. A final section summarizes the main findings of the chapter, 

while details of the variables employed and the data utilized are listed at the end of the 
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chapter. Figures depicting impulse responses and tables relevant to variance 

decomposition are also included. 

The fourth and last chapter of the thesis deals with the “finance – growth” nexus 

and the role of Greek banks in it. Section 2 gives the theoretical background, while in 

subsection 2.2, the role of foreign participation in domestic banking system is discussed 

in a narrower context. A theoretical model, based on the growth equation, is employed 

in section 3. The econometric model and variables‟ economic significance are discussed 

in section 4. In section 5, regressions‟ results, regarding positive spillovers and 

especially resource allocation, are presented and analyzed. A final section concludes the 

chapter while tables depicting data sources, descriptive statistics and alternative panel 

data estimations are listed at the end of the chapter.  

Lastly, in the final part of the thesis the methodologies employed and the main 

findings of the research are summarized. Implications regarding policy, research 

limitations and future studies conclude the thesis.  
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CHAPTER 1. THE DETERMINANTS OF GREEK BANKS’ 

EXPANSION IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES: AN 

ECLECTIC APPROACH 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter analyzes the determinants of Greek bank‟s expansion in the 5SEE. As has 

already been described in the introduction of the thesis, Greek banks initially crossed 

their borders in the early 90s. However, this analysis takes place in a narrower context, 

focusing specifically on the period from 2000 to 2007 because during this period, Greek 

banks‟ cross-border operations in SEE were intensified; i.e. domestic banking 

institutions in the 5SEE were acquired by Greek banks reinforcing strongly the already 

established Greek network in the region.  

By analyzing for first time the three sets of advantages suggested by the OLI 

Paradigm (alternatively the Eclectic Paradigm) regarding the specific five less-

developed economies, this chapter contributes to the existing literature on international 

banking.
1
 More specifically, applying the OLI Paradigm to the internationalization of 

Greek banks during the period of 2000 to 2007, three sets of advantages, namely 

ownership, location and internalization are captured and decomposed, and their  relative 

significance is considered. 

As far as can currently be determined, there are no previous attempts that 

attempt to explain (with the employment of the OLI paradigm) why foreign banks enter 

the SEE economies and consequently why Greek banks have penetrated and grown in 

                                                 
1
 According to the OLI Paradigm, foreign direct investment decision is a combination of three factors; 

Ownership, Internalization and Location. For a detailed discussion see Dunning (1973, 1977).  
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the specific region. Also, there is a rigorous and in depth evaluation of the location 

advantages and of their decomposition in two subsets; namely economic and regulatory 

conditions. Lastly, due to a lack of time series data for the specific area, a data set is 

constructed by utilizing a number of reliable sources such as Central Banks, 

Commercial Banks‟ year books, IFS statistics, etc.   

 Furthermore, regarding internalization advantages, special attention is given to the 

“follow the customer hypothesis” which captures internalization advantages and is 

examined along with ownership and location advantages. It is a given that Greek 

enterprises operating in the region of SEE probably used to cooperate with a Greek 

bank in Greece before crossing the borders. It is therefore not disputed that Greek banks 

may have initially crossed these borders in order to follow their domestic customers 

abroad to internalize the bank-client relationships established in Greece.
2
 Besides, the 

literature concludes a well documented relationship between enterprises and banks of 

the same nationality both investing in the same region. The main assumption of the 

hypothesis is that a bank crosses the borders in order to maintain the already established 

bank-client relationship with all of the subsequent benefits.
3
  

 However it will be shown that factors such as favorable host market conditions, 

profit opportunities, and governance similarities between Greece and the host countries 

can better explain the expansion of Greek banks rather than  the “follow the customer 

                                                 
2
 Such a hypothesis is based on the fact that during the decade prior to the one here studied, Greek 

enterprises - especially manufacturing ones – transferred some of their units to neighboring countries in 

SEE. Given that over 8.000 Greek enterprises had established subsidiaries in SEE economies, one could 

claim that Greek banks followed these enterprises abroad.   

3
 Following the customer abroad might guarantee the continuation of the cooperation between a Greek 

bank and its home customer; the cross border co-operation would strengthen the already established co-

operation in Greece.             
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hypothesis” over the 2000 to 2007 period. In other words, in the context of the claimed 

eclectic approach, once Greek banks initially entered SEE factors other than the 

traditional internalization ones explain Greek expansion in the 5SEE banking markets.  

 Empirically, evidence is provided that the three factors of the Eclectic Paradigm 

significantly affected Greek banks‟ expansion. Specifically, over this period Greek 

banks utilized ownership advantages, especially the intangible ones, while the location 

advantages exhibited the highest significance.  

 The rest of the chapter is organised as follows; section 2 illustrates the presence of 

Greek banks in the 5SEE economies and section 3 reviews the literature relevant to the 

topic. Section 4 refers to the theoretical background and the econometric model while 

the variables‟ economic significance is also discussed. Study results are analyzed in 

section 5 and a final section concludes the chapter. 
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1.2 GREEK BANKS’ PRESENCE IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES 

From 2000 to 2007 seven Greek banks operated in the 5SEE, namely National Bank of 

Greece (NBG), Alpha Bank, Piraeus Bank, EFG Eurobank Ergasias, Emporiki Bank, 

Agricultural Bank of Greece (ATE Bank) and Marfin Egnatia Bank.
4
 Key 

characteristics regarding the time and mode of the penetration of the above banks in 

SEE are given in Tables 1.1 – 1.6. Also, figure 1.1 depicts Greek banks‟ market shares 

in SEE in terms of assets, loans and deposits for the period 2000 – 2007 while Greek 

market shares in each host economy are shown in figures 1.2 – 1.6.          

 

1.2.1 Greek Banks’ Presence in Albania 

 

Albania‟s banking system has been privatizing gradually and since 2004 94% of the 

banking system is privately owned.
5
 Among the 16 privately owned banks operating in 

Albania, 13 are foreign-owned. Regarding Greek presence, NBG, Alpha Bank, 

Emporiki Bank, and Piraeus Bank have established in total, a network of over 140 

branches in which about 1390 people are employed. In sum, the above four Greek banks 

have managed to control over 25% of the banking market in terms of assets and loans 

and over 35% in terms of deposits.    

All four Greek banks entered the Albanian economy via greenfield investments.
6
 

Initially, NBG and Piraeus Bank expanded in Albania in 1996. Piraeus bank, having 

                                                 
4
 Marfin Egnatia Bank initially entered the SEE banking market in 2000 under the name Egnatia Bank. In 

2006 the bank was merged with Laiki Bank and Marfin Bank. The new bank was renamed Marfin 

Egnatia Bank and has belonged since then to Marfin Popular Bank.       

5
 According to Central Banks‟ official definition, a bank is considered to be private when private 

shareholders posses over 50% of the bank‟s stocks.     

6
 An investment is characterized as “greenfield” in the case where the foreign investor (a bank in this 

case) does not take control of an existing entity but establishes an entity autonomously from the 
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entered the financial sector of Albania under the name Tirana Bank, was the first private 

banking institution to operate ever in the Albanian economy. Alpha Bank established 

the first Alpha Bank branch in Tirana in 1998 and in 1999 Greek presence in Albania 

was reinforced by the entry of Emporiki Bank.  

 

 

1.2.2 Greek Banks’ Presence in Bulgaria 

Greek presence is more intense in Bulgaria compared to Albania. Among the 29 banks 

operating in total in the privatized Bulgarian banking market, five are Greek. NBG, 

Alpha Bank, Emporiki Bank, EFG Eurobank Ergasias and Piraeus Bank have managed 

to control significant market shares in the Bulgarian banking market. In total, 740 Greek 

branches operate in Bulgaria collectively containing over 8.466 employees. Through 

this wide network Greek banks control over a quarter of the total assets and loans in the 

Bulgarian banking market while the respective share in terms of deposits is even higher. 

 Unlike the case of Albania, acquisitions are the dominant pattern regarding 

Greek banks‟ entry in Bulgaria. In 1994 Piraeus Bank established the first Greek branch 

in Sofia. Greek presence was reinforced a year later by NBG which also established a 

branch in Sofia whereas in 1996 M&As started to occur in the Bulgarian banking 

market. Specifically, in 1996 Emporiki Bank acquired the Bulgarian Investment Bank 

and in 2000 NBG gained full control of the domestic state-owned United Bulgarian 

Bank (UBB), the second biggest bank in Bulgaria. In 2000 Alpha Bank established an 

autonomous network of branches in Bulgaria and EFG Eurobank Ergasias acquired the 

domestic Post Bank. Also, Piraeus Bank, having already established a wide network 

                                                                                                                                               
beginning. On the other hand, in the case where a foreign investor acquires totally an existing entity or the 

investors‟ entity and the domestic one are merged, the investment is characterized as “brownfield”, 

commonly also referred as “M&As” (mergers and acquisitions).        
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since 1994, acquired Evrobank AD in 2005. Lastly, EFG Eurobank Ergasias acquired 

DZI bank in 2006 which was later merged with Postbank. 

 

 

1.2.3 Greek Banks’ Presence in FYROM 

Among the 5 – SEE economies, FYROM hosts the fewest Greek banks. The banking 

sector of FYROM, 98% of which is privatized, consists of 19 banking institutions. Half 

of them are foreign while two among them are Greek. It is remarkable that the two 

Greek banks operating in FYROM (NBG and Alpha Bank) control almost the one third 

of the total assets and loans in the domestic banking market.  

The high shares Greek banks possess in FYROM are attributed mainly to NBG 

which in 2000 acquired the second largest bank in FYROM, namely Stopanska Bank. 

Also, Alpha Bank, being the first Greek bank to invest in FYROM, acquired Kreditna 

Banka AD Skopje in 2000. In total, the Greek network in FYROM consists of 90 

branches with 1461 employees.  

 

1.2.4 Greek Banks’ Presence in Romania 

All seven multinational Greek banks have invested in Romania, either by establishing 

networks or by acquiring a domestic bank. Among the 42 banking institutions operating 

in Romania, only two are state-owned while 26 are foreign. The seven Greek banks play 

a significant role in the Romanian banking market by controlling about 15% and 26% of 

the market‟s total assets and loans respectively.    

 In 1996, Alpha Bank became the first Greek bank to enter Romania. The bank‟s 

network consists of 930 branches and 11.000 employees. In 1997 Emporiki Bank 

established an autonomous network. The first Greek acquisition in Romania took place 
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in 2000 when Egnatia Bank took control of BNP - Dresdner Bank S.A.
7
 Greek 

penetration became more intense in 2000 through the greenfield investments of NBG 

and Piraeus Bank while in 2003 Eurobank and NBG acquired Banc Post S.A. and Banca 

Romaneasca S.A. respectively. Lastly ATE Bank acquired Mindbank in 2006. 

 

1.2.5 Greek Banks’ Presence in Serbia 

Serbia‟s banking system, dominated by private capitals, consists of 34 banks. NBG, 

Alpha Bank, EFG Eurobank Ergasias, Emporiki Bank, ATE Bank and Piraeus Bank are 

five among the 20 foreign banking institutions operating in the Serbian economy. Greek 

banks, operating in Serbia through a network of 540 branches with over 6430 

employees, have managed to gain significant shares in the Serbian banking market.  

 Greek investments in Serbia began quite late compared to the respective 

investments in the rest of the 5SEE economies. Alpha Bank in 2002 and NBG in 2003, 

penetrated the Serbian banking system through greenfield investments. On the other 

hand, Eurobank acquired 62.3% of Nacionalna Stedionica Banca AD Beograd in 2004 

while a year later Alpha Bank and Piraeus Bank acquired Jubanka and Atlas Bank 

respectively. In 2006 ATE Bank took full control of AIK bank while the same year 

NBG reinforced its already established network in Serbia by acquiring Vojvodjanska 

Banka. 

                                                 
7
 Initially the new bank took the name Egnatia Bank Romania S.A. and was renamed Marfin Bank 

Romania S.A. in 2008. 
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1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW   

The literature on the internationalization of an enterprise - financial or not - lies upon 

two major theories; the initial internalization and the eclectic one.
8
 The main claim of 

the initial internalization theory is that the need of an entity to follow its home customer 

abroad encourages cross-border operations.
9
 Applying this theory to international 

banking, researchers considered banks‟ expansion as a result of the internationalization 

of other non-financial domestic enterprises. In other words, banks seek to internalize the 

internationalization of other non-financial home enterprises. The above claim can be 

best summarized by the so called “follow the customer hypothesis” which will be 

discussed analytically below.  

Additionally, two other factors, namely ownership and, more importantly, 

location ones, were empirically proven to have motivated banks‟ expansion abroad 

forming the eclectic approach. Proponents of the latter, without necessarily denying the 

utilization of internalization advantages - and thus the validity of the follow the 

                                                 
8
 In the bibliography one may also find the “Level of Development Theory” (Dunning, 1979) and the 

“Product Life-Cycle Theory” (Vernon, 1966). For the needs of the thesis I do not deal with the above 

theories separately given that their main assumptions are included in the Eclectic Approach (and more 

specifically in the Location advantages on which I focus in my analysis). Lastly, another theory is the 

„„follow-the-leader theory” (Engwall and Wallestal, 1998). According to that theory a bank‟s incentive to 

expand is the expansion of a domestic competitor. The weakness of this approach regarding banks‟ 

expansion is that it does not explain the expansion of the first one among all Greek banks (in this case 

Alpha bank), the so-called „„leader‟‟.             

9
 The internalization theory is also known as the “Coasian theory”. Coase (1937) claimes that banks or 

other firms practically internalize the benefits of the internationalization of a wider group of entities. For 

example, Greek banks may internalize the benefits of the internationalization of a Greek non-financial 

sector etc.            
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customer hypothesis - support the co-existence of three sets of advantages suggested by 

the OLI Paradigm with the location advantages exhibiting the highest significance.  

Both approaches offer a context in which international banking can be 

discussed. As is clearly stated in the title of the chapter, Greek banks‟ expansion is 

considered in the context of the eclectic theory, the main aspects of which are discussed 

below through the literature review the follows. However, given the fact that the follow 

the customer hypothesis is examined in this analysis, the literature relevant to the 

internalization approach is given below as well.  Lastly, the rejection of the above 

hypothesis would provide evidence supporting the eclectic approach.                              

 

 

1.3.1 The Initial Internalization Approach  

Internalization theory argues that the utilization of location advantages in the host 

economies can motivate banks‟ expansion abroad. Proponents of the theory ignore 

location advantages while they overstate the “follow the customer” hypothesis 

discussed above.  

Applying internalization approach, which is also frequently referred as a defensive 

approach, to international banking, Brimmer and Dahl (1975) suggested that banks 

expand in order to follow other non-financial home enterprises abroad.
10

 The authors 

argued that banks seek to internalize the existing bank-client relationship so as to avoid 

being supplanted by other banking institutions, either domestic or foreign, in the host 

economies. The bank-client relationship has also the benefit of minimizing the costs of 

                                                 
10

 The theory is claimed to be defensive because the bank does not cross the borders of its own initiative, 

but it does so in order to follow the home customer abroad. In a sense, the bank grows multinational 

being a follower rather being a leader. For a detailed discussion on the term “defensive” see Williams 

(2002).     
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learning the banking requirements of a non-banking enterprise operating abroad. Also, 

in the case of a bank following its customer abroad the bank applies this knowledge 

advantage abroad at relatively low marginal costs (Williams, 1998).  

According to Fieleke (1977) the long-term relationship between a bank and its 

home clients constitutes a necessary condition for banks‟ adaption to local conditions. 

Thus, banks adjust their location mix in order to respond to the location mix of the 

home corporations. This view was also supported by Khoury (1979) who claimed that 

the bank-client relationship constitutes a well-developed information network about the 

client. Consequently, according to the authors‟ findings, a bank crosses its borders in 

order to maintain this internal market for information. Also, Buckley and Casson (1991) 

and Williams (1998) supported that the flow of information regarding the home clients, 

becomes a public good within the bank which can best be exploited via foreign direct 

investment. 

Regarding the “follow the customer” hypothesis, Berger (2000, 2003) supported 

that it can sufficiently explain banking institutions‟ internationalization. The author 

attributed the globalization of the banking industry to what he called “follow-the-FDI-

of-the-existing-client” theory while numerous case studies have tested the 

internalization theory. Nigh et al. (1986) concluded that a positive relationship exists 

between US banks‟ foreign activities and the size of the US FDI. Also, the results of 

Goldberg and Johnson (1990) regarding foreign banks‟ expansion in the US provided 

evidence supporting the internalization theory. 

 In line with the above, Konopielko (1999), examining foreign banks‟ penetration 

into Central and East European (CEE) markets, supported that the penetration of 

multinational banks was motivated and accelerated by the penetration of multinational 

enterprises of the same nationality into the CEE markets and Galac et al (2000) came to 
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similar conclusions examining the financial FDI in Croatia.  In the same vein, Uiboupin 

(2001) and Dubauskas (2002) analyzed the expansion of foreign banks into the financial 

markets of Estonia and Lithuania respectively. So too did Esparanca and Gulamhussen 

(2001) who,  referring to the utilization of internalization advantages by foreign banks, 

concluded that banks do not only follow their corporate customers abroad but their non-

corporate customers as well.  

 Most of the above studies have utilized the FDIs undertaken by non financial 

home enterprises in order to test the “follow the customer” hypothesis. In other words, 

the FDI is internalized by multinational banks thereby encouraging their 

internationalization. On the other hand, Kowalski et al (2002), utilizing comparative 

empirical evidence from Estonia and Poland, supported that bilateral trade between the 

home and the host country could be internalized as well by foreign banks.  

 All of the above researchers attributed the internationalization of banking 

institutions to the internationalization of other home non-banking enterprises. 

According to these findings a bank crosses its borders to meet the home clients‟ needs 

abroad. Though such a claim seems reasonable - and may be sustainable in the case of 

Greek banks‟ expansion abroad – internalization theory does not take into consideration 

other factors such the domestic conditions and/or the foreign banks‟ (investors‟) own 

characteristics which could affect significantly banks‟ expansion abroad. 

 

1.3.2 The Eclectic Approach  

The eclectic approach views the foreign direct investments as a result of three factors 

(a.k.a. advantages), namely ownership, location, and internalization, with the location 

factors exhibiting the highest significance.
11

 Proponents of the eclectic approach support 

                                                 
11

 For a detailed discussion see Dunning (1973, 1977).   
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all three sets of advantages co-determine corporations‟ cross-borders expansion while 

numerous empirical studies have applied this approach to international banking.  

 Blandon (1998), examining ownership advantages, provided empirical evidence 

showing that bank‟s multinational experience constitutes a significant factor affecting 

banks‟ cross-border operations. Also, Focarelli and Pozollo (2001) suggested that 

banks, especially “big banks”,  search for additional opportunities abroad while 

ownership advantages such as home bank‟s size and financial development may play an 

important role in banks‟ decisions to expand abroad.  

Regarding location advantages, the main claim in the literature is that the profit 

opportunities for a bank investing abroad are the imperfections of the host markets. Sabi 

(1988) stressed the role of host risk and market conditions. The author, offering 

alternative proxies for profit opportunities, concluded that banks do follow their 

customers abroad but additionally, and more importantly, seek local market 

opportunities to preserve their ownership-specific and location-specific advantages. In 

line with the above, Seth et al. (1998) implied that the initial internalization approach 

might have a more limited applicability than previously supposed. 

Moshirian (2001), modelling the components of financial FDIs in the US, the 

UK and Germany, showed that bilateral trade and non-bank FDI can be significant 

components along with location factors while Buch (2000), utilizing evidence from 

German data, showed that demand and regulatory conditions acted catalytically along 

with internalization factors regarding the expansion of German banks during the period 

of 1981 to 1998. On the other hand, Mutinelli and Piscitello (2001) investigating the 

case of Italian banks in 90‟s, showed that while internalization advantages are 

significant factors, they are less significant compared to ownership advantages relating 

to the banks‟ dimensional scale and to banks‟ international experience.   
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The key role of location advantages on examining international banking was also 

discussed by Gray and Gray (1981) who supported that banks seek to establish networks 

abroad so as to exploit future augmented demand for financial services. Kraft (2004), 

studying the penetration of foreign banks in Croatia, found that the potential growth in 

an emerging economy constituted an important factor for foreign bank‟s penetration. 

Host opportunities and their ability to explain banks‟ expansion abroad were also 

underlined by Yamori (1998) who investigated the location choice of US banks. 

According to the researcher, Japanese financial institutions‟ location mix was at least 

partially based on the local banking opportunity in the host countries.     

 Apart from local profit opportunities, another aspect regarding location advantages 

commonly discussed in the literature is the institutional characteristics of the host 

economy. Buckley (1988) attributed banks‟ expansion to three factors; market failures, 

location – specific factors and regulatory differences. Also, Focarelli and Pozzolo 

(2005) claimed that regulatory conditions constitute a stronger determinant for a bank‟s 

expansion compared to that of the host profit opportunities while Hymer (1976) and 

Williams (1997) showed that differences between the host and the home country are the 

main motive for a bank to expand abroad. The authors supported that a bank would 

expand in a foreign economy which is lagging in terms of economic development. Such 

a difference, favoring the investor, constitutes a location advantage for that investor. 

The above claim was also supported by Goldberg and Saunders (1981) who showed that 

the interest rate differentials between US and foreign interest rates on deposits and 

loans, the depreciation of the dollar and institutional conditions as well, affected 

significantly the entry of foreign banks into the USA from 1972 to 1979.  

 The importance of relative host conditions was stressed by Moshirian (2001) 

while Buch and DeLong (2004) and Magri et al. (2005) showed relative profit 
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opportunities and relative regulatory conditions stimulated financial integration between 

OECD economies. In the same vein, Focarelli and Pozollo (2008) suggested economic 

and cultural integration as strong determinants while they supported the existence of 

comparative advantages of multinational banks. The authors claimed that home 

countries have more developed credit markets compared to the respective destination 

ones. On the other hand, countries of destination have lower GDP per capita and less 

developed credit markets, implying location-advantages that the new entrants seek to 

utilize. Lastly, Seth et al. (1998), examining foreign banks‟ expansion in the USA, 

claimed that the differences in home country relative to host-country regulatory and 

supervisory frameworks, banking system and accounting and standards practices have 

significantly affected foreign banks‟ expansion in the USA.  

 Having reviewed the pre-existing works,  it is clear that both approaches, either 

the initial internalization or the eclectic approach, have offered a theoretical context in 

which international banking can be considered. Moreover, previous empirical studies 

have applied both approaches to test their validity regarding specific geographical areas. 

However, there are no studies dealing with the application of the two approaches 

regarding foreign banks‟ expansion in these five less developed economies of SEE.   
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1.4 THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL  

 

1.4.1 Theoretical Identification  

Three sets of advantages suggested by the Eclectic Paradigm have co-determined Greek 

banks‟ expansion in the 5SEE economies during the period of 2000 to 2007. Based on 

the above, the theoretical identification of the analysis is given by the following 

equation:   

GrBanksjt = f (Ojt, Ljt , Ijt)                                                                            (1.1) 

where j = Albania, Bulgaria, FYROM, Romania, and Serbia and t = 2000, …, 2007. 

 GrBanksjt stands for the presence of Greek banks in the 5SEE economies during 

the period of 2000 to 2007.  

 O denotes Greek banks‟ ownership advantages. The possession of such advantages 

may have allowed a Greek bank to overcome advantages possessed by the domestic 

banks. Such advantages have been captured in the literature by a variety of alternative 

characteristics such as a bank‟s size, its international experience and its possession of 

superior and unique techniques. Additionally, organizational and managerial skills, the 

bank‟s history, and the banker‟s ambitions and willingness to take risks are also 

considered to be ownership advantages (Lees, 1974; Yannopoulos, 1983; Aliber, 1984; 

Cho, 1985).
12

         

 L stands for location advantages or the market conditions in the domestic 

economies. Such conditions may refer to the general economic and/or regulatory 

conditions of the host economy (Terrel, 1979; Goldberg & Saunders, 1980; Krugman, 

1981; Aliber, 1984; Cho, 1986). Also, in a narrower context, location advantages may 

                                                 
12

 These variables are difficult to measure since most of them are quantitative and should be treated 

cautiously.       
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refer to specific domestic financial conditions or to a special characteristic of the 

domestic banking markets (Amel & Liang, 1997; Buch, 1999; Miller & Parkhe, 1998; 

Sabi, 1998).   

 I stands for internalization advantages. These advantages are derived from the 

bank-client relationships between Greek banks and their domestic (i.e. Greek) clients. 

Such advantages imply flows of information that are difficult to obtain due to failures in 

markets of information (Yannopoulos, 1983; Tschoegl, 1987a), opportunities for 

multinational banks  to internationalize a firm-specific advantage (Miller & Parkhe, 

1998), preservation of the established accounts and protection of the knowledge and 

information networks from local banks. The above claims can be summarized by the 

“follow the customer” hypothesis (Kindleberger, 1983).  

 The idea of capturing internalization advantages by the “follow the customer” 

hypothesis was well documented by Gray and Gray (1981). According to the authors, 

preserving established accounts via cross-border operations constitutes the means for 

protecting non-appropriable knowledge. A multinational bank should perpetuate its 

specialized knowledge by providing on-the-spot information for its domestic clients in 

the foreign markets. Also, according to Williams (1997), banks have required increased 

information flows in order to efficiently operate in foreign host economies. This 

requirement can be met best by establishing a physical presence close to the client. The 

author supported that internalization in multinational banking is largely sourced from 

the role of information while Tschoegl (1987) and Yannopoulos (1983) suggested that 

information has a crucial role in banking, with the bank-client relationship consisting 

primarily of information. 
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1.4.2 Data and Variables’ Choice  

Based on eq. (1.1), the following equation is estimated using panel data:  

GrBankj,t = aOj,t,+ βECj,t,+ γRCj,t,+ δIj,t + εj,t                                                             (1.2) 

where j = Albania, Bulgaria, FYROM, Romania, and Serbia and t = 2000, …, 2007. 

GrBankj,t  denotes Greek banks‟ presence in the 5SEE captured by the assets of 

Greek banks in the host economies.
 
The volume of total assets there is a commonly 

accepted measure of foreign banks‟ expansion (see Goldberg and Johnson, 1990; 

Moshirian and Van der Laan, 1998). Alternatively, the number of Greek banks‟ 

branches in the 5SEE economies is employed.
 13

       

 Oj,t is a set of variables capturing ownership advantages. Given that the size of the 

mother banking institution favors multinationality (Grubaugh, 1987) the assets of the 

domestic Greek banking sector is used to capture ownership advantages. This variable 

measures Greek banks‟ tangible assets. Alternatively, Greek banks‟ intangible assets are 

captured by constructing a variable measuring Greek banks‟ international experience.  

 ECj,t is a set of variables relevant to host economic conditions. Initially the growth 

prospects in the host economies are employed (see Brealey and Kaplanis 1996; Fisher 

and Molyneux, 1996; Focarelli and Pozzolo, 2008). In this thesis however, higher 

growth rates implying augmented credit demand motivated Greek banks‟ expansion. 

Furthermore, whether or not the growth differentials between Greece and the domestic 

economies have favored Greek banks‟ expansion is tested.  

                                                 
13

 Another commonly employed proxy for foreign banks‟ expansion in a domestic economy are the FDIs 

undertaken by foreign banks in the host economies. However, capturing Greek banks‟ expansion by 

Greek banks‟ FDIs in the 5SEE economies would possibly underestimate the real size of the expansion 

given that the reported FDI refers to the initial investment of a Greek bank only. Note that, especially in 

the case of greenfield investments, the bank develops organically in the host county; such development - 

and thus expansion - would not be fully captured if FDIs were employed as the dependent variable.  
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 Additionally, given that the need to finance consumption may have stimulated 

Greek banks‟ expansion, total consumption in the 5SEE economies is employed. Market 

conditions proxied by the domestic population are also employed; a big market implies 

great domestic demand and therefore banking intermediation leading to profit 

opportunities.
 
Opportunities for banking intermediation are also captured by the foreign 

direct investments (FDI) undertaken in the region by non-Greek enterprises. Lastly, the 

extent of privatization in these economies and the reform of the respective banking 

systems are also included in the list of the explanatory variables.            

 ECj,t, also describes specific banking sector‟s characteristics and the differentials 

of the interest rate spreads between Greece and the domestic economies are used 

(Goldberg and Saunders, 1981). Taking into consideration that the greatest portion of 

banks‟ profit comes from interest rate revenues, it appears as though Greek banks were 

attracted by the relatively high spreads in the banking markets of SEE.
14

 Also, following 

Focarelli and Pozollo (2008), the ratio of total claims to the real GDP for each host 

country is utilized, capturing therefore the depth of the respective financial system. 

 RCj,t describes governance conditions in the domestic countries. Such conditions 

reflect the institutional environment in which any corporation, financial or not, may 

operate efficiently (Sagari, 1992; Miller and Parkhe, 1998; Yamori, 1998). Alternative 

governance indicators are used and it is expected that Greek expansion will be 

positively related to improvements in the host governance. Furthermore, it seems that 

governance similarities between Greece and the host countries (i.e. governance 

convergence) encouraged Greek bankers to further expand in the 5SEE. To test such a 

claim, following Esperance and Gulamhussen (2001), the differentials between Greek 

governance indicators and the respective host ones were calculate. Regulatory 

                                                 
14

 “Spread” refers to the difference between the lending and the deposit interest rate. 
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differences discourage flows of capital and therefore a negative sign of the variables 

capturing differentials is expected.
 15

  

Lastly, Ij,t refers to internalization advantages. Initially the bilateral trade volume 

between Greece and the recipient economies is employed. It appears as though Greek 

banks internalized the established commercial relationships between them and the 

5SEE. Additionally, in a narrower context, Ij,t refers to the “follow the customer” 

hypothesis captured in the literature by the FDI undertaken by non-financial home 

enterprises (see, for example, Goldberg and Saunders, 1981; Moshirian and Van der 

Laan, 1998; Buch, 2000) The above hypothesis is tested by employing FDIs in the five 

domestic economies by Greek non-financial enterprises. More details on the variables 

employed, the data utilized and the sources are listed in Table 1.7. Also, key descriptive 

statistics regarding all variables employed are given in Table 1.9, while the correlation 

between the variables are given in Table1.10. 

 

 

1.4.3 Methodological Econometric Issues  

The econometric analysis employed to estimate the significance of the variables 

described above is a panel data analysis.
16

 Panel data analysis allows the simultaneous 

                                                 
15

 The variables referring to location advantages capture “pull” factors given that Greek banks were 

attracted (“pulled”) to invest in the 5SEE. On the other hand one could claim that Greek banks were 

“pushed” to cross the borders. In order to test any “push” factor I also employed the level of competition 

in the home banking market as captured by the number of banking institutions operating in Greece. 

Neither this nor the “home demand” as captured by home consumption was found to be correlated to 

Greek banks‟ expansion in the five SEE economies. Thus, the whole analysis is based on “pull” factors. 

For an analytic description of the two sets of factors see Herrero and Simón (2003).            

16
 Panel data analysis is also known as “Pooled”, “Panel” or “Time-Series Cross-section” data.     
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estimation of observations regarding j different sections (cross-sections) and t periods. 

More specifically, in eq. (1.2) the cross-sections are the five host economies while the 

periods refer to the years from 2000 to 2009 (or else j = 1, …,5 and t = 1, ….,10). 

Therefore, given that a panel consists of combinations of one period with each one of 

the sections (cross-sections), in the analysis that follows there are 50 observations for 

each variable employed in the (1.2). 

Regarding the panel estimations, the fixed effects method was employed. If there 

were no differences among the five host economies which constitute the sections of the 

panel data analysis then the common constant method would be the most suitable. The 

common effects method does not take into account the individual effects of each section 

(host economy) and all sections are therefore considered to be totally homogenous. 

Based on the above, one could claim that all of the five economies studied are 

homogeneous since they are all transition economies of South Eastern Europe. Without 

denying the validity of the above claim, it is believed that there are indeed differences 

between the five economies studied. Beyond the common geographical region and any 

similarities regarding the political systems and the history of all 5SEE economies, there 

are differences between these host countries regarding language, history, political 

transformation, the geographical proximity to home country (Greece), and to EU 

accession. 

To capture such cross-section differences the Fixed Effects method is employed. 

The values of the F-Statistic listed in the results‟ tables indicate the heterogeneity of the 

cross-sections thus suggesting the employment of Fixed or Random Effects. 

Furthermore, the Chi-Square Test, also listed in the results‟ tables, indicates that the 
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constant term is different among the cross-sections.
17

 Employing Fixed Effects implies 

that eq. (1.2) might be viewed as applying only to the cross-sectional units of the 

specific study, that is the 5SEE economies, and not to additional ones outside the 

sample. Since this analysis focuses on the specific five host economies due to a 

common characteristic they all have (i.e. Greek banks‟ operation) there is no reason to 

employ the Random Effects method. One would employ the Random Effects method if 

it was believed that the sampled cross-section units were drawn from a large population 

and thus the findings could be generalized to the population (Greene, 2007). 

In all specifications of eq. (1.2) the Fixed Effects Test listed indicate the 

employment of Fixed Effects. However, in many specifications both Common Constant 

and Fixed Effects results are presented, while for reasons of comparison, Random 

Effects results are also listed. The results obtained by the Random Effects do not differ 

significantly from the ones obtained by the Fixed Effects method regarding the 

significance of the variables yet, the discussion that follows regarding the empirical 

results, refer to the ones obtained by the Fixed Effects method. 

                                                 
17

 The null hypothesis (which is rejected since the probability for all specifications is < 0.05) is that the 

cross-section fixed effects are redundant. (Woolridge, 2002)    
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1.5 EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND VARIABLES’ ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE  

 

1.5.1 Baseline OLI Estimations    

Panel data estimations utilizing data spanning from 2000 to 2007 are given in Tables 

1.11 – 1.13.
18

 Table 1.11 presents the basic OLI setup providing the first insight on the 

significance of the three sets of advantages suggested by the Eclectic Paradigm while 

alternative variables are employed in the specifications listed in Tables 1.10 and 1.11. 

All sets of advantages are significant while the signs of the coefficients are the expected 

ones. Greek banks‟ presence in the 5SEE is significantly affected by all three sets of 

advantages providing therefore supportive evidence of the eclectic Paradigm.  Results 

regarding the economic significance of each set of advantages are discussed in depth 

below.  

 

1.5.1.1 Ownership Advantages  

Ownership advantages captured by the variable SIZE (measures Greek banks assets) are 

significant in all specifications. However, the relatively low value of the variable‟s 

coefficient implies that ownership advantages might be influenced by the other two sets 

of advantages (ownership and location). Contractor and Kundu (1998) claimed that in 

the case of several service sectors, size may not be an ownership advantage. Also, 

according to William‟s (1998), economies of scale deriving from bank‟s size are not 

regarded as important ownership advantage in multinational banking, as they appear to 

                                                 
18

 In all specifications I present the econometric results given by the employment of all three methods, 

namely Common Constant, Fixed Effects, and random Effects. However, given the values of the Effects 

Tests listed in all Tables and the discussion made in section 4.3, the analysis that follows is based on the 

Fixed Effects results.          
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be exhausted in banking at a size below that attained by most banks prior to 

multinationality. Based on the above, it appears that the size of the seven Greek 

multinational banks may have allowed their initial internationalization but it did not 

stimulate their further expansion in the 5SEE 

 Alternatively, in specifications (2) of Table 1.12 and (4) of Table 1.13, the 

variable EXPERIENCE is used, which is significant in both specifications and was 

constructed by taking into account the number of countries in which Greek banks 

operated during the period under examination. The positive sign indicates that Greek 

banks‟ international experience affected their expansion into the 5SEE economies. Note 

that the coefficients of the variable EXPERIENCE is much higher than the respective 

coefficients of the variable SIZE implying that it was the utilization of intangible rather 

than tangible assets that stimulated Greek banks‟ international expansion.       

 

1.5.1.2 Location Advantages  

Location advantages are captured by two sets of local conditions being employed 

simultaneously in all specifications of Tables 1.11 - 1.13, namely economic conditions 

and regulatory conditions. Regarding economic conditions, the variable POP (capturing 

host markets‟ size) and the variable CLAIMSGDP (capturing host financial systems‟ 

depth) is employed. Both variables have the expected positive sign and they‟re 

statistically significant. The significance of the variable POP indicates that the size of 

the host markets attracted Greek banks, while the significance of the variable 

CLAIMSGDP indicates that the augmentative banking intermediation in SEE, which 

implies bank profit opportunities, attracted Greek banks. 

Regulatory conditions are proxied by the differential variables VOICE_DIFF and 

RULE_DIFF. VOICE_DIFF captures the differences between the voice and 
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accountability of the Greek government and the host governments and RULE_DIFF 

captures the respective differences regarding the rule of law. Both variables are 

significant while their negative sign indicates that regulatory differences have had a 

negative influence on Greek banks‟ decision to further expand. On the other hand, 

regulatory convergence between Greece and the host economies appeared to form a safe 

operational context to which Greek banks had become accustomed in Greece.
19

 Lastly, 

the variable POLIT, measuring the political stability in the host economies, is 

statistically significant and its correct sign indicates the positive relationship between 

local political conditions and Greek banks‟ expansion in the region.                                                      

 

 

1.5.1.3 Internalization Advantages and the “Follow the Customer Hypothesis” 

The variable TRADE, capturing internalization advantages, measures the bilateral trade 

relationships between Greece and the 5SEE economies. The significance and the 

positive sign of the variable TRADE (see Tables 1.11 – 1.12) indicate that the 

intensification of commercial relationships between Greece and the host economies had 

positive effects on Greek banks‟ decision to undertake investments in the region. It is 

argued that Greek banks managed to efficiently internalize the benefits deriving from 

the commercial bonds between Greece and the neighbouring economies of SEE.
20

 

                                                 
19

 The regulatory convergence between Greece and the 5SEE economies regarding each governance 

indicator separately, is depicted in figures 1.7. – 1.10. 

20
 It is easier and safer for a bank to expand in a foreign country in which the domestic population is 

already familiarized to the investor‟s country (in this case Greece) through their bilateral commercial 

relationships. 
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 Given that internalisation advantages mainly relate to the “follow the customer” 

hypothesis, the volume of FDIs of non financial Greek enterprises, NONFINFDI is 

utilized (Table 1.13). The coefficient has the expected sign but it is not statistically 

significant in any specification, casting doubts on the validity of the “follow the 

customer” hypothesis. In other words, the insignificance of the NONFINFDI indicates 

Greek banks did not actually follow their home clients abroad throughout the period 

from 2000 to 2007. On the other hand, the above finding may not be surprising if one 

takes into consideration the specific time period of this analysis. The “follow the 

customer” hypothesis might hold for the early 90‟s which was a period in which Greek 

banks started expanding in the 5SEE economies. Nevertheless, it will now be 

demonstrated that the main motivation for the expansion of Greek banks abroad is the 

utilization of location advantages.      

 

 

1.5.2 Focusing on Location Advantages 

In Tables 1.14 - 1.16 a number of specifications aiming at capturing the significance of 

location advantages are depicted.
21

 The alternative variables employed, capture 

economic and regulatory conditions and looking closer at each specification some 

interesting results arise. Some of the specifications include variables capturing location 

advantages (economic and regulatory) being already employed in the specifications of 

Tables 1.11 - 1.13. Given that the significance and the sign of these variables do not 

change, these variables will not be dealt with when interpreting the econometric results 

of Tables 1.14 – 1.15. Lastly, regarding the specifications of Tables 1.14 – 1.15, the 

                                                 
21

 The explanatory power of all specifications (as indicated by the values of R-squared) is maintained at 

satisfactory levels despite the absence of the other two sets of advantages. 
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dependent variable is Greek banks‟ assets in the 5SEE economies while in Table 1.16 

the dependent variable is the number of Greek banks‟ branches in the respective 

economies.                

 Regarding host regulatory conditions, RULE and CONTROL capture the rule of 

law and the control of corruption (in the 5SEE) respectively. Both variables are 

significant and their positive sign indicates that improvement of local political and 

governance conditions encouraged Greek banks to expand further. Additionally, 

CONTROL_DIFF and POLIT_DIFF measure the differences in the corruption level 

between Greece and the respective host economies (political stability). The negative 

sign of both variables indicates that the less governance differs between Greece and the 

host economies, the greater that Greek banking expansion in these economies will be. 

The above finding confirms the claim regarding the non trivial role that the political and 

governance convergence (between Greece and the 5SEE economies) has played in 

Greek banks‟ expansion.  

 As for the domestic economic conditions, GDPPC and CONS, measuring real 

gross domestic product and domestic consumption respectively, are strongly significant 

implying that favorable domestic market conditions attracted Greek banks. Furthermore, 

by taking into account the difference between the Greek real GDP per capita and the 

domestic one (GDPPC_DIFF), it is demonstrated that growth differential between 

Greece and the recipient economies increase the capital flow from Greek banks towards 

SEE. The significance of such differentials provides evidence for the traditional 

Ricardian theory which illustrates that differentials between countries promote capital 

flows between them.                

 Also, one variable of great importance in terms of explaining location advantages 

and their impact is the interest rate differential between domestic markets and the Greek 
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one (SPREADDIFF). During the period under investigation interest rates in the SEE 

markets were much higher compared to those in the Greek banking market. Therefore, 

considering that spreads imply profit opportunities, Greek banks have tried to benefit 

from the relatively high interest rate spreads between 2000 and 2007. Also the positive 

sign of the variable SPREAD (specification 7 and 10 of Table 1.16) which captures the 

host interest rate spreads in the 5SEE economies, confirms the above claim. In this vain, 

reforms and privatization processes (BSR and PRIVAT) such as degree of openness, 

liberalization of the banking system and the improvement of the operational 

environment, encouraged Greek banks to assume large scale investments in the region. 

Privatization in the host economies also implied a potential cliental base for Greek 

banks and therefore encouraged their expansion. Such a claim is based on the fact that it 

is more probable for a private domestic enterprise to cooperate with a foreign bank, 

Greek or non-Greek, rather than with the state owned banks.  

 The negative sign of FDIREST, which measures the non-Greek FDIs in the 5SEE, 

indicates that intense competition in the host markets may have discouraged Greek 

banks‟ further expansion; Greek banks might have been pushed out by other non-Greek 

foreign investors in the region. Lastly, substituting the dependent variable with the 

variable BRANCH, which measures the number of Greek branches in SEE, the findings 

regarding the significant role of location advantages do not alter at all (Table 1.16).  
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1.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

This chapter attempted to highlight the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion into the 

5SEE economies from 2000 to 2007. Applying the eclectic Paradigm to Greek 

international banking, the validity of three sets of advantages was tested, namely 

ownership, location, and internalization. Taking ownership advantages into 

consideration, the findings indicate that Greek mother banks‟ tangible and intangible 

assets have both positively influenced Greek banks‟ expansion, but that intangible 

assets exhibited a relatively higher magnitude.  

 Regarding location advantages, host favorable market and financial conditions, 

and growth prospects were found to be significant factors along with the reform of the 

host banking systems. Surprisingly, the penetration of other non-Greek investors in the 

5SEE was proved to have been a location disadvantage rather an advantage for Greek 

banks. In addition, improvements in the SEE governance conditions have encouraged 

Greek banks‟ expansion in the region while governance similarities between Greece and 

the recipient economies exhibited even greater significance. The results indicated that 

governance conditions‟ convergence intensified Greek banks‟ expansion.                   

Lastly, with respect to internalization advantages, established commercial 

relationships between Greece and the five host economies stimulated Greek banks‟ 

presence in the region.  Furthermore, examining internalization advantages in a 

narrower context, the findings did not confirm the “follow the customer” hypothesis. It 

is argued instead that Greek banks followed their Greek non-financial corporations to 

SEE between 2000 and 2007. Once Greek banks entered the neighboring economies, 

other less defensive factors seem to have determined Greek banks‟ further expansion in 

the region.  

Greek banks‟ expansion into the 5SEE economies can therefore be best considered 
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in the context of the eclectic approach. In this context, the utilization of location 

advantages, supplemented by ownership, and internalization advantages, can best 

explain Greek banks‟ expansion into the 5SEE during the period under examination. 

Once the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion in SEE have been examined, the 

impact of such an expansion in the host economies will be examined in the next chapter.      
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TABLES – CHAPTER 1 
 

 

 

 

 
TABLE 1.1    

GREEK BANKS‟ PRESENCE IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES  

 
 Greek banks’ operations 

in SEE 
Mode of Entry Greek network’s size 

Countries 

Number of  

Greek 

banks 

Total 

number of 

operations 

Number of  

greenfield 

investments 

Number  

of M&As 

Total 

number  of 

branches 

Total number 

of employees 

Albania 4 4 4 0 102 1.017 

Bulgaria 5 8 3 5 695 7.210 

FYROM 2 2 0 2 76 1.325 

Romania 7 8 4 4 651 8.812 

Serbia 6 8 3 5 479 5.848 

Total  7 30 14 16 2.003 24.212 

 
Source: Hellenic Bank Association, Greek banks‟ full year reports (2000-2007) and authors‟ calculations. 
Note: Total number of operations refer to both greenfield investments and M&As.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
TABLE 1.2    

GREEK BANKS‟ PRESENCE IN ALBANIA  

 
 

 

 

 Year and  Mode of Entry Greek network       

 
Year 

Greenfield 

Investment 
M&As 

branches / 

subsidiary 

branches / 

subsidiary 

Number 

of  

Branches 

Number of 

Employees 

NBG 1996 √  
NBG  

branches  
NBG branches 30 341 

Piraeus 

Bank  
1996 √  

Tirana Bank 

I.B.C. 
Tirana Bank  45 501 

Alpha 

Bank   
1998 √ 

 Alpha Bank 

branches 

Alpha Bank 

branches 
42 329 

Emporiki 

Bank  
1999 √ 

 International 

commercial 

Black Sea 

Bank 

Emporiki 

Bank 

Albania S.A  

17 145 

 
Source: Hellenic Bank Association, Greek Banks Full Year Reports, own calculations.      
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TABLE 1.3    

GREEK BANKS’ PRESENCE IN BULGARIA  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 1.4   

GREEK BANKS’ PRESENCE IN FYROM  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Year and  Mode of Entry Greek network    

 
Year 

Greenfield 
Investment 

M&As 
branches / 

subsidiary 

branches/ 

subsidiary 

Number 
of  

Branches 

Number of 
Employees 

Piraeus 

Bank 

1993 √  
Piraeus Bank 

network  
Piraeus Bank 

Bulgaria AD 
76 962 

2005  √ EvrobankAD 

NBG 

 

1995 √  NBG branches  
United 

Bulgarian Bank  

AD 

280 3377 
2000  √ 

United 

Bulgarian 

Bank  AD 

Emporiki 

Bank 
1996  √ 

Bulgarian 

Investment 

Bank 

Emporiki Bank 

Bulgaria 

E.A.D. 

28 184  

Alpha 

Bank   
2000 √ 

 Alpha Bank 

Sofia branch 

Alpha Bank SA 

Sofia branches  
120 994 

EFG 

Eurobank 

Ergasias   

2002  √ 
Bulgarian 

Postbank AD 
Eurobank EFG 

Bulgaria AD 
223 2635 

2006  √ DZI Bank  

 
Source: Hellenic Bank Association, Greek Banks Full Year Reports, own calculations.   

 

 

 Year and   Mode of Entry Greek network  

 
Year 

Greenfield 

Investment 
M&As 

branches / 

subsidiary 

branches / 

subsidiary 

Number 

of  
Branches 

Number of 

Employees 

NBG 2000  √ 

Stopanska 

Banka AD 

Skopje 

Stopanska 

Banka AD 

Skopje 

66 1185 

Alpha 

Bank  
2000  √ 

Kreditna 

Banka  

Alpha Bank 

AD Skopje 
25 276 

 
Source: Hellenic Bank Association, Greek Banks Full Year Reports, own calculations.    
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TABLE 1.5  

GREEK BANKS’ PRESENCE IN ROMANIA  
 

 
 

 

 

 

  Year and Mode of Entry Greek network  

 
Year 

Greenfield 

Investment 
M&As 

branches / 

subsidiary 

Branches / 

subsidiary 

Number 

of  

Branches 

Number of 

Employees 

Alpha 

Bank  
1995 √ 

 Alpha Bank 

Romania 

Alpha Bank 

Romania 
200 2651 

Emporiki 

Bank 
1996 √ 

 Emporiki 

Bank 

Romania 

Emporiki 

Bank 

Romania 

28 240 

Marfin 

Egnatia 

Bank 

1998  √ 

BNP 

Dresdner 

Bank S.A. 

Marfin Bank 

Romania SA. 
19 221 

Piraeus 

Bank  
2000 √ 

 Piraeus 

Bank 

Romania 

Piraeus Bank 

Romania 
65 698 

EFG 

Eurobank 

Ergasias   

2003  √ 
Banc Post 

S.A. 

Banc Post 

S.A. 
312 3375 

NBG 

2003 √ 
 NBG 

network Banca 

Romaneasca 

S.A. 
149 1757 

2003  √ 

Banca 

Romaneasca 

S.A. 

ATE 

Bank  
2006  √ Mindbank 

ATE bank 

Romania 
24 261 

 
Source: Hellenic Bank Association, Greek Banks Full Year Reports, own calculations.     

 

  Year and Mode of Entry Greek network   

 
Year 

Greenfield 

Investment 
M&As 

branches / 

subsidiary 

branches / 

subsidiary 

Number 

of  

Branches 

Number of 

Employees 

Alpha 

Bank 

2002 √  
Alpha Bank 

Srbija 
Alpha Bank 

Srbija 
162 1493 

2005  √ Jubanka  

NBG 

2003 √  
NBG 

branches Vojvodanska 

Banka Ad 

Beograd 
204 2656 

2006  √ 

Vojvodanska 

Banka Ad 

Beograd 

EFG 

Eurobank 

Ergasias   

2004  √ 

Nacionalna 

Stedionica 

Banca Ad 

Beograd 

Eurobank EFG 

Stedionica AD 

Beograd 

134 1310 

Piraeus 

Bank 
2005  √ Atlas Bank  

Piraeus Bank 

Beograd AD 
45 532 

ATE 

Bank 
2006  √ AIK Bank AIK Bank 37 n/a 

Marfin 

Egnatia 

Bank  

2006 √  
Marfin Bank 

ad Beograd 

Marfin Bank 

ad Beograd 
28 n/a 

 
Source: Hellenic Bank Association, Greek Banks Full Year Reports, own calculations.   

TABLE 1.6    

GREEK BANKS’ PRESENCE IN SERBIA  
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TABLE 1.7  

DATA DESCRIPTION AND SOURCES  

 

Variable  

 

Description – Source(s) 

BRANCH The number of Greek banks‟ branches in the 5SEE host 

economies. Source: Hellenic Bank Association  

BSR 

 

Index denoting the stage of reform of the banking system in the 

5SEE economies. The index varies from 1 to 4 with higher 

values implying greater reform of the 5SEE host banking 

systems in terms of privatization and openness. Source:  EBRD‟s 

Transition Reports. 

CLAIMSGDP The volume of loans of financial intermediaries to the private 

sector (IFS lines 22b and 42d) divided by GDP (IFS line 99b). 

Source: IMF‟s International Financial Statistics. 

CONS 

 

The ratio of consumption in the 5SEE economies to the GDP of 

the respective economies. Source: World Bank‟s Data and 

Statistics. 

CONTROL Indicator measuring the extent to which corruption is controlled 

in the 5SEE economies. The indicator “Control of corruption” 

takes values from -2.5 to 2.5 with higher values indicating more 

favourable conditions regarding the corruption in the host 

economies.  Source: World Bank/ World Government Indicators. 

EXPERIENCE  

 

The international experience of Greek banks. The values of the 

variable are the number of foreign countries in which Greek 

banking sector as a whole has been operating in a given year. 

Alternatively, the number of Greek banks‟ cross-border 

operations in a given year is employed. Source: Greek banks‟ 

full year reports, own calculations (see Table 1.8). 

FDIREST The total volume (assets) of the non-Greek foreign direct 

investments (FDI) in the 5SEE economies. The difference 

between the total FDI in the 5SEE and the Greek FDI in the 

respective economies. Source: Bank of Greece, the Central 

Banks of the five host economies, and Greek Embassies in the 

5SEE economies and the respective Offices for Economics 

Commercial Affairs, own calculations.  

GDP The real gross domestic product of the 5SEE economies. Source: 

IMF‟s International Financial Statistics (line 99b).  

GDPDIFF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The difference between the GDP of Greece and the GDP of the 

respective host economies. (IFS lines 24 and 25) Source: own 

calculations.     
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TABLE 1.7 (CONTINUED)   

DATA DESCRIPTION AND SOURCES  

 

Variable  

 

Description – Source(s) 

GDPPC The real gross domestic product of the 5SEE economies (IFS line 

99b) divided by population of the respective host country (IFS 

line 99z). Source: IMF‟s International Financial Statistics. 

GOVEFFECT Indicator measuring the effectiveness of the 5SEE governments. 

The indicator “Government Effectiveness” takes values from -

2.5 to 2.5 with higher values indicating a more effective host 

government. Source: World Bank/ World Government 

Indicators. 

GRASSETS 

 

The volume of total assets of the seven Greek banks operating in 

the 5SEE economies. Source: Balance sheets of Greek banks, 

balance Sheets of Greek banks‟ subsidiaries 

NONFINFDI The total volume (assets) of foreign direct investment undertaken 

by non-financial Greek enterprises in the 5SEE economies. 

Source: Bank of Greece, the Central Banks of the five host 

economies, and Greek Embassies in the 5SEE economies and the 

respective Offices for Economics Commercial Affairs. 

POLIT Governance indicator measuring the political stability of the 

5SEE economies. The indicator takes values from -2.5 to 2.5 

with higher values indicating more favourable conditions. 

Source: World Bank/ World Government Indicators (WGI). 

POLITDIFF The difference between the values of the indicator “Political 

Stability” of the 5SEE economies and Greece. Source: World 

Bank/ World Government Indicators, own calculations. 

POP The population in the five host economies. Source: Transition 

Reports (2000-2010), EBRD 

PRIVAT Indicator measuring the small-scale privatization process in the 

transition economies. The indicator takes values from 0 to 4 with 

higher values indicating full privatization. Source: European 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Transition Reports.      

RURE  

 

Indicator measuring the rule of law of the 5SEE governments. 

The indicator takes values from -2.5 to 2.5 with higher values 

indicating more favourable conditions regarding the rule of law 

in the host economies. Source WB/ WGI.  

RULEDIFF 

 

The difference between the values of the indicator “Rule of Law” 

of the 5SEE economies and Greece. Source: World Bank/ World 

Government Indicators, own calculations. 

SIZE  

 

The volume of total assets of the seven Greek mother banks 

operating in the 5SEE economies. Source: Balance sheets of 

Greek banks. 
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TABLE 1.7 (CONTINUED)    

DATA DESCRIPTION AND SOURCES  

 

Variable  

 

Description – Source(s) 

SPREAD 

 

The difference between the lending rate (IFS line 60p) and the 

deposit rate (IFS line 60l) in the 5SEE host economies. Source: 

IMF‟s International Financial Statistics. 

SPREADDIFF 

 

The difference between Greek spread (IFS line 60p – IFS line 

60l) and the respective spread in each host SEE economy. 

Source: own calculations.    

TRADE 

 

 

Bilateral total trade volume (import plus exports) between 

Greece and each one of the five South Eastern European 

economies. Source: 5SEE Central Banks, Greek Chambers of 

Commerce in the 5SEE economies.   

VOICEDIFF 

 

The difference between the values of the indicator “Voice and 

Accountability” of the 5SEE economies and Greece. The 

indicator “Voice and Accountability” measures the voice and 

accountability of the 5SEE governments. The indicator takes 

values from -2.5 to 2.5 with higher values indicating more 

favourable conditions. Source: World Bank/ World Government 

Indicators, own calculations. 

TABLE 1.8  

THE VARIABLE “INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE”  

Year Number of host countries Number of cross-border operations 

2000
(1)

 6 18 

2001 6 18 

2002 7 20 

2003
(2)

 7 23 

2004 7 24 

2005
(3)

 7 27 

2006
(4)

 9 32 

2007
(5)

 9 34 

   

Notes:  

(1) including the operations of NBG in Cyprus and Cairo. 

(2) including the operations of Eurobank in Poland. 

(3) including the operations of Piraeus Bank in Egypt. 

(4) including the operations of Eurobank in Ukraine and Turkey and the    

     operations of NBG in Turkey. 

(5) including the operations of Piraeus Bank in Ukraine and Cyprus. 

 

 Sources: Greek bank‟s Full Year Reports, own calculations.  
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TABLE 1.9 

KEY DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 

 BSR CLAIMSGDP CONS CONTROL EXPERIENCE 
FDI 

REST 
GDP 

GDP 

DIFF 
GDPPC 

GOV 

EFFECT 
GRASSETS 

 Mean  0.430994 -0.507840  4.099698 -0.371294  0.564627  6.491622  1.298160  2.001518  3.397128 -0.249248  6.256531 

 Median  0.431364 -0.475004  4.137393 -0.315602  0.553775  6.950677  1.327900  2.090640  3.381743 -0.210000  6.212264 

 Maximum  0.518514 -0.142668  4.881517  0.139100  0.752816  9.073948  2.189715  2.194487  3.858236  0.200700  8.961117 

 Minimum  0.361728 -0.958607  3.439154 -0.853800  0.451786  1.629241  0.553883  1.110926  3.075547 -0.811031  2.698970 

 Std. Dev.  0.043607  0.248481  0.426384  0.299889  0.094893  1.791335  0.461120  0.250164  0.195864  0.291084  1.739554 

 Skewness -0.289507 -0.275022  0.068211 -0.155626  0.435095 -0.676390  0.142803 -2.581870  0.574794 -0.317664 -0.228075 

 Kurtosis  2.426842  1.821172  2.074605  1.892841  2.152222  3.050775  2.311044  8.985718  2.907497  1.871576  2.266320 

 Jarque-Bera  0.774395  1.974215  1.020795  1.543125  1.721951  2.138025  0.648937  72.90854  1.551793  1.956479  0.870754 

 Probability  0.678957  0.372653  0.600257  0.462290  0.422750  0.343347  0.722912  0.000000  0.460291  0.375972  0.647021 

 Sum  12.06782 -14.21953  114.7915 -10.39624  15.80956  181.7654  36.34847  56.04252  95.11959 -6.978934  175.1829 

 Sum Sq. Dev.  0.051343  1.667049  4.908686  2.428201  0.243124  86.63978  5.741050  1.689716  1.035789  2.287704  81.70331 

 Obs.  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28 

            

 
NONFIN 

FDI 

POLIT 

 

POLITDI

FF 
PRIVAT RULE RULEDIFF SIZE SPREAD 

SPREAD 

DIFF 
TRADE 

VOICE  

DIFF 

 Mean  1.910680 -0.193788 -0.225151  3.757143 -0.477433  0.087638  8.132023  0.965439 -2.082857  2.764578 -0.098890 

 Median  2.124644  0.029340 -0.243138  3.700000 -0.245581  0.061350  8.107666  0.921135 -1.690000  2.750998 -0.056778 

 Maximum  2.834977  0.432420  0.231634  4.000000 -0.017800  0.289321  8.687719  1.235528  5.810000  3.309588  0.108872 

 Minimum -0.644414 -1.036600 -0.833905  3.000000 -1.088131 -0.104542  7.825961  0.711807 -11.55000  2.370698 -0.400816 

 Std. Dev.  0.668134  0.543260  0.329736  0.245596  0.363502  0.124989  0.176374  0.168752  5.282927  0.255770  0.168970 

 Skewness -2.173310 -0.360706  0.001281 -1.233333 -0.337069  0.156215  1.023639  0.091813 -0.316843  0.377036 -0.269886 

 Kurtosis  8.825881  1.448497  1.585003  4.760369  1.498041  1.526897  4.759318  1.601448  2.197967  2.291975  1.592995 

 Jarque-Bera  61.63966  3.415529  2.335925  10.71390  3.162068  2.645586  8.500971  2.321277  1.218951  1.248244  2.649518 

 Probability  0.000000  0.181271  0.311000  0.004715  0.205762  0.266390  0.014257  0.313286  0.543636  0.535732  0.265867 

 Sum  53.49904 -5.426055 -6.304227  105.2000 -13.36812  2.453865  227.6966  27.03231 -58.32000  77.40820 -2.768921 

 Sum Sq. Dev.  12.05287  7.968542  2.935593  1.628571  3.567609  0.421799  0.839914  0.768889  753.5516  1.766292  0.770873 

 Obs.  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28  28 
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TABLE 1.10    

CORRELATION MATRIX  
 

           
 

LOGBSR CLAIMSGDP CONS CONTROL EXPERIENCE FDIREST GDP GDPDIFF GDPPC GOVEFFECT GRASSETS 

BSR  1.000000  0.273990  0.568397  0.647139  0.429121  0.464724  0.355543 -0.216361  0.642100  0.618880  0.440847 

CLAIMSGDP   1.000000 -0.186797  0.171336  0.461352 -0.001352 -0.085769  0.266940  0.306388  0.234283 -0.255633 

CONS    1.000000  0.625024  0.297554  0.895811  0.991642 -0.686617  0.561846  0.585341  0.888635 
CONTROL 

CORR 
   1.000000 0.336861 0.756373 0.612185 -0.284183 0.593983 0.918820 0.697586 

EXPERIENCE      1.000000  0.373526  0.386946 -0.171794  0.861450  0.348608  0.225510 

FDIREST       1.000000  0.883889 -0.534203  0.625891  0.678750  0.826542 

GDP        1.000000 -0.693864  0.629027  0.593124  0.897273 

GDPDIFF         1.000000 -0.474825 -0.244236 -0.587016 

GDPPC          1.000000  0.599888  0.553456 

GOVEFFECT           1.000000  0.686740 

GRASSETS            1.000000 

            

 
NONFIN 

FDI 
POLIT 

POLIT_DI

FF 
PRIVAT RULE RULEDIFF SIZE SPREAD 

SPREAD_ 

DIFF 
TRADE 

VOICE_DIF

F 

NONFINFDI  1.000000  0.323898 -0.238242  0.493839  0.068089 -0.285464 -0.02766 -0.237842  0.194906  0.4437 -0.298771 

POLIT   1.000000 -0.941444  0.606606 -0.132223 -0.046553  0.093186 -0.074927  0.033672  0.12473 -0.292869 

POLITSTAB 
DIFF 

  1.000000 -0.54755 0.022898 0.127402 -0.26467 0.138426 -0.151945 -0.2563 0.386858 

PRIVAT     1.000000 -0.013515 -0.174476  0.193959 -0.591240  0.532228  0.3733 -0.172610 

RULE      1.000000 -0.871967  0.363585 -0.143481  0.160015  0.5576 -0.585137 

RULEDIFF       1.000000 -0.469197  0.306851 -0.334331 -0.7616  0.713928 

SIZE        1.000000 -0.296195  0.564663  0.5350 -0.574080 

SPREAD         1.000000 -0.867853 -0.6572  0.199659 

SPREADDIFF          1.000000  0.6628 -0.256045 

TRADE           1.000000 -0.684116 

VOICEDIFF            1.000000 
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TABLE 1.11 

PANEL DATA ESTIMATION OF GREEK BANK’S ASSETS IN THE 5SEE – BASELINE O.L.I. SETUP 

    

 (1) (2) (3) 

 

 
Common 

Constant 

Fixed 

Effects 

Random 

Effects 
Common 

Constant 

Fixed 

Effects 

Random 

Effects 
Common 

Constant 

Fixed 

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

          
SIZE 2.296 0.314** 0.329* -0.130 0.677** 0.340*** -0.390** 0.785** -0.390 

 (1.633) (0.144) (0.179) (0.855) (0.322) (0.110) (0.855) (0.318) (0.547) 

          
TRADE 1.349 1.514*** 1.517*** 1.449** 1.742*** 1.533*** 1.714*** 1.942*** 1.714*** 

 (1.196) (0.278) (0.253) (0.598) (0.368) (0.256) (0.612) (0.377) (0.206) 

          
POP    3.307*** 36.09*** 3.471** 3.348*** 52.15*** 3.348*** 

    (0.347) (10.823) (1.497) (0.340) (11.318) (0.257) 

          
POLIT       0.351 0.259**

* 
0.351* 

       (1.508) (0.102) (0.184) 

           
Obs 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 

R-squared 0.19 0.94 0.31 0.80 0.95 0.41 0.81 0.95 0.81 

F-Statistic 3.54 76.40 6.74 39.72 78.15 6.73 31.67 69.92 31.67 

Prob. (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

          

Effects Tests          

F-statistic (prob) 91.46 (0.00) 21.74 (0.00) 20.40 (0.00) 

Chi-Square test (prob) 89.52 (0.00) 49.47 (0.00) 48.89 (0.00) 

          

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are indicated 

in the parentheses 
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TABLE 1.12  

PANEL DATA ESTIMATION OF GREEK BANK’S ASSETS IN THE 5SEE – ROBUSTNESS SPECIFICATIONS 
     

 (1) (2) (4) (5) 

 Common 

Constant 

Fixed  

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

Common 

Constant 

Fixed  

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

Common 

Constant 

Fixed  

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

Common 

Constant 

Fixed  

Effects 

            

SIZE -0.331 
(0.820) 

0.592** 
(0.276) 

-0.331 
(0.625) 

   1.178* 
(0.287) 

0.550** 

(0.233) 

1.178*** 
(0.252) 

0.972* 

(0.546) 

0.524** 

(0.227) 
            

EXPERIENCE    0.947 
(1.797) 

2.334*** 
(0.301) 

1.688 
(0.305) 

     

            

TRADE 0.784 1.559*** 0.784*** 1.916** 1.016*** 2.312*** 2.772*** 1.250** 2.772*** 2.205*** 1.280*** 

 (0.660) (0.405) (0.166) (0.802) (1.301) (0.580) (0.437) (0.531) (0.197) (0.461) (0.438) 
            

            

POP 2.781*** 36.80*** 2.781***    2.382*** 43.08*** 2.382*** 2.007*** 40.95*** 

 (0.422) (10.000) (0.191)    (0.265) (10.443) (0.146) (0.286) (9.135) 
            

            

CLAIMSGDP    -3.930*** -0.973 -3.080** -3.172*** 1.155* -3.172*** -3.053*** 0.697* 

    (0.708) (0.706) (1.196) (0.490) (0.651) (0.544) (0.453) (0.350) 

            

            

VOICE_DIFF -2.329* 
(1.165) 

-0.937** 
(0.453) 

-2.329*** 
(0.365) 

-5.242*** 
(5.242) 

-0.740* 
(0.396) 

-1.899*** 
(0.418) 

     

            

RULE_DIFF          -1.814*** -0.842** 

          (0.729) (0.343) 

            

Obs 33 33 33 35 35 35 33 33 33 33 33 

R-squared 0.82 0.95 0.82 0.78 0.95 0.50 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.96 

F-Statistic 33.86 71.32 33.86 27.01 66.76 7.65 82.19 64.69 82.12 79.12 64.43 

Prob. (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

            

Effects Tests      

F-statistic (prob) 47.51 (0.00) 22.93 (0.00) 5.10 (0.004)  

Chi-Square test (prob) 71.01 (0.00) 54.03 (0.00) 20.31 (0.004)  

     

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are indicated in the 

parentheses 
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TABLE 1.13 

PANEL DATA ESTIMATION OF GREEK BANK’S ASSETS IN THE 5SEE – THE “FOLLOW THE CUSTOMER HYPOTHESIS” 

     

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Common 
Constant 

Fixed  

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

Common 
Constant 

Fixed  

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

Common 
Constant 

Fixed 

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

Common 
Constant 

Fixed 

Effects 

Random 

Effects 

             
SIZE 0.308 1.233** 0.880** 0.541 0.641*** 0.541** -0.038 1.029* -0.038    

 (1.014) (0.567) (0.318) (1.114) (0.222) (0.608) (0.920) (0.524) (0.590)    

EXPERIENCE          1.140 4.100*** 1.140** 
          (1.451) (0.974) (0.524) 

             

NONFINFDI 0.617 0.212 0.139 0.645 -0.120 0.645 0.399 0.215 0.399 0.154 -0.367 0.154 
 (0.419) (0.298) (0.207) (0.429) (0.179) (0.269) (0.385) (0.268) (0.248) (0.199) (0.974) (0.148) 

             
POP 4.168*** 32.95** 3.447*** 3.928*** 67.20*** 3.928*** 3.538*** 37.306** 3.538*** 3.420*** 5.361*** 3.420*** 

 (0.392) (12.157) (0.739) (0.592) (17.405) (0.457) (0.429) (13.556) (0.336) (0.394) (2.727) (0.412) 

             
CLAIMSGDP    -0.463 4.067*** -0.463       

    (0.847) (0.757) (1.101)       
             

VOICE_DIFF       -2.412** 
(0.941) 

-1.472*** 
(0.281) 

-2.412*** 
(0.362) 

   
             

RULE_DIFF          -3.817*** 
(1.150) 

-2.938*** 
(1.628) 

-3.817*** 
(0.926) 

             

Obs 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 29 29 29 

R-squared 0.84 0.93 0.45 0.85 0.95 0.85 0.88 0.94 0.88 0.89 0.95 0.89 

F-Statistic 

(prob.) 

43.13 

(0.000) 

39.13 

(0.000) 

6.32 

(0.002) 

31.43 45.90 31.43 41.83 37.83 41.83 52.55 51.36 52.55 

Effects Tests             

 F-statistic (prob.) 6.30 (0002) 10.910 (0.000) 4.815 (0.008) 6.038 (0.002) 

Chi-Square test (prob) 22.801 (0.000) 33.236 (0.000) 19.64 (0.006) 22.966 (0.000) 

     

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are indicated in the parentheses. 
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TABLE 1.14  

PANEL DATA ESTIMATION OF GREEK BANK’S ASSETS IN THE 5SEE –  LOCATION ADVANTAGES  I 

           

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

        
GDPDIFF    0.396**    

    (0.184)    

GDPPC_DIFF     0.404*   

     (0.465)   

POP 3.048***  2.405**   3.205*** 2.244*** 
 (0.658.)  (1.041)   (0.580) (0.639) 

        

CLAIMSGDP   0.844***     
   (0.381)     

        
SPREAD_DIFF      0.047*** 0.039** 
      (0.012) (0.014) 

BSR  2.817***  2.909*** 2.910***   
  (0.452)  (0.464) (0.465)   

        
RULE 0.287 0.980***  0.984*** 0.992***   
 (0.247) (0.384)  (0.234) (0.238)   

        
RULE_DIFF -3.518*** - 1.901** -2.161*** -2.164*** -2.192*** -1.486** -1.438** 
 (0.311) (0.778) (0.533) (0.672) (0.647) (0.595) (0.540) 

        
VOICE_DIFF   -1.116 

(0.231) 

  -1.120*** 
(0.230) 

 

        
Obs 35 35 35 34 34 35 35 

R-squared 0.45 0.34 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 

F-Statistic 8.46 5.56 56.29 53.53 54.10 64.88 69.03 

        
Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are indicated 

in the parentheses. 
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TABLE 1.15 

PANEL DATA ESTIMATION OF GREEK BANK’S ASSETS IN THE 5SEE –  LOCATION ADVANTAGES  II 

 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
        

GDPPC 0.969*** 1.819*** 2.031*** 1.604***    
 (0.366) (0.368) (0.384) (0.387)    

CONS     1.632*** 2.098** 1.768** 
     (0.528) (0.822) (0.816) 

        
POP   3.430*   31.113* 31.89** 
   (1.919)   (12.617) (11.591) 

        

FDIREST -0.175*** -0.202*** -0.216*** -0.157***    
 (0.032) (0.041) (0.058) (0.024)    

        
VOICE_DIFF -0.719*** 

(0.223) 
-0.652*** 

(0.219) 
-0.671*** 

(0.197) 
-0.958*** 

(0.200) 
  -1.124*** 

(0.278) 
        

        
PRIVAT 5.160*** 4.060*** 4.010***  3.337*** 5.200*** 3.587** 
 (1.004) (0.739) (1.333)  (1.170) (1.024) (1.605) 

        

CONTROL  0.483**      
  (0.219)      

GOVEFFECT    0.558**    
    (0.224)    

        

Obs 35 35 35 35 32 32 32 

R-squared 0.95 0.80 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.94 

F-Statistic 70.85 61.73 64.17 70.44 62.56 59.14 54.52 

        

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are 

indicated in the parentheses. 
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TABLE 1.16 

PANEL DATA ESTIMATION OF GREEK BANK’S BRANCHES IN THE 5SEE –  LOCATION ADVANTAGES   
          

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
          

POP 10.273*** 10.143***   7.487  6.686*** 3.750** 4.026*** 
 (1.255) (1.515)   (1.637)  (0.915) (1.498) (1.215) 

GDP        2.234***  

        (0.369)  

CONS   1.563*** 1.566***  1.876***    
   (0.397) (0.363)  (0.633)    
          

BSR   6.135*** 6.529***  6.025***    
   (1.425) (1.345)  (1.404)    

SPREAD_DIFF 0.056*** 0.048***      -0.020  
 (0.016) (0.013)      (0.012)  

SPREAD      0.490   0.769 

      (0.566)   (0.537) 

CLAIMSGDP     2.720***     
     (0.368)     

          

PRIVAT   4.647*** 3.344* 8.096*** 4.296** 10.650*** 11.148*** 10.385*** 

   (1.536) (1.927) (3.111) (1.781) (1.788) (1.651) (1.439) 
          

RULE_DIFF -1.741** -2.762***     -1.393*   
 (0.804) (0.954)     (0.762)   
          

POLIT_DIFF  -0.603***        
  (0.145)        

CONTROL_DIFF       -1.700*** 
(0.242) 

  

POLIT    0.128**      
    (0.060)      
          

Obs 35 35 32 32 35 32 35 35 35 

R-squared 0.73 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.85 

F-Statistic 10.89 11.90 14.67 13.13 19.35 12.68 19.10 19.02 19.2 

Durbin Watson 1.29 1.60 1.97 2.00 1.82 1.96 1.98 2.02 1.97 
          

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while 

robust standard errors are indicated in the parentheses. 
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Greek banks' markets shares in Bulgaria 
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FIGURE 1.3 

GREEK BANKS’ MARKET SHARES IN BULGARIA 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Source: Greek banks‟ Full Year Reports (2000-2007), own calculations. 

 

FIGURE 1.4 

GREEK BANKS’ MARKET SHARES IN FYROM 
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Greek banks' market shares in Romania
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GREEK BANKS’ MARKET SHARES IN ROMANIA 
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                       Source: Greek banks‟ Full Year Reports (2000-2007), own calculations. 

FIGURE 1.6 

GREEK BANKS’ MARKET SHARES IN SERBIA 
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CHAPTER 2. GREEK BANKS AND CREDIT VOLATILITY IN THE 

5SEE ECONOMIES: A PULL – PUSH FACTORS 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

As the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion have been examined in the previous 

chapter, this chapter sheds light on Greek banks‟ presence in the 5SEE economies in 

respect to the credit supply and credit volatility in the host banking markets. Greek 

banks are among the greatest credit suppliers in the region. The outstanding position of 

Greek banks in the credit markets of SEE has been previously illustrated, however, the 

literature has paid little attention on Greek banks‟ contribution to host credit stability. 

This issue is examined in the context of foreign banks‟ entry into a recipient 

economy; foreign banks are regarded as a reliable source of credit since they are less 

dependent on flighty domestic deposits in relation to domestic banks. On the other hand, 

there is an alternative view which states that foreign banks are unstable credit suppliers 

given the potential transmission of shocks from their home financial systems. Also, the 

credit supplied to host economies by foreign banks might be negatively affected by 

adverse host economic conditions. Factors related to home country conditions are 

viewed in the literature as push factors, while factors related to host conditions are seen 

as pull factors. 

On the basis of the above, employing a “push – pull factors” descriptive analysis, 

the aim of this chapter is to capture the extent to which Greek banks have responded to 

host shocks regarding credit supply from 2000 to 2009. The extent to which Greek 

banks have transmitted any domestic Greek shocks to the host SEE economies is 

illustrated and discussed as well. In this analysis, the shocks employed are captured and 
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defined for the first time since there is no previous study employing a similar analysis 

on the specific region. This chapter lacks econometric analysis due to technical data 

limitations and the analysis is therefore limited to a descriptive one. However, the 

descriptive analysis presented in this chapter offers some interesting findings regarding 

Greek banks‟ credit performance. Lastly, the chapter provides preliminary evidence on 

the role that Greek banks have been playing in the domestic credit markets over the 

2000 to 2009 period. The beneficiary role of Greek banks (which until now has 

remained un-explored) will also be econometrically examined in an alternative context 

in the next chapter.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section illustrates Greek 

banks‟ presence in the host credit markets while preliminary descriptive evidence 

regarding domestic credit volatility is presented. Section 3, dealing with push factors, 

examines how Greek banks transmit home shocks to the host economies. Pull factors 

and the responsiveness of Greek banks to host shocks are discussed in section 4. Section 

5 concludes the chapter.        
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2.2 GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY AND CREDIT VOLATILITY IN THE 5SEE 

ECONOMIES 

As it is clearly shown in figure 2.1, Greek banks‟ loan provision in all five host 

economies had been exhibiting an upward trend until 2008. In most cases since 2005 

loan provision was boosted significantly, while the relevant Greek supply (compared to 

the total credit supply) in the region is even more important; since 2002 Greek banks 

have provided over one fourth of the total credit supplied in the region, while in 2008 

Greek banks‟ market share reached 35% (see figure 2.2).         

Looking closer at the key descriptive statistic, presented at Tables 1 and 2, some 

interesting findings arise  regarding the contribution of Greek banks to the host credit 

supply and, more importantly, to credit volatility. To be more specific, comparing the 

values of the columns 2 and 3 of Table 2.1, one can see that on average, Greek loans 

represent about 25% of the total loan provision in the region. Regarding Greek 

contributions in total credit supply indicated by the respective values of the means listed 

in columns 2 and 3 of Table 2.1, the highest contribution is observed in the case of 

Bulgaria, while the lowest is in the case of Romania.  

Also, a comparison of the values listed in the last two columns of Table 2.1 

provides insight into the contribution of Greek banks to credit growth in the region. 

Between 2000 and 2009, on average the growth rate of the non-Greek credit supply in 

the region was 0.28%. Credit growth rate rose (0.31%) when Greek banks‟ loans were 

added to the sample (column 4) implying the nontrivial role Greek banks have played 

on credit supply. Regarding credit growth in each host economy, the respective values 

of the last two columns indicate that Greek banks have contributed the most in Serbia 

and the least in Bulgaria. The economies in which Greek banks have contributed the 

most (or least), in terms of credit supply, are not the ones in which Greek banks have 
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contributed the most (or least) in terms of credit growth; though Greek banks‟ 

contribution to the credit supply in the Bulgarian economy was relatively significant 

(compared to the contribution to the other four domestic economies), the respective 

Greek contribution to the credit growth was rather insignificant.                             

 Additionally, Table 2.2 provides evidence supporting the beneficiary role of Greek 

banks on credit stability in the 5SEE economies. The standard deviation of the credit 

supply captures the volatility of the loans supplied; the less volatile the loans‟ supply 

the more stable the loans‟ market (Dages et al., 2000; Detragiache and Giupta, 2006). 

Based on the above assumption and comparing the standard deviations of the variables 

of Table 2.2, it is claimed that Greek banks‟ contribution to credit volatility and 

therefore to credit stability in the 5SEE economies has been important. The volatility of 

domestic credit markets on average in the 5SEE economies is about 0.24. On the other 

hand, credit volatility gets higher (0.31) when Greek banks‟ credit is excluded from the 

sample. The 33% shift in credit volatility (from 0.24 to 0.31) is claimed to be the 

contribution of Greek banks to credit stability in the domestic economies. In other 

words, given that the more volatile the more unstable a credit market might be, here it is 

claimed that from 2000 to 2009 Greek banks enhanced the stability of domestic credit 

markets in SEE. Greek contribution to the stability of each domestic credit market is 

discussed below. 

 

2.2.1 Albania  

From 2000 to 2009 Greek credit supply increased steadily in Albania. Since 2005 the 

volume of the loans provided by Greek banks in the Albanian economy has been 

significantly boosted (see figure 2.1). On the other hand, Greek market shares in the 

Albanian credit market did not exhibit the same steady upward trend. In actuality,  
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Greek banks‟ shares were diminished. However, Greek banks have been exhibiting 

significantly high shares in the loan markets over the whole period (see figure 2.3).  

 More importantly, the contribution of Greek banks to credit stability of the 

Albanian banking system can be seen, as indicated by the values of the relevant 

standard deviations presented in Table 2.2. The volatility of total credit growth is about 

0.16, while the respective volatility of non-Greek credit growth is 0.40. The difference 

between the above two values is claimed to be the contribution of Greek banks‟ to the 

stability of Albanian credit market from 2000 to 2009, and the total credit in the region 

became 40% less volatile when Greek banks‟ loans were added to the sample.
22

  

 

2.2.2 Bulgaria  

Unlike the case of Albania, in Bulgaria Greek banks‟ credit supply has been exhibiting 

an upward trend over the whole period. Moreover, Greek market shares in the Bulgarian 

loan market maintained a remarkably high level as well. Figure 2.3 illustrates the above 

claim. On average, Greek loans‟ supply accounted for about 33% of the total loan 

supply in the region. Also, the respective contribution to loan volatility, indicated by the 

values of the Standard Deviations in Table 2.2, is claimed to be 13%; credit volatility 

increased to 0.25 (from 0.29) in the absence of Greek banks.
23

  

 

2.2.3 FYROM  

In FYROM Greek credit supply has been steadily increasing during the 2000 to 2009 

period. Since 2005, Greek banks held 33% of the total loans supplied in the economy 

                                                 
22

 The value refers to the percentage change in the loans‟ volatility or else the percentage change in the 

values of the standard deviations of the variables capturing credit (either total or non-Greek).     

23
 Growth rate of credit “in the absence of Greek banks” is indicated in Table 2.2 in the column “Growth 

Rate of Rest Credit”.  
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(see Table 2.1). As can be clearly seen in figure 2.3, despite a slight decrease in loan 

supply in 2008, Greek banks operating in FYROM, managed to hold high market shares 

in the domestic credit market. More importantly, the values of the respective standard 

deviations of Table 2.2 indicate the significant contribution of Greek banks to credit 

volatility in FYROM; loan supply in FYROM became 21% less volatile when Greek 

loans in the region were considered as well (a shift in credit volatility from 0.23 to 

0.19).   

   

2.2.4 Romania 

The volume of the loans supplied by Greek banks in Romania between 2000 and 2009 

was relatively high compared to the rest of the 5SEE economies. Figure 2.1 shows that 

among the 5SEE economies, Greek banks have supplied the most loans in Romania. On 

the contrary, Greek shares in the Romanian credit market are quite low compared to the 

respective Greek shares in the rest of the host economies. The above contradiction 

might not be so surprising if one takes into consideration the size of the Romanian 

credit market which is the biggest among the ones under examination. Thus, Greek 

credit supply in Romania may be great in absolute terms, yet it constitutes a very small 

part of all loans supplied to the Romanian economy. The above claim might also 

explain the relatively low contribution of Greek banks to Romanian credit stability in 

total. Comparing the relevant values of the St. Dev. which refer to Romania on Table 

2.2, Greek banks‟ contribution to domestic credit stability was only 1.14%. 

 

2.2.5 Serbia  

In Serbia, Greek banks‟ shares increased significantly since 2003, reaching 50% (figure 

2.1). However, in 2008, Greek credit supply fell substantially, reflecting an even more 
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dramatic decrease in the respective market share (figure 2.3). Surprisingly, despite the 

decrease in credit supply, the contribution of Greek banks in Serbian credit volatility 

was significant. Comparing the values of the last two columns of Table 2.2 regarding 

Serbia, one can see that volatility of the total credit is about 0.24, while the respective 

volatility of the credit supplied by non-Greek banks in the region is 0.26 implying 

therefore, a Greek contribution to credit stability of about 8%.         

 Overall, the volume of Greek credit supply and the respective markets shares in the 

5SEE economies on average, both exhibited an upward shift. In addition, regarding 

Greek banks‟ related performance in the region from 2000 to 2009 the highest market 

shares were exhibited in Albania while they exhibited the relatively lowest market 

shares in Romania. Finally, regarding credit volatility, the shifts in the respective values 

of the Standard Deviations presented, indicate that among the economies under 

examination, Albania has gained the greatest benefit. On the other hand, the 

contribution to the stability of the Romanian credit market (in which Greek banks have 

supplied the greatest volume of loans in absolute terms) among the recipient economies, 

was rather small compared to the rest of the host economies.  

 It is clear from the above descriptive analysis, that Greek banks have significantly 

contributed to credit stability of domestic economies of SEE in the sense that Greek 

banks‟ loans proved to have been less volatile in the region. Viewing credit stability 

through credit volatility exhibited by Greek and non-Greek banks in the region, from  

2000 to 2009 Greek banks seem to have remained steady credit suppliers, thereby 

contributing to the overall stability of the domestic credit markets.  

  Regarding credit stability, a common concern in the existing literature is that banks 

might shrink their credit supply during periods of adverse economic conditions. 

Moreover, as far as foreign banks are considered, adverse economic conditions may 
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equally arise to banks‟ home countries. Given that during the period under examination, 

Greece and the domestic economies both experienced less or more adverse economic 

conditions, it seems that Greek banks were not significantly affected by any adverse 

home and/or host conditions which could prevent them from being steady credit 

suppliers. The exact extent to which Greek credit supply was affected by home and host 

factors between 2000 and 2009 is examined in the next section in the context of a push 

– pull factors descriptive analysis.    
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2.3 A PUSH FACTORS ANALYSIS 

 

2.3.1 Theoretical Background 

The literature is far from conclusive regarding whether home country conditions have 

negative or positive effects on foreign banks‟ loan supply to the recipient economies in 

which they operate. Adverse home economic conditions imply limited profit 

opportunities at home, encouraging therefore multinational banks to increase their credit 

supply abroad. In this case, banks try to offset the decreased home financial 

intermediation through cross-border operations. On the other hand, a recession at home 

could possibly deteriorate foreign banks‟ capital, causing a retrenchment in lending in 

both home and host economies.           

In an attempt to prove whether or not lending has become more indiscriminate, 

Soledad Martinez et al. (2002) analyzed claims from seven lender countries on ten host 

economies in Latin America. The authors‟ findings indicated that foreign banks 

transmitted home shocks to host economies. However, over time, foreign banks‟ lending 

has become more responsive to host rather to home conditions. Additionally, in their 

study on foreign banks‟ presence in Central and Eastern Europe, Ralph de Haas and 

Iman van Lelyveld (2003) concluded that a negative relationship exists between home 

country economic growth and host country credit supply. On the other hand, dealing 

with the role of parent banks, the researchers found a positive relationship between 

credit supply of banks‟ subsidiaries and the health of the parent bank.   

 Soledad Martinez Peria et al. (2002) supported that foreign banks, with the 

exception of Japanese banks, kept on increasing their credit supply to Latin American 

economies, despite the deterioration of economic conditions back at home. The above 

claims are supported by the findings of Calvo et al. (1993), Hernandez and Rudolph 
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(1995), and Moshirian (2001), who stated that worsening home country conditions led 

banks to seek alternative external lending opportunities abroad.  

 On the other hand, Peek and Rosengren (2000) supported that foreign banks in the 

United States responded to adverse home capital shocks by growing more slowly or by 

even shrinking. According to the authors, adverse economic conditions in Japan 

influenced negatively the credit supply of Japanese banks operating in the U.S. Further, 

Goldberg (2001) showed that economic conditions of the U.S. played a significant role 

in the amount of credit supplied by U.S. banks to Latin America, while Jeanneau and 

Micu (2002) uncovered a positive relationship between bank lending to emerging 

economies and to economic cycles in the major industrial countries.                     

 However, credit supplied by multinational banks in a recipient economy may 

decrease, not only in the case of adverse economic home conditions, but also in the case 

of favorable home conditions. Molyneux and Seth (1980) and Moshirian (2001) showed 

that credit supply abroad contracts when home country conditions improve. According 

to the authors, better home economic conditions lead to an increase of opportunity costs 

thereby limiting host country credit supply; banks allocate less capital to their foreign 

subsidiaries in their attempt to sufficiently satisfy home credit supply. 

 

 

2.3.2 The Transmission of Greek Banks’ Home Shocks to the 5SEE 

Economies 

Greek banks have been among the greatest credit suppliers in the 5SEE economies. 

However, the transmission of Greek home shocks to the above economies may raise 

worries regarding the contribution of Greek credit to the overall credit stability in the 

5SEE economies during the period of 2000 to 2009. Although the analysis that follows 
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is limited to a descriptive one due to data limitations, some interesting results arise.
24

  

Greek credit supply during the crisis periods is illustrated and discussed once home 

shocks are defined and the periods during which such shocks took place are captured.  

Regarding home shocks, home economic conditions refer to real GDP growth, 

home country risk (captured by Greek bond‟s yield) and finally, inflation. Also, in a 

narrower context, capitalization and liquidity of Greek mother banks and the ratio of 

their non performing loans (NPLs) are employed as well. Periods or years, during which 

shifts in the above conditions imply adverse home economic and/or banking conditions, 

constitute crisis periods.   

Following Arena et al. (2007), crisis windows are constructed for each one of the 

5SEE economies depicting home crisis periods. Moreover, Greek credit supply is 

depicted throughout the respective crisis windows. There are two crisis windows during 

the whole period under examination; namely the period from 2001 to 2003 and the 

period from 2007 to 2009. More specifically, between 2001 and 2002 Greece exhibited 

both adverse economic and bank-specific conditions, while in 2003, though home 

economic conditions were not adverse, bank-specific conditions worsened. Also, over 

                                                 
24

 According to the literature, the best way to test the transmission of home shocks to host economies is to 

econometrically test the effects that such shocks have on foreign credit supply in the host economy. To 

apply such a method, one has to utilize data only for the periods during which there was indeed a home 

shock. Such a condition practically limits the sample. More specifically, one has to regress credit supply 

on the variables proxying shocks only for the years the shifts of the given variable indicate a shock. Most 

studies proxy home shock by a decline in the home GDP growth while negative shifts in specific banking 

variables offer equally suitable proxies for home shocks. However, some worries arise regarding the 

above method and its applicability to the case of the transmission of Greek shocks to the 5SEE host 

economies. Given that I would have to include in my analysis only those years indicating a home shock 

(captured by specific shifts in economic variables) the number of observations would be significantly 

diminished. 
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the 2007 to 2009 period Greece experienced both negative economic and bank-specific 

conditions. In 2008 all six indicators capturing home conditions exhibited negative 

shifts. The average Greek credit supply growth in the 5SEE economies through the 

crisis windows was depicted in figure 2.4. Furthermore, Greek credit growth in each 

host economy was depicted through the respective windows of each recipient economy, 

separately in figure 2.5.  

 During the first crisis window, Greek banks‟ loan supply did not seem seriously 

affected by the adverse economic conditions at home; Greek banks continued to supply 

credit over almost the whole period. The upward trend depicted in the first window 

indicates that home shocks were not transmitted in the 5SEE economies. Greek banks 

have resisted adverse home economic conditions and kept on supplying credit in the 

recipient economies. The above finding may be interpreted as follows. 

 Adverse economic conditions at home encouraged Greek banks to channel their 

credit towards foreign markets; i.e. Greek banks may have seen foreign markets as a 

way out during the crisis in their attempt to offset limited credit supply at home by 

providing loans in the 5SEE host economies. On the other hand, Greek banks seem to 

have transmitted negative home shocks in the recipient economies during the second 

crisis period given the decreased Greek credit supply in the domestic economies (figure 

2.4). The second crisis period coincided with the global economic crisis which hit 

Greece as well.    

The five panels in figure 2.5 depict credit supply growth during each crisis window 

for each one of the domestic economies. In FYROM and Romania during the first crisis 

period, Greek credit growth was not affected at all. In the case of FYROM, credit 

supply at the end of the crisis window was much higher in absolute terms compared to 

the one at the beginning of it, whereas credit growth decreased in Albania and Bulgaria. 
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Regarding the second crisis window, credit growth exhibited a downward trend in all 

recipient economies. In 2009 especially, credit growth was significantly limited due to 

the transmission of adverse home conditions with FYROM, Romania and Serbia 

experiencing the greatest decline.       
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2.4 PULL FACTORS ANALYSIS   

 

2.4.1 Theoretical Background 

In the above descriptive analysis Greek credit supply was considered in respect to home 

country conditions, which are claimed to be push factors.
25

 Alternatively, Greek banks‟ 

credit supply in the 5SEE economies can be considered in respect to host countries‟ 

conditions, constituting therefore pull factors.
26

 Pull factors refer to domestic conditions 

which may attract foreign banks, while the existing literature has paid special attention 

to the extent to which foreign banks respond to adverse host conditions (host shocks).          

The case of whether foreign banks are better than domestic ones at dealing with a 

domestic financial crisis was addressed by Detragiache E. and P. Gupta (2006). The 

researchers dealt with Malaysia, an emerging market with a well-established foreign 

presence, which exhibited better performance in comparison to the local banks in terms 

of efficiency and profitability. It is this favorable initial position which may have 

allowed foreign banks to better deal with domestic banking crises. Also, foreign banks 

may find it easier to raise capital or liquid funds on international financial markets as 

the informational barriers they face in these markets are less severe. Furthermore, 

financial support of the parent bank constitutes a key to survival, particularly whether 

the latter is a well-diversified group, while reputational considerations could make 

mother banks more willing to rescue a subsidiary. Using a difference-to-difference 

approach, the authors proved that differences do exist between foreign and domestic 

banks when dealing with host financial crises.  

                                                 
25

 The term “push” implies that the given condition pushes banks to invest abroad. 

26
 The term “pull” implies that the given condition pulls banks to invest in the domestic economy. 
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 In the same vein, in their study on Latin America, Soledad Martinez M. et al. 

(2002) contributed to the literature by adding that the responsiveness to host conditions 

becomes less pro-cyclical as exposure to the given economy increases. Furthermore, the 

authors claimed that foreign bank lending reacts to positive rather than to negative host 

conditions (shocks), implying that foreign credit supply is not curtailed during domestic 

crisis periods.  

 Investigating the performance of U.S. banks in Latin America, Goldberg (2001) and  

Peek and Rosengren (2000) found  that U.S. banks were not affected significantly by the 

economic conditions in the borrowers‟ country given that U.S. banks did not retrench 

their lending during financial crises. The above claim was also supported by Dages et al. 

(2000), Kraft (2002) and Ralph de Haas and Iman van Lelyveld (2003), who 

investigated the performance of banks in Central and Eastern Europe during crisis 

periods. They found that foreign banks contracted their credit supply less than domestic 

banks from 1993 to 2000. Lastly, while Jeon and Miller (2002) showed that foreign 

banks in Korea were not seriously affected by host economic conditions, their results 

did not indicate the opposite for domestic banks.      

On the other hand, Morgan and Strahan (2002) concluded that a positive 

relationship exists between foreign bank penetration and economic volatility. The 

researchers attributed this volatility to the sensitivity of foreign banks to local business 

conditions. In case of adverse economic conditions, they argued that foreign banks were 

better able to allocate capital outside the host country, resulting in less credit supply.  

Finally, Houston and James (1998) found that affiliated banks were more responsive to 

local market conditions than their affiliated counterparts. The authors suggested that 

foreign banks may have been be less willing to continue providing credit in case local 

markets get weak, especially if the parent bank foresees better prospects elsewhere.  
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2.4.2 The Responsiveness of Greek Banks to Host Shocks in the 5SEE 

Economies  

Previous studies employing a pull factors analysis, have captured domestic shocks by 

negative shifts in real GDP growth. However, there are no shocks in the five economies 

studied here in terms of real GDP growth. When examining the 5SEE economies, one 

should keep in mind that the above economies have all been exhibiting positive growth 

rates during the period under examination.
27

 For the needs of this descriptive analysis a 

period was defined as a crisis one based on specific banking indicators capturing the 

performance of host banking systems. To be more specific, periods during which the 

5SEE banking systems had exhibited poor performance (in terms of returns on assets 

(ROA), returns on earnings (ROE) and capitalization) were characterized as crisis 

periods. Based on the above criteria, all host economies experienced a crisis lasting one 

or two years at maximum (see figure 2.6). Once the crisis windows were defined and 

captured the growth of Greek credit was depicted throughout the respective crisis 

windows. Such a depiction showed whether Greek banks had responded to host crisis by 

reducing credit supply or not.   

Regarding the duration of the crisis periods (indicated by the length of the 

respective crisis windows) Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia seemed to have experienced 

the longest crisis periods. On the other hand, crises in Albania and FYROM lasted only 

one year. Albania, Bulgaria and FYROM also experienced a crisis earlier than Romania 

and Serbia. More specifically, Bulgaria was the first among the domestic economies to 

experience a domestic crisis while on the other hand, Romania was the last one among 

the economies under examination to face a crisis period.  

                                                 
27

 High growth rates in the domestic 5SEE economies are proved to have constituted a significant location 

advantage, enhancing Greek banks‟ expansion in the region (see section 5.1.2 of chapter I).      
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Lastly, looking the panels of figure 2.6 one can see Greek credit supply throughout 

the crisis windows in each host economy. In Bulgaria, FYROM, and Romania Greek 

banks‟ credit supply was not curtailed during the domestic crisis period which indicated 

that Greek banks did not respond to home shocks in the banking systems of these 

economies. In the case of Albania, Greek banks seemed to have been resisting during 

the first half of the crisis period. Lastly, the decline in Greek credit growth in Serbia 

(depicted in the respective panel of figure 2.6) implied that Greek banks responded to 

domestic shocks. Overall, it appears as though Greek banks were not responsive to 

domestic shocks during the 2000 to 2009 period, instead supporting the host credit 

markets of SEE despite the adverse conditions observed in the domestic banking 

systems. 
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2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Greek banks are considered among the greatest credit suppliers in the 5SEE economies; 

from 2000 to 2009 they supplied over the 25% of the total loans in the region. More 

importantly Greek banks‟ loans were proved to be less volatile when compared to the 

rest of the loans supplied in the region which implies Greek banks‟ beneficiary role in 

the domestic credit markets during this period.           

Credit stability in the 5SEE economies was examined in terms of push and pull 

factors. Through a descriptive analysis, the extent to which Greek banks responded to 

host shocks, or transmitted any home shocks to the host economies during this period 

was illustrated through crisis windows. Once the contribution of Greek banks to credit 

supply and volatility was shown, Greek credit growth during periods of adverse 

economic conditions, both at home and abroad, was examined.   

Regarding push factors, Greek credit supply was curtailed through the second crisis 

window (2007 – 2009) while adverse home economic conditions between 2000 and 

2003 were not transmitted to the host economies at all. An interesting finding is that 

Greek banks were proved to have been better shielded in the earlier phase of their 

expansion (2000 – 2006) compared to the last phase (2007 - 2009). Regarding pull 

factors on the other hand, Greek banks did not respond to adverse host economic 

conditions during the period under examination. With the exception of Serbia, Greek 

banks‟ credit growth in the 5SEE economies was not curtailed, thereby providing  

evidence supporting the stabilizing role of Greek banks.  

 Overall, Greek banks have played a beneficiary role in the 5SEE economies 

regarding their contribution to credit supply and, more importantly, to credit stability. 

Given that credit as a component of growth is tightly related to consumption and 

investment as well, it is hard to deny the beneficiary role that Greek banks have played 
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on the 5SEE economies‟ economic growth. In conclusion however, the above claims 

should be handled cautiously since they are based on descriptive statistics. However, to 

overcome this shortcoming, an econometric analysis is employed in the next chapter, 

focusing on a specific aspect of domestic credit markets, namely the Bank Lending 

Channel. 
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TABLES - CHAPTER 2 
 

TABLE 2.1 

CREDIT SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES (2000 – 2009).   

     

Descriptive statistics (Mean)  

Country Total Credit Greek Credit 
Growth Rate of 

Total Credit 
Growth Rate of 

Rest Credit 

     
5SEE 8539.86 2057.11 0.311 0.284 
     
Albania 1166.61 556.96 0.398 0.411 
     
Bulgaria 12008.56 3900.63 0.399 0.372 
     
FYROM 1272.04 380.72 0.154 0.137 
     
Romania 21367.40 3925.94 0.368 0.344 
     
Serbia 5840.15 1521.30 0.219 0.137 
     
Notes: 

- “Total Credit” refers to the credit supplied by all banks in the 5SEE economies.    

- “Rest Credit” refers to the credit supplied by non-Greek banks the 5SEE economies.  

 

TABLE 2.2 

CREDIT VOLATILITY IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES (2000 – 2009).   

     

Descriptive statistics (Std. Dev.) 

Country Total Credit Greek Credit 
Growth Rate of 

Total Credit 
Growth Rate of 

Rest Credit 
     

5SEE 12478.63 3033.81 0.239 0.316 

     

Albania 1146.09 581.03 0.164 0.400 

     

Bulgaria 10929.26 4087.19 0.257 0.295 

     

FYROM 743.95 293.23 0.189 0.239 

     

Romania 19674.04 3963.75 0.263 0.266 

     

Serbia 952.07. 1916.26 0.245 0.263 

     
Notes: 

- “Total Credit” refers to the credit supplied by all banks in the 5SEE economies.    

- “Rest Credit” refers to the credit supplied by non-Greek banks the 5SEE economies. 
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FIGURES – CHAPTER 2 
 
FIGURE 2.1 

GREEK BANKS’ LOAN SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES (2000 – 2009).   

 

  

_______________________________________________________________ 
Sources: Greek banks‟ balance sheets and Full Year Reports, own compilation.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.2 

GREEK BANKS’ SHARES IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES CREDIT MARKETS  

 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Sources: Greek banks‟ balance sheets and Full Year Reports, Central 5SEE banks, own compilation.  

Note: Shares refer to the average of the five domestic economies fie each year.  
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FIGURE 2.3  

GREEK BANKS’ SHARES IN THE 5SEE CREDIT MARKETS (2000-2009) 

 

   

 

 

 

 
____________________________________________________________________ 
Sources: Greek banks‟ balance sheets and Full Year Reports, Central 5SEE banks, own compilation.  
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FIGURE 2.4 GREEK CREDIT IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES THROUGHOUT HOME CRISIS 

WINDOWS (2000-2009) 
 

 

        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: IFS, Bank of Greece, Greek Banks‟ Reports, own calculations. 

 

FIGURE 2.5 GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY IN EACH HOST ECONOMY THROUGHOUT HOME 

CRISIS WINDOWS (2000-2009) 
 

 

Source: IFS, Greek Bank of Greece, Greek Banks‟ Reports, own calculations. 
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FIGURE 2.6 GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES THROUGHOUT HOST 

CRISIS WINDOWS (2000-2009) 
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Source: IFS, 5SEE Central Banks, own calculations. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE BANK LENDING CHANNEL IN THE 5SEE 

ECONOMIES AND GREEK BANKS’ BUFFERING 

EFFECTS 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

The previous chapter examined the presence of Greek banks in the 5SEE loan markets 

and showed the Greek contribution to credit stability there. This chapter aims to explore 

in depth Greek banks‟ credit effects in the host economies. “Trying to identify credit 

effects empirically, it is best to view them as a part of the monetary policy transmission 

mechanism” (Bernanke and Gertler, 1995). As it was complementarily supported by 

Kishan and Opiela (2000), an accurate definition of the role of banks in the transmission 

of monetary policy may hold the key to explaining the effects of policy on economy.  

Based on the above claims, the operation of a BLC in the five host economies 

will be tested first in order to further investigate whether Greek banks have buffered the 

negative effects transmitted through the BLC from 2000 to 2009. Of course, such an 

effort presupposes that a BLC has been operating in the 5SEE economies during this 

period. Given that a necessary condition for the operation of a lending channel 

(monetary transmission mechanism) is that loans respond to monetary shocks, the first 

issue to be examined is the responsiveness of total loan supply in the host economies to 

monetary shocks. If such a hypothesis holds (thereby indicating an active BLC in the 

5SEE economies) then the role of Greek banks in the transmission channel can be 

considered.  

Given that the main claim in the literature is that foreign banks react in a more 

moderate way to monetary policy shocks than do domestic banks, the operation of the 

BLC in respect to Greek banks‟ operation in the host economies is examined. After 
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controlling for demand factors, it appears that not having curtailed their loan supply 

significantly during periods of monetary tightening, Greek banks have buffered the 

negative effects transmitted through the BLC operating in the 5SEE economies. 

Furthermore, taking into consideration that credit is a component of growth, either 

related to investment or to consumption, Greek credit effects in the 5SEE BLC might 

imply a beneficiary role in the economic growth of less developed economies.  

The next section gives the theoretical background of the BLC through related 

literature. Section 3, describing the variables employed in the analysis and the relation 

among them, gives the theoretical identification of the VAR models. Section 4 deals 

with the operation of the BLC in the domestic economies, while section 5 examines 

BLC in a narrower context; by focusing on Greek banks‟ buffering effects on it. The 

economic significance of the variables and their order and impulse response functions, 

regarding the VAR models are also discussed. Section 6 concludes the chapter. 
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3.2 THE BANK LENDING CHANNEL – THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  

Many researchers have tried to answer the macroeconomic question of how the 

monetary transmission mechanism works. Stein (1998) has given an explicit description 

of the monetary policy transmission operation through the development of a theoretical 

model. The author captured two distinct channels of monetary policy, both of which 

originate in banks' inability to easily access uninsured sources of external finance: (1) 

the Federal Reserve can influence the spread between the rates on loans and those on 

open-market securities (e.g., T-bills); (2) the Fed can also move the level of the 

Treasury rate itself.  

The first channel works as follows: When the Fed drains reserves from the 

system, it forces banks to substitute insured deposit financing for adverse selection-

prone forms of non-deposit finance. This, in turn, leads to a cutback in aggregate bank 

lending and hence to an increase in the relative cost of bank loans. In this sense, the 

model provides a specific set of micro foundations for the notion of a "bank lending 

channel" of monetary transmission, which has been the subject of much recent research. 

The second effect, according to Stein (1998), is more novel. In most theories of 

monetary transmission (ranging from the textbook IS/LM paradigm to more recent 

treatments, based on limited participation and cash-in-advance constraints) the Fed's 

ability to influence bond-market rates is predicated on the assumption that households 

have a demand for noninterest- bearing "money" (e.g., currency), for transaction 

purposes.  

On the contrary, in the model of Stein (1998) household portfolio preferences 

play no role. Households implicitly face no cash-in-advance constraints and hence can 

hold all their wealth in interest-bearing assets. However the Fed can still directly affect 

Treasury rates. This is because banks, unlike households, have a well-defined demand 
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for non-interest-bearing "money," namely reserves. It is only by holding reserves, that 

banks can issue insured deposits thereby overcoming adverse-selection problems. The 

author concludes that, by exploiting this induced demand for reserves on the part of 

banks, the Fed can manipulate bond-market rates. 

The study of Kashyap and Stein (2000) has also offered a well documented 

analysis of how the monetary policy mechanism works. According to the authors, if 

there is to be an active lending channel, banks must not easily tap uninsured sources of 

funds to make up for a Fed-induced shortfall in insured deposits. The above lending 

channel hypothesis postulates the existence of a channel of monetary policy 

transmission through bank credit. Assuming asymmetric information between lenders 

and borrowers, the credit channel is claimed to offer a reasonable explanation for the 

strength, timing and distributional effects of monetary policy on real economy.  

Before going deeper into the lending channel, through the relevant literature, it is 

important to deal with the discrimination between the lending channel and the money 

channel.
28

 According to the traditional “money channel” or “money view” (which is 

based on the IS-LM model) a monetary tightening reduces deposits, causing a reduction 

of money demand.  This view is based on the fact that bank assets are perfect substitutes 

and demand for them is a negative function of a common interest rate (r). After a 

monetary tightening, equilibrium is reached through an increase in r, which reduces 

money demand to match supply, while on the asset side of banks‟ balance sheet, bonds 

and loans fall to match deposits.  In this case the effects on real economy come via the 

                                                 
28

 For a comparative analysis of the two channels see the context of “Money versus Credit” debate. A 

brief summary of the debate is given by Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) while a detailed survey of the 

literature is offered by Gertler (1996). Also, Romer and Romer (1990) and Kashyap, Stein and Wilcox 

(1993) offer recent formalizations.      
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reduction in investment and consumption due to the higher cost of capital. In this case, 

no attention is paid to changes in firms‟ finance and consequently to the role of banks as 

credit suppliers. However, much attention is paid to firms‟ finance in the case of the 

lending channel.
29

    

 Regarding the BLC, two conditions are necessary for the mechanism to be 

effective; the first is that some firms and households depend on bank loans. The second 

is that there is a monetary authority capable of affecting seriously the bank loans‟ 

supply schedule.
30

 In this second condition, one can distinguish banks‟ significant 

contribution; they may play a significant role in how monetary policy affects the real 

economy. A contractionary monetary policy, imposed by the Central Bank, affects 

credit supply in the economy since banks are obliged to comply with monetary policy 

and adjust to the new standards. This adjustment assumes that banks may alter their 

lending schedules and hence their loan portfolios.  

 On the theoretical ground of the above, Romer and Romer (1990) found that the 

growth rate of bank credit starts falling after six to nine months of a contractionary 

monetary policy wake. The authors interpreted their results as totally consistent with the 

money view.
31

 Also, Bernanke and Blinder (1992) found that a monetary contraction 

                                                 
29

 Given the aim of the thesis the focus is on the lending channel rather than the money one. In the 

lending (or credit) channel, banks play a pivotal role in the transmission of monetary policy shocks. 

Nevertheless, an interesting illustration of the different mechanisms of monetary policy can be found in 

Kuttner and Mosser (2002).    

30
 The latter condition implies a change in the reserve requirements or a change in the money interest 

rates. 

31
 The authors, using simultaneously the growth rate of M1 and GNP as well, interpret their results in 

such a way due to the fact that the decline in bank credit growth lags behind the decline in money growth 

and because of the nearly co-incident movement of bank credit and GNP.     
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leads to a sharp decline in aggregate bank lending, confirming the existence of a lending 

mechanism.
32

 Kashyap, Wilcox and Stein (1991), employing an alternative exercise in 

order to present the differences between loan demand and loan supply in the case of a 

shift in monetary policy, provided evidence indicating that monetary policy can indeed 

regulate the flow of bank credit.
33

 The results of Berger and Udell (1992) are consistent 

with the above while supportive evidence regarding credit effects of monetary policy 

was also provided by Morgan (1998).
34

   

Apart from the studies regarding the operation of a bank lending mechanism in 

the US economy, there is a quite limited number of studies, dealing with the topic in the 

UK. Among them, the studies of Huang (2003) and Gambacorta (2005) showed that a 

tight monetary policy imposed by the monetary authorities in the UK, led to decline in 

bank credit, indicating the existence of an active BLC.  

Unlike the UK, the Euro area was a fruitful area of research, regarding the 

monetary policy mechanism. The role of banks, in transmitting monetary policy effects 

in France, Germany, Italy and Spain, has been investigated by Ehrmann et al. (2003). 

The findings of the researchers indicated the operation of a BLC. Also, Loupias et al. 

                                                 
32

 However, since in their study loans respond with the same lag as unemployment, their results are 

consistent with both the interest rate and credit channels, as stated by Kishan and Opiela (2000).    

33
 The authors examined the behaviour of bank credit comparatively to the behaviour of commercial 

papers. The exercise was based on the idea that bank loans and commercial papers are close substitutes. 

Thus one would expect the two aggregates to move co-incident in a given shift of monetary policy since 

they both constitute alternative sources of finance. Therefore, if the two indeed move together in rough 

proportion, demand factors would seem to be responsible for the overall movement thus providing 

evidence against the credit view. For a view contrary to the above claim, see Oliner and Rudebush (1993).     

34
 The author focused on the relative response of a monetary policy shock of loans made under 

commitment, compared to the ones free of commitment. According to his results, the behaviour of the 

loans that were not made under commitment provides supportive evidence in favour of the lending view.   
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(2003), Brissimis et al. (2003), and Haan (2003) came up with similar conclusions, 

regarding the economy of France, Greece and the Netherlands respectively. Lastly, 

Kaufmann (2003) dealt with monetary policy in Austria, while Farinha and Marques 

(2003) investigated the response of bank credit to a monetary contraction in Portugal.              

From the above review, it is clear that there are several empirical studies, 

regarding the BLC and its effectiveness in the US, the Euro area and the UK. On the 

other hand, studies dealing with emerging economies are quite limited. Among them are 

the studies of Agung (1998), Alfaro et al. (2004), Juks (2004), Mora (2005), and Arena 

et al. (2007). Agung (1998) investigated the operation of a banking channel in 

Indonesia. According to the author, banks restrained their lending, due to a tightening 

monetary policy. Alfaro et al. (2004), investigating the operation of a lending channel in 

Chile, during the period from 1990 to 2002 concluded that the BLC operated as a 

monetary policy transmission mechanism. According to the author, banks were forced 

to curtail their supply of credit, following a monetary policy shock.
35

 Juks (2004) and 

Mora (2005) came to similar conclusions, regarding Estonia and Mexico respectively, 

while the empirical results of Arena et al. (2007) confirmed the operation of an active 

bank lending channel in Latin America and Asia. However, there are no empirical 

studies, regarding a BLC in the transition economies of SEE.                         

 When attempting to answer the question of whether there is an active BLC in the 

5SEE economies or not, one should keep in mind that what lies at the end of this 

channel is real economic activity. Behind the lending channel, one can see that such an 

active channel could indicate the responsiveness of loan supply to monetary policy, 

                                                 
35

 Furthermore as a second step through an extensive empirical analysis, the authors proved that the 

lending channel in Chile had an independent and significant effect in terms of macroeconomic activity.  
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imposed by a given Central Bank. In turn, such responsiveness could imply shifts in the 

real output presupposing that credit supply is a component of economic growth.
36

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
36

 The existing research is mixed on whether or not there is a link between bank loan supply and real 

economic activity. Peek and Rosengren (1997b) supported that capital constrains in Japanese banks as 

result of the Nikkei had an adverse impact on U.S. real estate activity in the early 90‟s. Also, Van de 

Heuvel (2002) concluded that bank leverage affects the impact of monetary policy on output. In line with 

the above, Bernanke and Blinder (1992) found that when the Fed tightens, banks deposits drops 

immediately and so do bank loans (though with a delay). Furthermore what is of great importance is that 

aggregate output also declines responding to monetary impulses with a similar lag. Also, using state-level 

data, Hall (1993) concluded that loans are related to output while Samolyk (1994) found that credit 

tightening has greater predictive power for output in economies with lower past quality of loans.  
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3.3 THEORETICAL IDENTIFICATION  

Following the above literature, the analysis of this chapter is based on the assumption 

that credit supply can be regulated by monetary authorities. According to the 5SEE 

Central Banks‟ monetary policy reports, monetary authorities in the five transition 

economies there employ policy instruments in order to impose contractionary or 

expansionary monetary policy. More specifically, an expansionary monetary policy 

imposed by the monetary authorities could increase money supply (Ms) in that 

economy. On the contrary, in case monetary authorities planned to gather money rather 

than to provide, a contractionary policy would be imposed. Keeping in mind that the 

subject of this chapter is the monetary policy transmitted in the 5SEE BLC, in this 

section the identification the key variables regarding monetary policy transmission will 

be attempted. 

Regarding monetary variable Ms, there is no equation that could be presented 

and decomposed since money supply is determined and imposed exclusively by 

monetary authorities.
37

 However, one can identify the factors affecting Ms.  It is 

affected by three policy variables (“monetary instruments” as used by monetary 

authorities), namely Money Market Rate (MMR), Treasury Bill Rate (TBR), and 

Reserve Requirement Ratio (RRR). The relationship between Ms and each of the above 

monetary instruments is given below:   

 

Ms (MMR, TBR, RRR)                    (3.1)  

                                                 
37

 Note that such a claim does not hold in the case of money demand (Md). Md is given by the identity 

Md = P*L(R,Y), where Md is the nominal amount the nominal amount of money demanded, P is the 

price level, R is the nominal interest rate, Y is real output, and L(.) is real money demand. Such 

decomposition would be interesting but is not suitable for the needs of this analysis.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_versus_nominal_value_(economics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_versus_nominal_value_(economics)
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As it is denoted by eq. (3.1), the three policy instruments are negatively related 

to Ms. In other words, a raise in money market rate, in T-Bill rate and in minimum 

reserve ratio could cause a decline in Ms.  

Furthermore, the relationship between Greek banks and the above three policy 

variables is examined. Note that a direct relationship cannot be stated because Ms is 

defined exclusively by monetary authorities. Instead, a more indirect relationship 

between Greek banks and Ms in the domestic economies is utilized. To be more 

specific, the ways in which Greek banks‟ operation in the 5SEE economies managed to 

make a contractionary policy “less contractionary” by buffering negative effects of a 

monetary tightening will be shown.  

Let mp denote policy variables. For the needs of this analysis total credit is 

supplied in the 5SEE countries by two different banking groups operating in the 

respective economies. For this reason, credit is considered to be channeled in the host 

economies through two credit channels; the first including solely Greek banks and the 

second including all the rest non-Greek banks in the region. Thus, Ms in the domestic 

economies can be decomposed as follows:           

Ms (Ms
Greek

, Ms
Rest

)                   (3.2) 

where, Ms
Greek

 is the credit supplied by Greek banks in the 5SEE economies and Ms
Rest

 

is the credit supplied by non-Greek banks in the region. Also, let mp denote the set of 

policy variables, imposed by the domestic monetary authorities. Based on eq. (3.1), an 

increase in each policy variable would affect each Ms subset in the way presented 

below:  

 

mp ▲  => α Ms
Rest 

▼                                (3.3)  

where, α denotes the percentage change in Ms
Rest

, and 
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mp ▲ =>  β Ms
Greek 

▼
 
                   (3.4)    

where, β denotes the percentage change in Ms
Greek

 .                                          

Suppose that in a given year (t) the monetary policy conducted by monetary authorities 

is decomposed as follows: 

ΜRR = γ                    (3.5) 

TBR = δ                   (3.6) 

RRR = ε                   (3.7) 

where, γ,δ, and ε are the rates of  money market rate, Treasury Bill rate, and reserve 

requirement respectively. The credit supplied to the economies is subject to the above 

monetary policy instruments.       

Suppose that next year (t+1) monetary authorities decide to conduct a tightening 

monetary policy by imposing δ, ε, and ζ rates in MMR, TBR, and RRR respectively, for 

which the following relations hold:  

δ > γ,                     (3.8) 

δ > ε,                      (3.9)    

and   

ε > ζ                    (3.10) 

The monetary shock in the domestic economies is given below:  

Γmp = ΓMMR + ΓTBR + ΓRRR               (3.11) 

where, Γmp denotes the monetary shock. Also, regarding each policy instrument the 

following equations hold:     

ΓMMR = δ – γ,                 (3.12)  

ΓTBR = ε - δ,                  (3.13)  

and  
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ΓRRR = ζ – ε                  (3.14)  

Once the domestic monetary shock is defined, let Ms΄ denote the after-shock 

credit supply. Given eq. (3.1), the monetary shock given in eq. (3.11) would affect Ms 

negatively, satisfying the equation below:     

Ms > Ms΄                  (3.15) 

So far, it is clear that a monetary shock would reduce Ms. Keeping in mind eq. 

(3.2), for a given monetary shock (Γmp), it is claimed 

ΓMs = ΓMs
Greek

 + ΓMs
Rest

                (3.16)  

where, ΓMs is the decrease in total credit supply, ΓMs
Greek

 is the decrease in Greek 

credit supply, while ΓMs
Rest 

is the decrease in the non-Greek credit supply. Also, for a 

given Γmp, ΓMs
Greek

 and ΓMs
Rest

 do not necessarily exhibit the same change. Actually, 

there are three possible equations that could describe the relationship between the two 

right hand variables of eq. (3.16): 

ΓMs
Greek

 > ΓMs
Rest

                 (3.17)  

ΓMs
Greek

 < ΓMs
Rest

                 (3.18) 

and  

ΓMs
Greek

 = ΓMs
Rest

                 (3.19) 

Eq. (3.17) and eq. (3.19) would not indicate a buffering role of Greek banks at 

all, since Greek banks would curtail their loans to a greater or to an equal extent, 

compared to the rest of the banks in the 5SEE economies. On the other hand, in case eq. 

(3.18) holds, one could claim Greek banks‟ role to be beneficiary regarding the 

buffering effect banks could produce by resisting monetary tightening.  

Supposing eq. (3.18) holds, it is implied that Greek banks resist (to a certain 

extent) credit supply reduction, contributing, therefore, to the convergence of Ms΄ and 
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Ms. Consequently, given that Greek banks would harm Ms to a lesser degree than non-

Greek banks, they could indirectly contribute to credit stability in the 5SEE economies.   

Monetary policy affects credit supply. Furthermore, taking the components of 

GDP into consideration, the credit supply would normally affect growth. Credit supply 

would affect GDP indirectly, given that credit would affect, ceteris paribus, two 

components of GDP, namely consumption (C) and investment (I). More specifically, an 

increase in credit supply would imply a rise in C. The above claim is based on the 

assumption that consumers would have more money to spend since banks‟ credit supply 

would increase. Furthermore, a rise in Ms would affect I positively, given the fact that 

in periods of expansionary policy banks finance domestic investment as well.  

Lastly, to form an integrated context for the analysis, another key variable is 

referenced that is tightly related to Ms; inflation. More specifically, an increase in 

money supply causes increased demand for goods, services and financial assets, leading 

to a higher level of augmented demand (AD); AD may rise above an economy‟s 

potential output, resulting in inflationary pressures. In other words, if the increase in AD 

matched an equal increase in Y, there would be no inflation but only an increase in real 

output. However, if, ceteris paribus, money supply grows faster than the rate of real 

output, inflation arises. Such a claim is consistent with the quantity theory of money, 

summarized in the equation MV = PY, which supports that an increase in money supply 

(M) causes an increase in inflation (P). Nevertheless, the theory above assumes that the 

velocity of circulation (V), that demonstrates the speed of money flow, and real output 

(Y), are constant.   

Concluding, there is a direct relationship between monetary policy and credit 

supply, while credit, inflation and growth are related in an indirect way. Once the 

theoretical context is described, the relationship between monetary policy and credit 
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supply is econometrically tested in the sections that follow. Finally, since aim of this 

chapter is to prove the contribution of Greek banks to credit stability in the 5SEE 

economies, special attention is given to the relation between monetary policy, imposed 

by the 5SEE monetary authorities, and to Greek credit supply in the region.               
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3.4 IS THERE A BANK LENDING CHANNEL IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES? 

 

3.4.1 The VAR System and the Data   

A VAR is a useful model for studying the dynamics of the economy in the aftermath of 

a monetary policy shock. Capturing monetary policy mechanism through a VAR system 

is a common practice in the monetary policy literature. Gertler and Gilchrist (1993), 

Morgan (1998), Kashyap and Stein (2000), have employed VAR system approach in 

order to investigate the existence of a BLC. Furthermore, the previous studies of  Agung 

(1998), Morgan (1998), Azali (1998), Azali and Metthews (1999) and Alfaro et al. 

(2004) based their analysis in a VAR system analysis, and applied it to monetary policy 

mechanism in emerging economies.  

  To test whether there is indeed a BLC in the domestic economies, the Gertler - 

Gilchrist approach was adopted.
38

 The above approach is actually based on the model of 

Bernanke and Blinder (1992) in the sense that both approaches use innovations in the 

monetary policy indicator to capture exogenous shifts in monetary policy.
39

 Both this 

thesis and these approaches employ a VAR model. Specifically, this model includes 

four variables: the log of real GDP, the inflation rate, the monetary policy indicator and 

the growth rate of loans.  

 The basic recursive VAR set-up takes the following form:  

,....110 tktktt UYAYAAY                                                (3.20) 

where Yt is the n-dimensional vector of variables, Ai  are (n x n) coefficient matrices and 

                                                 
38

 The authors applied this model in order to investigate the aggregate but also the compositional effects 

of tight monetary policy on credit aggregates (Gertler and Gilchrist, 1993)   

39
 Both studies deal with the U.S. and they use the Federal Funds rate as a proxy for a monetary indicator.  
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Ut is the vector containing the reduced form residuals, assuming they are to be normally 

distributed  white noise with constant covariance matrix E(Ut Ut ')= U. 

In this VAR analysis, variables employed by other researches are employed as 

well, in the following order: 

Y = [DGDPPC, INFL, MP, TCREDITGDP]                                                         (3.21) 

where, DGDPPC and INFL denote growth rate of real gross domestic product per capita 

and inflation rate of the 5SEE respectively. The variable TCREDITGDP is the ratio of 

total credit supply in the 5SEE economies for the period studied, divided by gross 

domestic product (GDP) of the respective host economies. 

MP denotes the monetary policy instruments and in order to capture monetary 

policy, three different instruments are employed: 1) money market rate (MMR) which 

refers to standing facilities and includes lending (collateralized loans for maintaining 

daily liquidity) and deposit facilities (excess liquidity deposits with the central banks). 

These operations are initiated by commercial banks. Interest rates on lending and 

deposit facilities constitute the ceiling and floor of the interest rate corridor, which 

enables control of liquidity and eases fluctuations in short-term interest rates in the 

interbank market. Interbank money market interest rate affects significantly commercial 

banks‟ potential lending.  

2) Treasury–Bill rate (TBR), referring to the three-month bill auction, is negatively 

related to credit supply, since higher rates imply contractionary monetary policy. The 

relation in this case is not as obvious as in the case of the previous instrument. Higher 

interest rates make bills more attractive, indicating the need and will of the central bank 

to gather money and not to supply.   

3) Reserve requirement ratio (RRR), which is the ratio of required reserves to total 

deposits, or to a portion of deposits banks hold. Required reserves are funds, which 
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commercial banks have to deposit on a special account with the central bank. By 

changing reserve requirement ratio, central banks are able to induce a reduction or 

expansion of commercial banks‟ potential lending. In market economies, reserve 

requirement ratio is used as a supplementary instrument for regulating bank credit 

potential, rather than bank liquidity. Despite the fact that all 5SEE Central Banks 

consider RRR to be a monetary policy instrument, there is no available collated data. 

Thus, a database had to be constructed regarding the specific variable. The sources are 

the Annual Reports of the host economies‟ central banks.    

The identification scheme used is the standard approach, which imposes a 

recursive structure of the VAR, with the ordering of variables given by eq. (3.21). 

Intuitively, the scheme assumes that inflation (INFL) has no immediate effects on 

growth rate (GDPPC), monetary policy shock (MP) has no immediate effect on inflation 

and total credit (TCREDITGDP) has no immediate effect on the monetary policy 

instrument. Technically, the reduced form is estimated and then the Cholesky 

factorization of the reduced form VAR covariance matrix is computed. 

Regarding the VAR order, as mentioned above, it is assumed that policy makers 

react to shocks in production and prices, while they do not react to shocks in loans. The 

same ordering was also adopted by Christiano, et. al. (1994) and by Friedman and 

Kutttner (1993). On the other hand, shocks in monetary policy may affect loans 

contemporarily. In this analysis, special attention is paid to the response of total credit 

supply to a monetary policy shock. To be more specific, if there is a BLC in the 5SEE 

then banks would restrict total loans in response to a tightening monetary policy. 

Data on the variables employed is given in Table 3.1. However, while data on the 

first two monetary instruments are available in the form of time series, data on reserve 

requirements had to be compiled and in some cases calculated by the annual reports of 
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the central bank of each host country. Tables 3.2 – 3.6 provided interesting evidence 

regarding the measurements of the contractionary or the expansionary monetary policy 

each host transition has been following during the period studied. Also table 3.7 gives 

interesting key descriptive statistics, while the correlation between all variables 

employed in the VAR model is depicted in table 3.8. Lastly, all variables are employed 

in the VAR model in levels.
40

 

 

3.4.2 Impulse Response Function Results  

The results of the recursive VAR model, under the identification scheme mentioned 

before, are shown in figures 3.1 - 3.3. The graphs display the impact (the responses) to a 

Cholesky one-standard deviation monetary policy shock, which is defined as a 

temporary rise in the policy instrument on GDP growth, prices, monetary instrument 

and the total loan credit along  with a 95 percent confidence. The results indicate the 

existence of such a channel, no matter the monetary policy instrument employed.            

More specifically, figure 3.1 depicts the impulse response functions of the 

variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation. The monetary instrument is proxied by 

MMR. Looking closer at the first panel of the second row, one can see that total loans 

                                                 
40

 “Even if one is just interested in examining the univariate time series properties of a given variable, 

unit root test methodology can be misleading. The unit roots question amounts to the specification of 

units: should we use levels or first differences (etc.). For most series we know the answer. GNP, 

consumption, investment, etc. belong in growth rates. Variables that are already rates, such as interest 

rates, inflation, and unemployment belong in levels. Ratios such as the dividend/price ratio, the 

consumption/GNP ratio, etc. belong in levels. Unit root tests often suggest the opposite. I think the fact 

that they suggest the opposite, and that they are wrong, is one of the most interesting things to come out 

of this literature.” [Cochrane, 1991, p.207].   
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respond strongly and contemporaneously to an increase in money rate. This negative 

impact culminates about 1 year after the shock. After that period, credit supply increases 

since banks seem to adjust their portfolios to offset the negative effects of the monetary 

contraction. Such a claim seems reasonable if one takes into account that the negative 

effects of the shock fade away as time passes and banks gradually adapt to the new 

conditions. The effect of a monetary policy shock on output appears to be positive but 

statistically insignificant, given that the horizontal axis lies broadly within the 95 

percent confidence band. However, this is not a surprising result, given the structural 

weaknesses of the financial sectors of the SEE countries, which are likely to hamper the 

transmission mechanism of monetary policy.       

Note that this paradox is often met in the literature and it shouldn‟t cast doubts 

on the validity of the specification of the VAR model. Driscoll (2004) provided 

evidence indicating that shifts in state bank loan supply have no effect on real economy, 

while Ashcraft (2006) came to the same conclusion. Though the above seem to be quite 

confusing, there is a reasonable explanation of how it might be possible for there to be 

variations in loan supply without corresponding variations in output. An explanation for 

this, as pointed out by Driscoll (2004), is that firms may not depend on bank loans to the 

extent they are supposed to. Firms may be able to substitute other forms of finance, such 

as bonds, equity financing, trade credit or other kinds of financing. Wang (2001) offers 

an alternative explanation. According to the author firms may be able to buffer 

themselves from the shocks in the lending market through inventories or changes in 

capacity utilization.     

Lastly, the results regarding inflation are of equal interest. As one can see in 

Figure 3.1, inflation doesn‟t increase immediately, but only an unspecified amount of 
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time after a shock.
41

 This is not a paradox after all since such a delayed response has 

been previously reported in monetary economics as the „price puzzle‟. Sims (1992) 

labeled the delayed response of inflation to an interest rate shock, „price puzzle‟. 

According to the author, policy makers may have information, not captured by the 

variables in the VAR system, regarding inflationary pressures and thus they increase the 

interest rates as a means of forestalling forthcoming inflation. Furthermore, figures 3.2 

and 3.3 reiterate the analysis and the results, by using the other two alternative monetary 

policy instruments. Based on the variance decomposition results presented in Table 3.9, 

MMR is the most effective among the three alternative instruments employed. More 

specifically, MMR contributes 38 percent to the variance of total credit supply in the 

5SEE economies, while TBR contributes 27 percent. The respective value, regarding the 

contribution of RRR is about just 8 percent.          

 

3.4.3 Controlling for Demand Factors  

In periods of monetary tightening banks tend to curtail their loans supply. The question 

that arises however is whether this decline in loan provision is caused by weakness of 

banks to supply credit or is it due to limited demand for loans? In other words, it is 

commonly supported that a decline in loans could possibly be caused by adverse 

economic conditions, which in turn wouldn‟t allow consumers (business) to consume 

(invest) and thus there would be no need to borrow. 

This question was fundamental for many researchers and gave rise to two 

competing theories, the credit view versus the money view. Supporters of the money 

view, Romer and Romer (1989), attributed decline in credit supply to decreased demand 

in economy. Furthermore, Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) supported that since the decline 

                                                 
41

 This is shown in the third panel of the second row.  
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in bank credit lagged behind the response of the other variables and, additionally, the 

movements of credit and production coincided, decline in credit supply was provoked 

by decreased demand.  

Examining the results obtained by the impulse response functions of figures 3.1 

– 3.3, it is clear that none of the two above assumptions hold. Specifically, the decline in 

credit supply does not lag behind the response of the other variables. Furthermore, 

TCREDITGDP responds to monetary shock contemporaneously, whereas GDPPC 

responds to the same policy shock with a delay. Based on the above, one has no reason 

to interpret these results as consistent with the money view.  

 To deal with the issue of the demand effects on loans and as a robustness test, 

GDP growth is substituted for the ratio of private consumption to GDP (CONSGDP) for 

all SEE countries. Data on CONSGDP was obtained by the World Bank (Data & 

Statistics). The employment of such a variable is based on the following rationale. If the 

monetary instrument affects not only loan supply but consumption as well, then one 

could claim that a decline in loan supply could be due to a decline in consumption, 

especially if response of loan supply lagged behind decline in consumption. Such a 

claim would indicate a money view and not the credit one.  

 Impulse response functions depicted in figure 3.4, show that an increase in 

MMR affects contemporaneously loans‟ supply but does not affect consumption at all.
42

 

Keeping in mind that in the previous VAR system, GDP growth was always positive to 

a contractionary monetary policy (figures 3.1 – 3.3), it is now apparent that during 

periods of contractionary monetary policy, decline in credit has been attributed to the 

weakness of banks to supply money, rather than to a reduced demand for money. 

                                                 
42

 MMR was chosen for the robustness test since the Variance Decomposition, depicted in table 3.9, 

indicates that among the monetary policy instruments, MMR has the greatest impact on loans‟ supply.  
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Regarding the extent and duration of the effects of alternative monetary policy shocks, 

despite slight differences the results of the VAR system given in eq.  (3.21) indicate the 

existence of the BLC in the 5SEE domestic economies. Furthermore, once the operation 

of the BLC was confirmed, the role of Greek banks can be examined. 
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3.5 THE ROLE OF GREEK BANKS IN THE 5SEE BAN LENDING CHANNEL 

 

3.5.1 Background; Bank Ownership and Monetary Policy Effects  

The previous section indicated the operation of a BLC in the 5SEE economies. The role 

of Greek banks in this channel will to be explored in this section. In the analysis that 

follows, the role that Greek banks have been playing between 2000 and 2009 in 

buffering monetary policy transmission effects will be the central issue. In other words 

through a comparative VAR analysis, the responsiveness of Greek and non Greek loans 

to a given monetary shock will be tested.            

The consequences of a foreign bank‟s entry in a host country have constituted a 

popular topic for research. For the needs of this chapter, the focus is on the impact that 

bank ownership may have on a specific economic aspect; the transmission of the 

monetary policy effects. This context of analysis is specified by dealing with Greek 

banks among all foreign banks, focusing therefore on their impact on the transmission 

of monetary policy effects. Further, the general “bank ownership - monetary policy 

transmission” nexus, in which Greek banks‟ role will be examined, will also be 

described. 

As far as ownership (a bank‟s specific characteristic) is concerned, the literature 

offers a well documented relationship between ownership and banks‟ response to 

monetary policy shocks. In other words, it is supported that foreign banks are capable of 

protecting their loan portfolio in case of a contractionary monetary shock, while 

domestic banks have to cut loans significantly in order to adjust to the new monetary 
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schedule.
43

 In general, there is a consensus in the literature that foreign banks are less 

responsive to monetary shocks.   

Financial constraints have been proxied by bank ownership by Houston et al. 

(1997). The authors stressed the role of internal capital markets, in order to explain the 

insensitivity of foreign banks to monetary shocks, while the findings of Ashcraft (2003) 

supported the above claims. Comparing domestic and foreign credit, the author‟s 

findings indicated a beneficiary role that foreign banks have played in the emerging 

economies of Latin America. The findings of Peek and Rosengren (2000b) were in 

favor of foreign bank‟s entry in Latin America and also proved that foreign banks 

exhibited less volatile loan growth compared to that of host banks between, during, and 

after the Tequila crisis.   

Clarke et al. (2001) shed light on the impact of foreign penetration on lending to 

small and medium-sized enterprises. The authors, utilizing evidence collected from  

borrowers, found that foreign bank penetration improves financing for enterprises of all 

sizes, although this process seems to benefit larger firms more. In the same vein, 

Goldberg L. (2001) found that U.S. banks generally seem to have been steady providers 

of credit to emerging markets, while Dages et al. (2000) supported the same, regarding 

the behaviour of all foreign banks in Argentina and Mexico. Their results indicated that 

foreign bank participation did not increase financial sector instability, while their claims 

were consistent with those of Crystal et al. (2002) dealing with foreign bank 

participation in Chile, Colombia and Argentina. Also, Ashcraft (2003) provided 

                                                 
43

 In a sense, my study extends the above literature by specifying an additional differentiating 

characteristic – Greek ownership – to show further evidence of the existence of bank lending channel in 

the region I study. 
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evidence supporting the mitigating effect of multi-bank holding companies on the 

negative response of bank lending to a monetary contraction.  

More recently, Arena et al. (2007), in an attempt to find suitable proxies for 

unobserved financial constraints on banks regarding the transmission of monetary 

policy, pointed out the differences in bank ownership. The authors employed a dataset 

of 20 Asian and Latin American countries from 1989 to 2001, as well as tests for 

systematic differences in the sensitivity of loans to various measures of monetary 

conditions across domestic and foreign banks. 

From the above, it is clear that there is a general consensus on the role of foreign 

banks on the monetary policy transmission mechanism. The debate over foreign banks‟ 

entry in emerging economies mainly provides evidence supportive of their beneficiary 

role regarding credit supply. On the other hand, Mian (2006) found that foreign banks in 

Pakistan were less effective at recovering defaulted loans than domestic banks. In line 

with the above, Detragiache et al. (2006) showed that a larger foreign bank presence is 

associated with less credit being available to the private sector and to slower credit 

growth in low income countries, but not in other countries. The authors supported that 

foreign banks are better than domestic ones in screening large, transparent borrowers, 

but they are worse in evaluating more opaque borrowers.  

Lastly, in another related study, Agung (1998) showed that state banks managed 

to buffer the negative effects of monetary tightening over the 1983 to 1995 period in 

Indonesia. The author, dealing primarily with the existence of a lending channel in 

Indonesia, attributed such a behavior to the fact that state banks liquidated their 

securities following a monetary tightening.  

Narrowing the context offered by the above researchers, it remains to be seen 

whether Greek banks responded in a different manner to a monetary policy shock than 
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the rest of the banks operating in the five domestic economies did. Proving that Greek 

banks mitigated to a certain extent the negative effects of monetary policy transmission 

would indicate that Greek banks have been acting catalytically as credit stabilizers in 

the host economies for the 2000 to 2009 period.  

 

 

3.5.2 Greek Banks’ Buffering Effects on Policy Transmission  

 

3.5.2.1 The VAR System  

To test whether Greek banks buffer the negative effects of a monetary contraction in the 

5SEE countries, the response of Greek credit supply is compared to the response of non-

Greek banks operating in the region. Two VAR systems are constructed in order to 

proceed in a comparative analysis. In the first VAR, the loans supplied by Greek banks 

are included, divided by the domestic GDP (GRCREDITGDP), while in the second the 

loans supplied by the rest of banks are included, divided by the domestic GDP 

(RCREDITGDP). Since there was no collated database available for loans broken down 

by Greek banks and the rest, new database was constructed using the balance sheets of 

all Greek banks‟ subsidiaries that operate in the 5SEE economies, as well as loan 

information derived from Annual Reports of mother banks. As for the non-Greek Bank 

loans, the calculated Greek loans were subtracted from the total loans of each SEE 

country. Therefore, the vector of the endogenous variables takes the following form: 

Y ΄=  [GDPPC, INFL, MP, GRCGDP]                          (3.22) 

Y΄΄=   [GDPPC, INFL, MP, RCGDP]                           (3.23) 

Note that if Greek banks do buffer monetary policy transmission in the region, it 

is expected that Greek loans would resist a policy shock. In other words, if the above 

hypothesis holds, Greek banks would continue supplying credit after a shock, or, at 
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least, they would dampen their credit supply for a shorter period and/or to a more 

moderate extent, compared to the response of credit provided by the rest of banks in the 

region to a given shock.  

 

3.5.2.2 Impulse Response Function Results 

 Figures 3.5 – 3.7 display the impact (the impulse response) of a monetary policy shock, 

defined as a temporary rise in MMR, TBR and RRR, in output, inflation and loan 

supply, together with a 95% confidence interval. As one can see in figure 3.5, a 1% 

increase in MMR causes a 4% decrease in the non-Greek credit supply in SEE and only 

1% reduction in Greek credit supply indicating a buffering role of the Greek banks. 

Almost the same results emerge when the other two policy instruments (TBR, RRR) are 

employed to identify a monetary policy shock 

 More specifically, as one can see in figure 3.6, a rise in the TBR imposed by the 

5SEE monetary authorities would cause a 5% reduction in the credit supplied by non-

Greek banking institutions in the host economies. Given the same monetary shock, 

Greek banks would curtail credit supply to a smaller extent (less than 2%). Figure 3.7 

gives us the very same results, regarding RRR. A given monetary shock in the host 

economies would cause a 4% decline in the non-Greek credit supply, while the decline 

in the respective Greek credit supplied in the region is less than 1%.    

From the above, it is clear that Greek banks, even though responding to policy shocks, 

do so in a moderate way, mitigating therefore the overall negative effect generated in 

the BLC, such the one operating in SEE. 
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3.5.2.3 Variance Decomposition  

The above impulse response function results provide evidence in favor of the significant 

role Greek banks have been playing on buffering the effects of a monetary contraction 

in SEE over the 2000 to 2009 period. Additionally, the validity of the above results is 

reinforced by the results provided by the variance decomposition listed in tables 3.10 – 

3.12. Greek and non-Greek credit is decomposed successively and the contribution of 

the policy instrument in each case is compared and discussed. 

 Regarding the first policy instrument, the results in table 3.10 show that its 

contribution to the variance of non-Greek credit supply is 27%, while the respective 

contribution of the same policy shock to the variance of Greek credit supply is only 9%. 

The above results refer to the first period of the shock, while the results referring to the 

next two periods listed in the same table, do not alter the initial claim that Greek banks 

are less affected by the policy restrictions regarding credit supply. More specifically, 

Greek banks buffering power increases to 33% if one takes into account the relative 

attribution of the instrument to the two sets of credit. 

 Table 3.11 presents the relevant results, regarding the second policy instrument. 

The T-Bill rate seems to affect the non-Greek bank credit by 21%, while the same 

instrument affects Greek credit supply to a lesser extent (4%). As in the case of money 

market rate, the results do not alter in the next periods. The buffering effect, in terms of 

the relative decomposition values, is a little lower, since it represents 19%. Finally, the 

buffering effect of Greek banks is also confirmed by the variance decomposition 

regarding the reserve requirement ratio presented in table 3.12. The policy instrument is 

responsible for the variance of non-Greek loans to a greater extent than it is for Greek 

loans. Though active, the specific mitigating effect is quite small compared to the two 

cases above. In fact the buffering effect rises to 4.5%. Nevertheless, despite the relative 
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magnitude of each policy instrument, what is of greater importance is that Greek banks 

acted as catalysts in the BLC operating in the 5SEE economies from 2000 to 2009.    
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3.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

This chapter dealt with the credit stabilizing role Greek banks have been playing in the 

5SEE economies between 2000 and 2009. More specifically, the operation of a BLC in 

the host economies under examination was highlighted. Following Kashyap et al. 

(1991), Ehrmann et al. (2003), Brissimis et al. (2003), and Gambacorta (2005) the 

operation of such a channel in the region was examined, while the results indicated the 

existence of an active channel through which monetary policy had been transmitted.  

The impulse response function results presented and discussed in the present 

chapter indicated the operation of a BLC, while policy was proxied by three alternative 

instruments. The first two, money market rate and T-Bill rate, were easy to employ 

while the third, namely reserve requirement ratio, had to be compiled and calculated 

which constituted a contribution of this chapter to the BLC literature. The econometric 

results, based on a VAR auto recursive model, revealed that banks curtailed loan supply, 

responding to a contractionary monetary policy. A tight monetary policy, imposed by 

the Central Banks of the host economies, affected negatively loan supply, while the 

most effective policy instrument was proved to be money market rate, as indicated by 

the variance decomposition analysis. Furthermore, impulse responses showed that the 

negative effects of policy transmission culminate a period after the shock, implying that 

banks adjust their portfolios to the new conditions, probably through internal capital 

markets.      

Additionally, special attention was paid to demand factors. Demand factors 

might be responsible for a decline in credit, thus contradicting the initial claim that a 

decline in credit in the 5SEE could be attributed to a reduced credit supply. 

Nevertheless, the results supported that a decline in credit in the 5SEE could be 

attributed to the weakness of banks to supply loans, rather than to reduced demand. 
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According to the findings, a policy shock could not affect production negatively (at least 

simultaneously or during the first periods) thus rejecting the hypothesis that a decline in 

credit supply could be caused by a decline in production and demand. Furthermore, an 

additional VAR system, including consumption instead of production, justifies the 

initial claim regarding demand factors since a policy shock did not affect consumption, 

This therefore eliminated the case that low money demand could have caused a decline 

in loan supply. 

Lastly, once the operation of a BLC was proved and a control for demand 

factors was completed, Greek banks were claimed to be capable of resisting policy 

shocks to a greater extent than the rest of banks operating in the region, thereby 

buffering the negative effects of monetary policy transmission; that is the decline in 

credit supply. The above claim was proved through the set of two VAR systems 

employed. Combining the results, concerning the response of non-Greek banks to all 

three policy instruments and the respective results regarding the response of Greek 

banks, some interesting findings have arisen. Greek banks were less affected by 

monetary policy compared to the rest of banks operating in the region. In fact, the 

variance decomposition results revealed that Greek banks managed to buffer the 

negative effects generated by a monetary contraction and transmitted through the BLC, 

in the sense that Greek banks were less responsive to policy shocks as compared to the 

response of non-Greek banks in the region.  

In conclusion Greek banks have played a beneficiary role in host economies; 

Greek banks are proved to have been not only credit suppliers but also credit stabilizers 

in the 5SEE economies between 2000 and 2009. Taking into account that credit is 

supposed to be a component of growth, stimulating consumption and investment as 
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well, the findings of this chapter imply a beneficiary role Greek banks have played in 

the 5SEE economies‟ economic growth.      
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TABLES – CHAPTER 3 
 

TABLE 3.1 

DATA DESCRIPTION – SOURCES  

 

Variable  Description – Source(s) 

DGDPPC 

 

The growth rate of the real Gross Domestic Product in the 5SEE 

economies divided by the population of the respective economy 

in a given year. Sources: World Bank/ Data and Statistics.   

 INFLATION  

 

The inflation rate of the 5SEE economies. Sources: World Bank/ 

Data and Statistics.   

TLOANSGDP The total loans supplied to private sector in a given year by the 

whole banking system divided by the real Gross Domestic 

Product in that year. Sources: IMF‟s International Financial 

Statistics (IFS: line 32b), World Bank/ Data and Statistics, own 

calculations.        

 

GRLOANSGDP  

 

The loans provided by Greek banks only in the 5SEE economies 

in a given year divided by the real Gross Domestic Product in 

that year. Sources: Greek Banks Balance Sheets and Full Year 

Reports, World Bank/ Data and Statistics, own compilation, and 

own calculations.    

  

RESTLOANSDP 

 

The loans provided by non - Greek banks in the 5SEE economies 

in a given year divided by the real Gross Domestic Product in 

that year. Sources: Greek Banks Balance Sheets and Full Year 

Reports, World Bank/ Data and Statistics, own compilation, and 

own calculations. (the rest of the loans were calculated by 

subtracting Greek loans by the total ones (IFS: line 32b).        

 

MONWY_RATE The money market rate. (See the relevant subchapter). Sources: 

IMF‟s International Financial Statistics (IFS: line 60b).    

 

TBILL Treasury – Bill rate. (See the relevant subchapter). Sources: 

IMF‟s International Financial Statistics (IFS: line 60c).   

 

RESREQ The reserve requirements ratio in the 5SEE economies. (See the 

relevant subchapter). Sources: 5SEE Central Banks‟ Annual 

Reports, own calculations, own compilation. Analytically, see 

tables 2.1.8 - 2.1.12    

 

CONSGDP 

 

The final consumption in the 5SEE economies in a given year 

divided by the real Gross Domestic Product in that year. Sources: 

World Bank/ Data and Statistics.     
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TABLE 3.2 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – ALBANIA  

 

Year Reserve requirements 

2000 Bank of Albania dropped the reserve requirements from 10% to 7.35%, due to 

high levels of liquidity in the Albanian banking system.  

2001 In January the required reserve was 4.0%, exhibiting an upward rate until 

December. The average reserve ratio throughout the months was around 4.7% 

indicating an easing monetary policy. 

2002 Reserve requirement was left unchanged still indicating an easing monetary 

policy.       

2003 While Bank of Albania increased slightly the reserve requirement ratio by 

3.4%, its objective still remained throughout the year to enhance money supply 

to the banking system.    

2004 Bank of Albania dropped by 16% the reserve ratio.    

2005 Bank of Albania kept on dropping the reserve ratio in an attempt to limit the 

liquidity of the banking system.         

2006 Liquidity is drained from the banking system by a 10% increase in the required 

reserve almost reaching the 2004 levels.  

2007 Bank of Albania, still applying a tightening monetary policy, raised the 

minimum reserve ratio nearly to the prior-to-2000 levels. As of December 2007, 

the minimum reserve ratio holds marginally below 10%.     

2008 Bank of Albania decided to slightly raise the minimum required reserves at 10%     

2009 No change in the required reserve.  

 

Sources: Annual Reports of Bank of Albania, own compilation and calculations.   

 

 

 

 

TABLE 3.3 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – BULGARIA  

 

Year Reserve requirements 

2000 Bulgarian National Bank reduced the percentage of minimum required reserves 

from 11% to 8% from 1 July 2000 impacting interbank market developments to 

some extent. 

2001 During the review period the BNB did not intervene on money supply, keeping 

the level of minimum required reserves unchanged, and did not perform its 

function of lender of last resort. Monetary aggregates‟ dynamics matched 

money demand by economic agents and entirely reflected reserve money 

growth. The share of minimum required reserves remained unchanged at 8% of 

the deposit base. 
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TABLE 3.3 (CONTINUED) 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – BULGARIA  

 

Year 

  

Reserve requirements 

   2002 Over 2002 minimum required reserve levels remained unchanged at 8% of the 

deposit base. The past year saw a gradual increase of borrowed funds forming 

the deposit base used for determining minimum required reserves. 

   2003 The decision taken in June 2003 by National Bulgarian bank made minimum 

required reserve management more flexible. 

   2004 During the second half of 2004 amendments were made to minimum required 

reserves. In July a requirement to allocate reserves equal to 4% of funds 

attracted with a maturity of over two years became effective. Since October 

only half of cash balances have been recognized in reporting minimum required 

reserve performance.  

   2005 Bulgarian National Bank used additional minimum required reserves in order to 

curb credit growth. From early December of 2004 minimum required reserves 

on attracted funds with a term to maturity of over two years were raised to 8% 

and the option to use lev cash balances in maintaining required reserves was 

removed entirely. 

  2006 In June the Bulgarian National Bank Governing Council adopted a decision to 

restore the initial requirements whereby minimum required reserves were 

double the excess over the set lending limit. Additional reserves over the 

maintenance period between 4 May and 3 August 2006 were determined by the 

BNB‟s November 2005 decision on introducing a progressive scale of 

minimum required reserves. At average the reserve requirement ratio was 

8.65%  

2007 Supplementary reserve requirements imposed by the Bulgarian National bank 

(reaching 12%) for particular banks had the effect of restraining liquidity until 

being dropped in May.  

2008 As part of its anti-cycle policy, the BNB facilitated banks‟ liquidity by releasing 

liquidity buffers accumulated in earlier years. Reserve requirement ratio was 

reduced to 10%  

2009 Bulgarian National Bank reduced the minimum required reserves on fund 

attracted by banks to 5% as of 01 December of 2008. 
 

Sources: Annual Reports of Central Bank of Bulgaria, own compilation and calculations.   
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TABLE 3.4 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – FYROM 

 

Year Reserve requirements 

2000 National Bank of FYROM conducted contractionary monetary policy raising 

slightly the required reserves to 8%.  

2001 The high amount of withdrawn reserve money in the third quarter partly reflects 

the increased reserve requirements rates. Namely, in May 2001 the reserve 

requirement rate on short-term and long-term deposits was increased by 0,5% 

and additional 1,5% and 1,0%, respectively (increase from 8% to 10% for short-

term and from 3.5% to 5% for long-term deposits). These changes are in line 

with the changes in the monetary policy stance, as a reaction to the upheaval of 

the economic movements, due to the war crisis. 

2002 In an attempt to conduct a less contractionary monetary policy, National Bank 

of FYROM reduces the required reserves held by banks from 8.5% to 7.5%.    

2003 National Bank of FYROM left the required reserve unchanged. 

2004 The statutory reserve requirement of the banks in denars is set at a rate of 7.5% 

of the denar liabilities towards resident and non-resident, legal and physical 

persons, in accordance with the relevant regulations. The reserve requirement of 

banks in denars is fulfilled in part with the settlement accounts of banks held at 

NBRM (note 18) and in part with the banks cash in vaults 

2005 National Bank of FYROM raised the required reserves. (11.33% change)   

2006 National Bank of FYROM left the required reserve unchanged.  

2007 National Bank of FYROM left the required reserve unchanged 

2008 National Bank of FYROM left the required reserve unchanged 

2009 National Bank of FYROM left the required reserve unchanged 

 

Sources: Annual Reports of Central Bank of FYROM, own compilation and calculations.   
 

 

 

 

TABLE 3.5 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – ROMANIA 

 

Year Reserve requirements 

2000 In 2000 reserve requirements were instrumental in fending off liquidity 

providing operations in excess. The general features of reserve requirements 

mechanism remained unchanged, including a relatively high reserve ratio. The 

sterilization operations called for further tight reserve requirements, which 

throughout the year preserved their essential parameters, i.e. the reserve ratio on 

ROL-denominated deposits stood at 30 percent while that on foreign currency 

deposits ran at 20 percent of total deposits. 
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TABLE 3.5 (CONTINUED) 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – ROMANIA 

Year Reserve requirements 

2001 Reserve requirements were actively used; the reserve ratio for deposits in ROL 

was lowered from 30 percent to 27 percent in July and to 25 percent in October 

2001; this move was aimed at narrowing the spread between banks‟ lending and 

deposit rates. 

2002 National bank of Romania introduced different reserve ratios depending on the 

residual maturity of the items included in the reserve base (a zero reserve ratio 

is applied to banks‟ liabilities with a residual maturity of over two years while 

18 percent reserve ratio and 25 percent reserve ratio are applied to the other 

balance sheet items in ROL and foreign exchange respectively.  

2003 The required reserve mechanism retained the features it had exhibited at end-

2002. The choice of leaving required reserve ratio on ROL-denominated 

deposits unchanged relied on the persistently high excess liquidity in the 

banking system. The maintenance of the differential between required reserve 

ratio on ROL-denominated deposits and that on foreign-exchange-denominated 

deposits was aimed at putting a cap on lending in foreign exchange by 

influencing relative costs. The main factor behind the developments of 

interbank rates in 2003 was the flexibility of the required reserve mechanism 

2004 The required reserve ratio on ROL-denominated deposits stayed high, having a 

strong anti-inflationary impact, while the required reserve ratio on foreign 

exchange-denominated deposits was raised. The other features of the required 

reserve mechanism, including the interest rate set by the National Bank of 

Romania for ROL- and foreign exchange-denominated reserves, were left 

unchanged. 

2005 The reserve base for foreign currency-denominated deposits was enlarged and 

the reserve ratio on deposits in domestic currency was lowered to 16 percent, 

from 18 percent. The prudential measures implemented in August 2005 were 

aimed at limiting credit risk for households by tightening their access to bank 

loans. The administrative measures, effective September 2005, focused on 

limiting credit institutions‟ exposure to unhedged borrowers. 

2006 During 2006 H1, the NBR Board raised the policy rate twice, by one percentage 

point on 8 February (to 8.5 percent) and by a quarter of a percentage point on 

27 June (to 8.75 percent). At the same time, the monetary authority increased 

the restrictiveness of minimum reserve requirements. Thus, the NBR Board 

decided in February to proceed to a new rise, by 5 percentage points, in the 

reserve ratio on foreign exchange-denominated liabilities of credit institutions. 

Four months later, the central bank resorted for the first time in six-and-a-half 

years to an increase, by 4 percentage points, in the reserve ratio on RON-

denominated liabilities. 

2007 In order to ensure restrictive broad monetary conditions, the central bank kept 

in place tight reserve requirements throughout 2007, the reserve ratios on both 

RON-denominated liabilities2 and foreign exchange-denominated liabilities of 

credit institutions being left unchanged at 20 percent and 40 percent 

respectively. 
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TABLE 3.5 (CONTINUED) 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – ROMANIA 

Year Reserve requirements 

2008 The central bank tailored its monetary policy instruments to the newly-created 

context of an ongoing gradual reduction in excess liquidity of banks and their 

switch to a net debtor position since October 2008; the reserve requirements 

ratio on leu-denominated liabilities of credit institutions was lowered from 20 

percent to 18 percent 

2009 The central bank alleviated the minimum reserve requirements‟ tightness by 

reducing in several stages the reserve ratios on credit institutions‟ leu-

denominated and foreign exchange-denominated liabilities with residual 

maturity of up to 2 years from 18% to 15%   and from 40% to 30% 

respectively. Moreover, the reserve ratio on foreign exchange-denominated 

liabilities with residual maturity of more than 2 years and free from contractual 

clauses was lowered from 40%to nil. 

 
Sources: Annual Reports of Bank of Romania, own compilation and calculations.   
 

 

 

TABLE 3.6. 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – SERBIA 

 

Year Reserve requirements 

2000 In early February, the rate for computing and setting-aside required the reserves 

was raised from 17% to 19.5%. In order to offset the effects of reserve money 

creation on the basis of central bank credits for the purchase of wheat, at the end 

of July reserve requirements were raised from 19.5% to 24.5%, and remained 

unchanged until the year-end. The banks that participated in the financing of the 

Housing Construction Project in the Republic of Serbia were allowed to keep a 

part of the required reserves (in the amount corresponding to the increase of 

reserve requirements, i.e. up to 5 percentage points) in securities of the 

Republic Directorate for Reconstruction of the Country, for the financing of the 

project. 

2001 Taking into account that liquidity of the banking system in that year was at a 

high level, the NBY preserved a relatively high rate of the reserve requirement, 

of 24.5% 

2002 The NBY on 11 April 2002 transformed reserve requirements by reduced from 

24.5% to 20% 

2003 In 2003 the NBS pursued an active policy relating to bank required reserves and 

the ratio was subject to relatively frequent changes, depending on the liquidity 

of banks. In the first months of the year, in January and February, the required 

reserve ratio was 20%. However, with respect to the considerably improved 

liquidity of banks, the NBS increased the required reserve ratio from 20% to 

23% on 10 March. 
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TABLE 3.6 (CONTINUED) 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS – SERBIA  

   Year Reserve requirements 

2004 Reserve requirement rate equaled 18%. By the end of April, a new Decision on 

Banks' Required Reserves held with the National Bank of Serbia was issued 

resulting to an increase in the reserve requirement ratio to 21%.  

2005 A revision of reserve requirement ratio was applied to the dinar base from 

21.0% to 18%.  

2006 NBS imposed a cut in the reserve requirement ratio reserving base from 18% 

down to 15%. 

2007 On 10 January 2007, the reserving base was lowered from 15% to 10% 

2008 Reserve ratio remains unchanged at 10%. 

2009 According to a new Decision, in force since March 2010, the reserve 

requirement ratio was reduced on the dinar base to 5%. 

 
Sources: Annual Reports of Bank of Serbia, own compilation and calculations.   
 

 

 

 

TABLE 3.7 

KEY DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS – VAR SYSTEM  

 
 

 GDPpc INFL 
TCREDIT 

GDP 

GRCREDIT 

GDP 

RCREDIT 

GDP 

CONS 

GDP 
MMR TBR RRR 

 Mean  4.816750  11.41435  0.272588  0.072322  0.200266  92.90775  10.15604  11.49042  12.06458 

 Median  5.641500  7.209250  0.237192  0.049102  0.170630  94.67900  8.530000  8.905000  10.00000 

 Maximum  9.595000  85.00520  0.835762  0.302942  0.532820  107.8570  35.00000  51.90000  30.00000 

 Minimum -8.367000  0.050000  0.043778  0.000000  0.020040  76.37900  1.950000  2.050000  3.500000 

 Std. Dev.  3.528663  16.40244  0.180669  0.072425  0.126014  7.359767  7.900462  9.664589  6.629719 

 Skewness -1.991317  3.174479  1.401465  1.514579  1.044163 -0.051024  1.586126  2.270641  0.756828 

 Kurtosis  7.223109  13.16932  5.071554  4.957289  3.717643  2.205599  5.383140  9.238013  2.629304 

          

 Jarque-Bera  67.39205  287.4488  24.29551  26.01354  9.752236  1.282974  31.48508  119.0721  4.857138 

 Probability  0.000000  0.000000  0.000005  0.000002  0.007627  0.526509  0.000000  0.000000  0.088163 

          

 Sum  231.2040  547.8889  13.08422  3.471436  9.612783  4459.572  487.4900  551.5400  579.1000 

 Sum Sq. 

Dev.  585.2189  12644.88  1.534141  0.246532  0.746332  2545.810  2933.613  4390.001  2065.799 

          

 Obs  48  48  48  48  48  48  48  48  48 
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TABLE 3.8 

CORRELATION MATRIX – VAR SYSTEM 

 

 INFL 

TCREDIT 

GDP 

GRCREDIT 

GDP 

RCREDIT 

GDP 

CONS 

GDP MMR TBR RRR GDPPC 

INFL  1.000000  0.110534 -0.269402  0.309317  0.174215  0.589579  0.556088  0.657863  0.055222 

TCREDIT 

GDP   1.000000  0.840939  0.950407 -0.276710 
-

0.293382 -0.286245  0.015345 -0.071673 

GRCREDIT 

GDP    1.000000  0.630939 -0.264876 

-

0.442540 -0.416576 -0.317526 -0.059443 

RCREDIT 

GDP     1.000000 -0.243218 

-

0.161414 -0.173566  0.202665 -0.078482 

CONS 

GDP      1.000000 
-

0.029763 -0.034951 -0.105837  0.028177 

MMR       1.000000  0.908065  0.696047 -0.003810 

TBR        1.000000  0.758277  0.026375 

RRR         1.000000  0.150746 

GDPpc          1.000000 
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TABLE 3.9 

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION – RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ALTERNATIVE 

MONETARY INSTRUMENTS TO TOTAL CREDIT SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES  

7 

A) Variance Decomposition of TCREDITGDP: 

 

Period S.E. CONSGDP INFLATION MONEY_RATE TCREDITGDP 

      

1 0.114210 0.395226 0.310722 38.03987 61.25418 

  (4.00510) (3.95565) (10.7314) (10.3407) 

2 0.158044 2.852976 0.596013 30.88983 65.66118 

  (7.04324) (4.45659) (11.2544) (10.8826) 

3 0.178138 8.750016 1.461240 28.83658 60.95217 

  (10.8390) (5.53117) (11.7268) (11.1784) 

      

      

      

B) Variance Decomposition of TCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. CONSGDP INFLATION TBILL TCREDITGDP 

      

1 0.115878 0.135345 0.004201 27.56866 72.29180 

  (4.52287) (2.65192) (11.1185) (11.8361) 

2 0.161072 3.565286 0.021250 22.52425 73.88922 

  (7.47160) (3.82925) (11.3516) (13.3948) 

3 0.180739 8.369525 0.672553 22.05924 68.89868 

  (9.88367) (5.33542) (11.9426) (14.2606) 

 

 

C) Variance Decomposition of TCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. CONSGDP INFLATION RESREQ LOANSGDP 

 1  0.114939  2.439697  0.458946  7.841417  89.25994 

   (5.35761)  (3.74544)  (7.99203)  (9.18357) 

 2  0.160007  1.611188  0.862479  4.056056  93.47028 

   (4.64299)  (4.00044)  (5.90155)  (7.69744) 

 3  0.182744  4.710730  1.830049  3.496827  89.96239 

   (7.65626)  (4.83474)  (5.74654)  (9.65672) 
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TABLE 3.10 

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION –CONTRIBUTION OF MMR TO GREEK AND TO NON - 

GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY  

 

 

A) Variance Decomposition of RCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. GDPPC INFL MMR RCREDITGDP 

      
 1  0.081935  5.819966  10.72422  26.90977  56.54605 

   (6.62493)  (9.46967)  (8.94124)  (10.3932) 

 2  0.107260  12.31745  6.929119  19.03458  61.71886 

   (9.70023)  (7.30581)  (9.64347)  (12.2075) 

 3  0.120725  18.44181  5.531124  16.57937  59.44769 

   (11.6246)  (6.59807)  (10.6527)  (13.1226) 

 

 

B) Variance Decomposition of GRCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. GDPPC INFL MMR GRCREDITGDP 

 1  0.039939  3.126995  0.253446  8.969465  87.65009 

   (4.93909)  (3.16567)  (6.67751)  (8.75174) 

 2  0.064375  27.28225  1.333872  4.542026  66.84186 

   (10.2059)  (4.92447)  (4.90447)  (10.7004) 

 3  0.071838  30.41869  2.921417  4.777006  61.88289 

   (12.3554)  (7.13306)  (6.01969)  (12.2968) 
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TABLE 3.11 

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION –CONTRIBUTION OF MMR TO GREEK AND TO NON - 

GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY 
  

 

 

 

A) Variance Decomposition of RCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. GDPPC INFL TBR RCREDITGDP 

      
 1  0.082913  5.886099  12.06067  21.43817  60.61505 

   (6.88283)  (7.66453)  (9.90574)  (10.5327) 

 2  0.108160  12.08239  8.030206  15.36895  64.51846 

   (9.84625)  (6.40151)  (8.75656)  (11.2735) 

 3  0.122156  18.39045  6.312271  12.79653  62.50075 

   (10.9832)  (5.96259)  (8.67867)  (11.5352) 

 

 

 

B) Variance Decomposition of GRCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. GDPPC INFL TBR GRCREDITGDP 

 1  0.038631  3.055223  0.037720  3.864325  93.04273 

   (4.97350)  (2.91756)  (5.35315)  (8.27899) 

 2  0.063173  30.00363  0.325399  1.601266  68.06971 

   (12.5079)  (2.85585)  (4.35933)  (13.0080) 

 3  0.070331  33.86466  1.283507  2.516149  62.33568 

   (14.9073)  (4.89199)  (5.82241)  (15.3097) 
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TABLE 3.12 

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION –CONTRIBUTION OF RRR TO GREEK AND TO NON - 

GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY 
  

 

 

A) Variance Decomposition of RCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. GDPPC INFL RRR RCREDITGDP 

      
 1  0.080142  4.220628  9.797763  11.30534  74.67627 

   (5.54071)  (8.87448)  (8.13402)  (11.6536) 

 2  0.102687  8.588925  6.383652  6.908076  78.11935 

   (8.85109)  (7.10716)  (6.25284)  (11.0032) 

 3  0.117377  13.22677  5.181782  6.452836  75.13861 

   (10.0161)  (7.42845)  (5.53225)  (11.0769) 

 

 

 

B) Variance Decomposition of GRCREDITGDP: 

 

 Period S.E. GDPPC INFL RRR GRCREDITGDP 

 1  0.039390  1.892434  0.346417  0.532392  97.22876 

   (4.70962)  (2.58015)  (4.21012)  (6.63793) 

 2  0.063535  26.31692  0.134038  0.778414  72.77063 

   (10.6281)  (2.32781)  (3.21581)  (10.5239) 

 3  0.070808  30.47578  0.267691  1.317188  67.93934 

   (11.7658)  (3.76413)  (4.01578)  (11.6573) 
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FIGURES – CHAPTER 3 
 

 

FIGURE 3.1 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS –  

THE RESPONSE OF 5SEE CREDIT SUPPLY TO MONEY MARKET RATE   

 

 

 

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands.  
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FIGURE 3.2 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS –  

THE RESPONSE OF 5SEE CREDIT SUPPLY TO T-BILL RATE    

 

         

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands. 
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FIGURE 3.3 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS – 

THE RESPONSE OF 5SEE CREDIT SUPPLY TO RESERVE REQUIREMENT RATIO    

 

 

 

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands. 
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FIGURE 3.4 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS –  

THE RESPONSE OF THE 5SEE CREDIT SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION TO MMR    

 

            

 

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands. 
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FIGURE 3.5 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS – 

THE RESPONSE OF NON-GREEK  AND GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE 

ECONOMIES TO MONEY MARKET RATE  

 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands. 
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FIGURE 3.6 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS – 

THE RESPONSE OF NON-GREEK  AND GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE 

ECONOMIES TO T-BILL RATE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands. 
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FIGURE 3.7 

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS – 

THE RESPONSE OF NON-GREEK  AND GREEK CREDIT SUPPLY IN THE 5SEE 

ECONOMIES TO RESERVE REQUIREMENT RATIO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The figure depicts the 10 years response of variables to a Cholesky one-standard deviation impulse. 

Dashed lines represent two-standard-error bands. 
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CHAPTER 4. GREEK BANKS’ PENETRATION, RESOURCE 

ALLOCATION AND OUTPUT GROWTH IN THE 

5SEE ECONOMIES 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter the role Greek banks‟ have played in the 5SEE BLC was 

analytically examined. The results indicated a beneficiary role of Greek banks operating 

in the 5SEE economies. However, one could claim that this is an indirect impact on the 

economy generated by Greek banks since no direct relationship between Greek banks 

and economic growth has been tested. This chapter will attempt to ascertain whether or 

not this direct relationship exists.  

To be more specific, the direct and indirect effects of Greek banks‟ penetration 

on the economic growth of SEE is the focus, while special attention is paid to the 

contribution of Greek banks to resource allocation in the respective domestic 

economies. The analysis is based on the assumption that financial services influence 

growth, both by altering capital accumulation and by altering the productivity of, and 

efficiency with which, capital and labor are combined to produce goods and services.    

The analysis takes place in the general context of foreign bank penetration and 

more specifically, of the role foreign banks (FSFDI) can play on economic 

development. Both theoretical and empirical evidence suggest that a strong financial 

sector promotes economic growth, while foreign banks may affect economic growth 

directly and indirectly. The analysis is limited by focusing solely on Greek banks. In 

other words, based on the theoretical framework of FSFDI the impact Greek banks have 

on the economic growth of the five transition economies under examination is tested.  
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 Greek banks are claimed to have contributed to the economic growth of the host 

economies either directly or indirectly. Initially, the relationship between the credit 

supplied in the host economies and the respective output growth is tested. In the case of 

a direct positive relationship between Greek FSFDI and output and keeping in mind the 

significant contribution of Greek credit supply to the overall credit supply in the region, 

Greek banks‟ beneficiary role could be entailed.
44

 Also, regressing directly the extent of 

Greek penetration in the 5SEE economies on output growth, some interesting findings 

arose, regarding the effects that Greek banks have had on the host economies‟ economic 

growth.    

Furthermore, regarding the indirect effects of Greek banks, special attention is 

paid to the contribution of Greek FSFDI to resource allocation in the host economies. 

More specifically, whether or not resources are better allocated in the presence of Greek 

banks in the host economies and thus stimulate economic growth, is explored by 

employing interactive terms. Without underestimating the findings relevant to the direct 

effects, results regarding resource allocation are of great importance since there is a gap 

in the literature on the specific topic, especially for the economies under examination; 

there appears to be no previous empirical research dealing with the contribution of 

foreign banks to resource allocation in the transition economies of SEE.   

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the next section presents the 

theoretical background of the finance – growth nexus by focusing on the role of foreign 

bank, through the relevant literature. A theoretical identification is developed in section 

4.3, while the econometric model and the variables employed are presented in section 

4.4. Regression results, regarding the interpretation of the variables‟ economic 

significance, are discussed in section 4.5 and a final section concludes the chapter. 

                                                 
44

 As was proven and discussed in detail in the previous chapter. 
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4.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In order to give an integrated and consistent view of the topic, the relevant literature was 

divided into two parts. The first part reviews the literature, regarding the so called 

finance – growth nexus. Previous studies dealing with this nexus shed light on the 

relationship between the financial sector and economic growth. In the second subsection 

the literature review is limited to the one dealing with a specific aspect of the financial 

sector, namely foreign penetration. Through the relevant theoretical and empirical 

previous research, this second subsection describes the role of foreign banks on host 

financial structure and subsequently on economic growth.            

 

4.2.1 The Finance – Growth Nexus 

Theoretical studies have shown that countries with better developed financial systems 

enjoy faster and more stable economic growth. Theoretical models, regarding the 

relationship between efficient financial markets and economic growth have been 

developed by Greenwood and Jovanovic (1990), Levine (1991), Bencivenga and Smith 

(1991) and Saint-Paul (1992). The above researchers have all examined whether 

efficient financial markets improve the quality of investments and enhance economic 

growth.  

In the Greenwood and Jovanovic model (1990), the primary task of financial 

intermediaries is to channel funds to the most profitable investments they can identify 

by using information that they have gathered and analyzed. The higher rate of return 

earned on capital promotes economic growth, which in turn provides the means to 

implement costly financial structures. 

An efficient financial sector also improves the liquidity of investments. In the 

models of Levine (1991) and Bencivenga and Smith (1991), financial markets improve 
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firm efficiency by eliminating the premature liquidation of firm capital. During liquidity 

shocks, investors can sell their shares to another agent. Financial markets may also 

promote growth by increasing the proportion of resources allocated to firms. Through 

the diversification of productivity risk even risk-averse investors can invest in firms.  

In Saint-Paul‟s (1992) model, productivity growth is achieved through a broader 

division of labor and specialization of enterprises. Specialization, however, carries risk. 

Financial intermediaries support specialization by permitting investors to hedge with a 

diversified portfolio. Specialization, in the absence of a properly functioning financial 

sector however, may be too risky an individual investor. If it so, financing for efficiency 

improving projects dries up. 

According to Levine (1996), financial sector provides five major services to 

economy, all of which are determinants of economic development; facilitating 

transactions, easing risk management, mobilizing savings, allocating funds and 

monitoring firm managers. Bonin and Wachtel (2003) also claimed the above regarding 

transition economies. Based on the authors‟ findings, experiences of transition have 

shown that the development of the financial sector can lead to improved economic 

performance.      

Blackburn and Hung (1996) have identified a causal relationship between 

growth and financial development. In their model, the researchers have also shown how 

an economy might become trapped in a vicious cycle of slow economic growth and 

weak financial structure. Furthermore, the distance (physical and non-physical) between 

banks and clients is lowered, in the case of a strong financial structure and thus 

transaction costs are lowered.            

Beyond theoretical evidence listed above, numerous empirical studies have 

concluded a positive relationship between financial sector‟s development and economic 
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growth. The earliest evidence that financial development stimulated economic growth 

was provided by Goldsmith (1969). Since then, numerous empirical studies have 

supported Goldsmiths‟ claim reinforcing the validity of the theoretical finance – growth 

nexus. Among them, King and Levine (1993) claimed that efficiency, overall cost of 

financial services, as well as depth and breadth of intermediation have an impact on 

economic growth, thus assuming a positive link between financial sector and economic 

growth.  

Also, De Gregorio and Guidotti (1995), Rajan and Zingales (1998) have come 

up with similar findings. These researchers proved that the financial sector plays an 

essential role in the economy since financial intermediaries mobilize savings and 

allocate and redistribute capital for investment. The authors stated that those enterprises 

which are reliant on external financing, exhibit faster growth in countries with strong 

financial structure. Levine and Zervos (1998) especially stressed the role of stock 

market liquidity along with bank development to stimulate economic growth, while 

Levine (1997) argued that well-working financial intermediaries put effort in reducing 

the transaction costs involved, which leads to greater efficiency.  

Most studies dealing with the topic conclude a strong relationship between 

finance and growth. On the other hand, there are empirical studies, though not many, 

which do not support the above claim. Among them, Neusser and Kugler (1998), 

focusing on OECD countries, could not find strong evidence that could link economic 

growth and development in financial sector, while  Drakos‟s study (2003) on 21 

transition economies showed that imperfect competition in banking sectors tends to 

lower economic growth and deepen business cycles.  
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4.2.2 The Role of Foreign Banks  

In the above finance – growth nexus, special attention has been paid in the literature to 

the role foreign banks have played on host countries‟ economic development. In 

general, there are many plausible arguments in favor of foreign participation in the 

domestic banking sector. Fink and Haiss (1999) found early evidence for a positive 

relationship between foreign participation in the financial sector and economic growth 

in the CEE countries. The results of the above researchers are in line with the findings 

of Jaffee and Levonian (2001) who used a broader sample of transition economies. 

Also, the findings of Koivu (2002), who included in his sample SEE economies as well, 

indicated a significant and causal effect of foreign banks on economic development.               

The main argument in favor of foreign banks‟ entry is that foreign penetration 

stimulates banking sector‟s performance and efficiency. The above claim is based on 

the assumption that foreign banks can introduce new banking technology and financial 

innovations. Also, foreign banks‟ presence may improve domestic financial system‟s 

infrastructure, by transferring accounting transparency, financial regulation, supervision 

and supervisory skills.    

Additionally, foreign banks may create economies of scale and scope. Foreign 

banks contribute to the consolidation of the banking system through the knowledge and 

experience of other financial activities such as insurance, brokerage and portfolio 

management services. Furthermore, foreign banks may promote the development of 

local financial markets. Deepening the inter-bank market, foreign banks may also attract 

business with customers that would otherwise have gone to foreign banks in other 

countries. 

These claims have been empirically supported by Dages, Goldberg and Kinney 

(2000), Mathieson and Roldos (2001), and Hermes and Lensink (2002). The efficiency 
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of the banking sector may stimulate economic growth. In turn, most of the discussion on 

efficiency argues that efficiency gains in the whole sector are induced by changes in the 

competitive structure of the banking industry (Goldberg 2004). Also, Eschenbach et al. 

(2004) stated that financial sector competition is closely linked to economic growth. 

Moreover, Drakos (2003), exploring the FSFDI in transition economies, found that high 

bank market concentration is negatively associated with economic development. Lastly, 

as far as the competition - growth link in host banking markets is concerned, 

Mamatzakis et al. (2005) came to similar conclusions regarding the economies of SEE.           

The above findings are in line with those of Cho (1990) and Claessens et al 

(2001) who showed that foreign entry improves the functioning of national banking 

markets through increased market competition and improved efficiency of domestic 

banks. Finally, a small number of country case studies have been carried out on 

competition and efficiency effects of foreign entry; see Denizer (2000), Barajas et al 

(2000) and Dages et al (2000), for empirical evidence of the impact of foreign bank 

entry. 

A comprehensive empirical study about foreign banks‟ entry was carried out by 

Claessens et al (2001). Based on the researcher‟s findings, higher foreign bank presence 

is related with lower profitability, costs and margins of local banks. The above results 

are consistent with the ones of Hermes and Lensink (2003) who further developed the 

model employed by Claessens et al (2001), while Zajc (2002), analyzing foreign banks‟ 

entry in six transition economies, found that foreign entry is associated with lower non-

interest income but increases overhead expenses. Lastly, Unite and Sallivan (2003) 

observed that foreign entry is inversely associated with domestic banks‟ interest rate 

spreads.                   
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On the other hand, there are also some concerns over the potential dangers of 

opening the domestic banking market to foreign participation. Debates over the topic 

are offered by Claessens et al. (2001), Crystal et al. (2001), and Litan et al. (2001). 

Anderson and Chantal (1998) have presented a theoretical study which includes 

concerns, regarding foreign bank entry. According to the authors, the fear of foreign 

control is one of the greatest concerns of a host economy since control over the 

allocation of credit implies substantial economic power in an economy. 

Furthermore, foreign banks may be interested only in promoting exports from 

home country or in supporting projects undertaken by home country firms. Lastly, the 

authors refer to a concern regarding regulatory differences between home and recipient 

country; host country‟s supervisors may lose regulatory control over foreign financial 

institutions. Especially in the case of weak host bank supervision, this may lead to 

unsound banking in host economy. This last argument should be taken into 

consideration seriously, especially for the SEE economies in which there is inadequate 

banking supervision and poor institutional and legal environments (Cocozza et al., 

2002; Hagmayr and Haiss, 2006; Popovic 2004; Stubos and Tsikripis, 2004). 
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4.3 THE THEORETICAL MODEL  

Many theoretical models have carefully documented the links between banks and 

economic activity; better banks are lower cost producers of information, with 

consequent ramifications for capital allocation and productivity growth (Diamond, 

1984; Boyd and Prescott, 1986; Williamson, 1987; Greenwood and Javanovic, 1990; 

King and Levine 1993b). 

Based on the above finance - growth models the following simplified growth 

model is employed for the needs of the analysis: 

 Y = f(R, F, C)                                                                                                           (4.1) 

where, Y denotes the output growth and the vectors in the parentheses are the 

components of growth. More specifically, R denotes the resources (factor inputs), 

employed in the host economies. According to the basic neoclassical production 

function, the two basic components employed in an economy are capital and labor. “The 

way these two components are employed and mixed affects economic growth; efficient 

allocation of resources contributes to differences in growth” (Wachtel, 2001, p.339).  

Additionally, variables proxying financial development in the host economies 

are captured in vector F. Special attention is paid to financial development of the host 

economies under examination since Greek banks play a significant role in them.
45

 Thus, 

F captures the development of the 5SEE credit markets. Furthermore, keeping in mind 

that foreign ownership allows for efficient capital allocation in transition economies 

(Eller et al., 2005), F captures foreign penetration. Given that this analysis focuses on 

Greek penetration, in a narrower context F captures Greek penetration in the region. 

Also, considering F in the context of FSFDI, one can claim that F captures any 

                                                 
45

 Such a claim is based on the finding of the previous chapter according to which Greek banks have 

played a significant role in the 5SEE economies regarding credit supply and stability.    
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knowledge spillovers, which contribute to the development of local human capital, 

affecting the overall efficiency. Such implications explain why human capital (h) and 

overall efficiency (A) are not included in the simplified growth model. Since eq. (4.1) is 

a simplified model focusing on resource allocation and Greek penetration (as a 

substantial part of the FSFDI in the 5SEE economies)  it is assumed that h and A are 

partially captured by F. Lastly, C is a set of control variables commonly used in the 

finance – growth nexus.   

What is of great importance, is that the role of R and F are tested separately and 

interacted as well. Initially, R and F are employed in the same equation separately and 

the relative contribution of each component is considered. In this case, the impact, both 

direct and indirect, of Greek banks on domestic economic growth is tested, since F 

includes variables, proxying host financial development and in a narrower context, 

Greek penetration. In the latter case, the role of Greek banks‟ entry in the host 

economies can be directly shown in the growth equation.  

On the other hand, when F is proxied by host financial development, the effect 

of Greek banks however clearly implied, is not directly stated in the equation. Such a 

claim is based on the fact that Greek credit is a subsample of the total credit supplied in 

the region. In fact, it is a significant subsample affecting the whole sample as it has been 

proved in chapter 3. Keep in mind that the relative contribution of Greek banks to the 

total credit supplied in SEE was clearly shown in the descriptive statistics of the 

previous chapter while the contribution of Greek banks to the credit stability in the 

region was econometrically tested. As a part of host financial systems, the role of Greek 

banks has been proved to be significant both quantitatively and qualitatively. By testing 

the role of financial intermediation as a component of output growth the role of Greek 

banks is consequently implied.  
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Another interesting point of the theoretical model employed is the interaction 

between R and F. Previously suggested by an indirect contribution of F, the two 

components are interacted (Wurgler, 2000; Bonin and Wachtel, 2001; Wu et al., 2009). 

Keeping in mind the previous conversation regarding the employment of the two 

alternative proxies of F, the interaction between F and R implies the contribution of F to 

resource allocation and thus to output growth. Comparing the way R contributes to Y 

and the way it does so when interacted with F, interesting findings arise regarding the 

way that Greek banks have helped host resources (R) to be better allocated.   
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4.4 THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL AND THE VARIABLES’ SIGNIFICANCE    

Based on eq. (4.1), the econometric model employed takes the following format:  

Growthi,j = αResi,j +βFini,j + γResi,j * Fini,j + δControli,j + εi,j                                 (4.2) 

where Growth is the dependent variable denoting the growth rate of Real Gross 

Domestic Product of the 5SEE economies from 2000  to 2009 (i = 1,..5, j = 1,..10). 

Res is a vector containing the resources of capital and labor in the 5SEE 

economies. More specifically, the matrix contains the gross fixed capital formation 

(GFCF) of the host economies.  GFCF includes plant, machinery, equipment purchases, 

land improvements and construction of infrastructure. The growth rate of the variable is 

expected to be positively related to economic growth. Also, labor force in the 

economies (LABOR) is employed separately or along the GFCF. It is not necessary that 

growth rate of employed labor is positively related to growth rate of output since there 

might be substitution effects between capital and labor. 

Fin is a set of financial variables. Initially, credit development in the 5SEE 

financial markets is captured by the level of banking intermediation. The variable 

CREDITGDP (CREDITPRIVGDP) is employed, capturing the credit supplied to host 

economies (private sector). The level of financial development is claimed to be 

important for the economic development of the transition economies. Also, Fin denotes 

the level of Greek banks‟ penetration in the 5SEE economies. Penetration is initially 

captured by the ratio of Greek banks‟ assets to the total assets of the host banking 

markets (ASSETSSHARE). Furthermore, for robustness test needs, the ratio of the 

Greek credit to the total credit supplied in the region (LOANSSHARE)  is alternatively 

employed. 

Res*Fin is the interactive term of the model. Such an interaction is of great 

interest since it allows a comparison between the significance of the same variables 
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being employed separately and being interacted. For the construction of the interaction 

terms, a variable of the Res vector is multiplied with a variable of the Fin vector. The 

interactive terms employed are namely CREDITPRIVGDP*GFCF, 

CREDITPRIVGDP*LABOR, GFCF*LOANSSHARE, GFCF*ASSETSSHARE, 

LABOR*ASSETSSHARE, LABOR*LOANSSHARE. Special attention is paid to the 

interaction terms since the interpretation of their economic significance imply an 

indirect impact that Greek banks have played on the 5SEE economies via resource 

allocation. 

Lastly, control variables employed previously in the finance – growth literature 

are included in Control.  Inflation rate is captured by the variable INFL. Numerous 

studies have found significant effects of inflation on economic growth in transition 

economies (De Melo et al. 1996; Havrylyshyn et al. 1998; Grogan and Moers, 2001). 

Also Rousseau and Wachtel (2002) have examined the effect of inflation in the finance-

growth nexus. They argue that information about investment projects becomes more 

uncertain in an inflationary environment which complicates financial intermediation. 

High inflation may also repress financial intermediation by eroding the usefulness of 

money assets. Their empirical research shows that when inflation exceeds the 15-25% 

range, financial deepening no longer adds to economic growth. Their results are relevant 

to transition countries where inflation rates were often extremely high in the beginning 

of the transition process.
46

  

In order to capture the qualitative effectiveness of the financial sector, the 

interest rate margins in the 5SEE banking markets (SPREAD) are employed. 

                                                 
46

 Meller et al. (2006), in their study on the FSFDI – growth nexus in SEE, underline that inflation may 

increase or decrease growth and thus the opposite effects overweight each other. For a detailed discussion 

on a non-linear impact of inflation on growth, the authors opposed Crespo-Cuaresma and Silgoner (2004). 
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Previously, the theoretical models of Blackburn and Hung (1996) and Harrison et al. 

(1999) have supported the inclusion of this variable in growth equations. A negative 

relation between host spreads and growth is expected however since high spreads imply 

concentration and lack of competition in the host banking market leading to decelerated 

economic growth.  

Following Levine and Zervos (1998) and Beck et al. (2000) and regarding 

control variables, the variable STOCK in used, capturing the development of the stock 

market in the five transition economies. The inclusion of such a variable is based on the 

fact that larger and more liquid stock markets can stimulate the acquisition of 

information. Moreover, this improved information about firms should improve resource 

allocation substantially, with corresponding implication for economic growth (Merton, 

1987). However, as it was stated by Levine (1997), existing theories have not yet 

“assembled the links of the chain” from the functioning of stock markets to information 

acquisition, and finally, to aggregate long-run economic growth. (Studies generally do 

not simultaneously examine stock market and banks) However, Beck and Levine (2004) 

have underlined that omitting stock market development makes it difficult to assess 

whether the bank development – growth link holds when controlling for stock market 

development and more importantly, to distinguish the independent impact of each 

variable.            

A description of the variables employed and data sources is given in Table 4.1. 

Also, key descriptive statistics regarding the variables are listed in Table 4.2, while the 

correlation among them is shown in Table 4.3. Also, all explanatory variables employed 
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in the econometric model are lagged one period, while the Fixed – Effects method is 

employed.
47

  

 

  

                                                 
47

 The choice of the Fixed – Effects method is based on the assumption made in the previous chapter 

regarding the heterogeneity among the five transition economies. (For a further discussion see Chapter 1)      
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4.5 REGRESSION RESULTS  

Regression results, presented in Table 4.4 shed light on the relationship between credit 

and growth in the 5SEE economies. Specifications (1) – (6) focus on the direct impact 

of credit supply on economic growth. Note that, in all specifications, the variable 

CREDITGDP and the alternative one CREDITPRIVGDP are positive and significant 

indicating a strong relationship between credit supplied in the host economies and 

domestic economic growth. 

Regarding the variables GFCF and LABOR, results indicate a rather 

insignificant direct relation between labor and economic growth in the 5SEE economies 

while GFCF is significant in both two specifications. More specifically, when the 

variable INFL is included in the regressions GFCF becomes significant indicating a 

direct positive relationship between physical capital accumulated in host economies and 

economic growth. Looking at figures 4.1 – 4.5, one can see the relative trends of GFCF 

and economic growth in the five respective economies. Overall, with the exception of 

Romania in specific sub periods, there seems to be a positive relationship regarding the 

trend of the two variables during the 2000 to 2009 period. The negative sign of the 

variable‟s LABOR coefficient is not surprising, implying substitution effects between 

the two inputs, capital and labor, as explained above. However, the variable is 

insignificant in all specifications.  

As far as control variables are concerned, results indicate a significantly positive 

relationship between inflation and economic growth, as expected, while the variable 

SPREAD arises with the expected negative sign as well. Higher interest rate spreads 

imply a lack of competition, affecting economic growth in a negative way. Figure 4.6 

shows that overall in the 5SEE economies, interest rate spreads have been substantially 

decreasing from 2000 to 2009 which indicates that the competition in the 5SEE banking 
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markets has been intensified. Keeping in mind the statistics presented in previous 

chapters regarding Greek banks‟ penetration in 5SEE economies, it seems as though 

Greek banks have contributed to the intensification of competition in the region. Also, 

looking closer at figure 4.6, one can see that Romania and Serbia had the highest 

interest rate spreads while the economy with the lowest spreads during the whole period 

was FYROM. Results regarding the “bank concentration – growth” link are in line with 

the findings of Drakos (2003) and Mamatzakis et al. (2005). 

Finally, the variable STOCK is insignificant in all specifications. Such a finding 

is not surprising if one takes into consideration the discussion made above regarding 

this specific variable. Supportive evidence for the insignificance of the variable STOCK 

is given by Merton (1987), who claimed that existing theories have not yet assembled 

the links of the chain, from the functioning of stock markets to information acquisition 

and finally to aggregate long-run economic growth. Furthermore, another possible 

explanation might be the weak structure of stock markets in transition economies 

regarding the effective function of host markets and the ability of host stock markets to 

efficiently absorb instantaneously any market information.       

In specifications (7) and (8), the indirect impact of financial intermediation on 

economic growth is tested. The variable GFCF is statistically significant and positively 

related to growth. However, when the variable is interacted with the financial variable, 

the new term is not only again positively related to growth, but the coefficient is much 

greater compared to the initial one. More specifically, based on specification (7), 

GFCF‟s contribution is three times higher when interacted with the financial variable 

implying that capital is better allocated through banking intermediation. The above 

hypothesis does not hold in the case of the other input (labor) as indicated by 

specification (8). The variable LABOR remains statistically insignificant even when 
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interacted with the financial variable. Such a result might seem logical if one takes into 

account that financial intermediation is directly related to capital accumulation and 

redistribution while a relationship between financial intermediation and labor is not so 

obvious and direct. Nevertheless, for reasons of consistency both inputs of the output 

function had to be tested as well. 

Regression results presented above all refer to the indirect effects of Greek 

banks on economic growth and to their contribution to resource allocation. Furthermore, 

on the basis of the previous discussion, regarding financial intermediation and any 

potential resource allocation, regression results in Table 4.5 test a more direct role of 

Greek banks. In all specifications the financial variable is the level of Greek banks‟ 

penetration in the 5SEE economies. In specifications (1) – (4) the contribution of Greek 

penetration to resource allocation is tested. According to the results, GFCF is  

significant when interacted with the variable ASSETSSHARE and LOANSSHARE 

respectively.  

While the contribution of Greek banks to capital allocation is clearly shown in 

all specifications, in the case of labor the variable LABOR turns to be significant only 

when interacted with the variable LOANSSHARE. In the case of labor, implications 

regarding productive allocation cannot be strongly supported. However, an interesting 

finding is that the variable LABOR became significant for the first time only when 

interacted with a proxy of Greek penetration, giving an insight regarding Greek banks 

role on labor allocation. Of course, since such a result cannot be supported through 

alternative specifications it should be treated cautiously.  

Apart from the role of Greek banks on resource allocation, specifications (5) – 

(7) indicate a more direct role. No matter the alternative variable employed, the level of 

Greek penetration is statistically significant and positively related to output growth. 
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Results indicate a direct relationship between Greek banks‟ operation in the 5SEE 

economies and economic growth in the region. Also, comparing the coefficients of the 

variable proxying penetration respectively, one can see that the impact of Greek banks‟ 

penetration on economic growth is even higher when penetration is proxied by Greek 

banks‟ assets in host banking markets. 

 Lastly, two economic variables, capturing the investments in the financial - 

insurance sector and in telecommunications, respectively, are employed in Table 4.6 as 

a robustness test. Both variables are regressed separately and interacted with variables 

capturing Greek credit shares as well. Given the shifts in the significance level of the 

economic variables (FINANCE_INSUR and TELECOM) in all specifications, Greek 

participation in the domestic financial systems seem to interact with the domestic 

investments in finance, insurance and telecommunications in beneficiary way, 

enhancing output growth. To be more specific, regarding FINANCE_INSUR, in 

specifications (1) – (2) the variable turns to be significant only when interacted with 

LOANS_SHARE. On the other hand, the variable TELECOM is significant in all 

specifications, indicating the positive relationship between the investments undertaken 

in the crucial sector of telecommunications and the domestic output growth. However, 

the significance of the variable gets higher when the variable is interacted with 

LOANS_SHARE, implying therefore that Greek banks help investments in crucial 

sectors of the domestic economies promote output growth.                  
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4.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

This chapter examined the direct and indirect effects of Greek banks‟ operation in the 

5SEE economies. Employing a simplified growth model, the role of Greek banks in the 

general finance – growth nexus was examined. Special attention was paid to resource 

allocation and the role Greek banks have played on it. The OLS regression results 

indicated direct and indirect effects as well.        

   A significantly positive relationship between Greek banks‟ penetration and 

economic growth is claimed to be the direct effect. Furthermore, a significantly positive 

relationship was claimed between total credit in the region and economic growth being 

a rather indirect effect, given that Greek banks‟ credit supply in the 5SEE economies 

constitutes a substantial subsample. Regressing credit, Greek or total, supplied in SEE, 

or the degree of Greek penetration directly in growth, indicated the beneficiary role 

Greek banks have played from 2000 to 2009 on domestic output growth. 

 What is of even greater interest is the impact of Greek banks on output growth 

via effective resource allocation. In other words, the results indicated that Greek banks 

have helped input factors being better allocated towards productive processes, thus 

generating output growth during this period. It also appears as though there is no 

previous study focusing on resource allocation in the finance – growth nexus for this 

specific region. 

 The input factors were regressed on output growth in a simplified growth 

equation in order to test the relative impact of each input on output growth. According 

to the results, among the two inputs capital seems to have played the most important 

role on output growth in the 5SEE economies while the contribution of labor has been 

rather insignificant. The contribution of capital to growth is even more significant when 

interacted with a variable proxying Greek penetration. Such a finding indicates that 
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Greek banks have managed to efficiently allocate capital towards more productive 

processes in the 5SEE economies, stimulating output growth.                       

Regarding the variables controlling the local economic conditions in the 5SEE 

economies, concentration in host banking markets had a negative impact on economic 

growth. Consistent to the ones of Drakos (2003) and Eschenbach et al. (2004), the 

results indicated that augmented competition in the 5SEE banking markets stimulated 

economic growth.  The above finding implies an indirect role that Greek banks have 

played on host output growth. Such a claim is based on the descriptive statistics 

presented in chapter 1 of the thesis. Greek banks‟ presence in the 5SEE host banking 

markets has been substantially increasing, especially until 2007, intensifying 

competition in local markets.            

As far as the rest of the control variables are concerned, inflationary pressures 

have been proved to be positively related to output growth in the 5SEE economies. 

Considering the results in the context of Meller et al. (2006) regarding the 

contemporaneous opposite effects that inflation may have on economic growth, it 

appears as though positive effects of inflation have overbalanced the negative ones in 

SEE. Also, in respect to the role of stock markets promoting economic growth, the 

results are in line with those of Stiglitz (1985) and Bhide (1993) who claimed that stock 

markets do not cause the same improvement in resource allocation as do banks. 

The finding of this chapter therefore is that Greek banks have stimulated 

economic growth in the 5SEE economies between 2000 and 2009. Being among the 

greatest credit suppliers in the region, Greek banks promoted economic growth directly 

by financing enterprises as well as households. Furthermore, by intensifying 

competition in domestic banking markets and by helping input factors to be better 
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allocated, Greek banks helped indirectly local economies in the 5SEE countries to 

achieve higher output growth rates. 
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TABLES - CHAPTER 4 
 

TABLE 4.1  

DATA DESCRIPTION  

 

Variable  

 

Description – Source(s) 

ASSETSHARE The market share of Greek banks in the 5SEE banking markets 

in terms of assets. Practically, Greek banks‟ assets in the host 

economies are divided to the total assets of the host banking 

markets. Sources: 5SEE Central Banks, Greek banks‟ Full Year 

Reports, own calculations.    

CREDITGDP The growth rate of the total volume of credit supplied in the five 

host economies divided by the real Gross Domestic Product of 

the respective economies. Sources: World Bank/ Data and 

Statistics, own calculations.  

CREDIRPRIVGDP The growth rate of the total volume of credit supplied to the 

private sectors of the five host economies divided by the real 

Gross Domestic Product of the respective economies. Sources: 

World Bank/ Data and Statistics, own calculations.   

FINANCE_INSUR Investments on insurance and financial Services.
 
Source: World 

Bank/ Data and Statistics 

GFCF The growth rate of the Gross Fixed Capital Formation in the five 

host economies as a share of real Gross Domestic Product. GFCF 

includes plant, machinery, equipment purchases, land 

improvements, and the construction of infrastructure. Sources: 

World Bank/ Data and Statistics, own calculations.   

GROWTH 

 

The growth rate of the real Gross Domestic Product in the 5SEE 

economies divided by the population of the respective economy 

in a given year. Sources: World Bank/ Data and Statistics.   

 INFL 

 

The inflation rate of the 5SEE economies. Sources: World Bank/ 

Data and Statistics.   

LABOR The growth rate of the labor force in the host economies. Source: 

World Bank/ Data and Statistics, own calculations.  

LOANSSHARE  

 

The ratio of Greek credit supplied to the 5SEE economies to the 

total credit supplied in the region. Sources: 5SEE Central Banks, 

Greek banks‟ Full Year Reports, own calculations.     

SPREAD The lending minus the deposit interest rate in the 5SEE 

economies. Source: World Bank/ Data and Statistics. 

STOCK The growth rate of the total value of the stocks traded in the 

5SEE economies as a percentage of real Gross Domestic Product 

in the respective economies. Source: World Bank/ Data and 

Statistics, own calculations.     

TELECOM Investment in telecoms with private participation. Source: World 

Bank/ Data and Statistics, own calculations. 

Note: All interactive variables are constructed by simply multiplying the two variables of 

interest.   
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TABLE 4.2  

KEY DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

           

 GROWTH DGFCF LABOR 

CREDIT 

GDP 

CREDIT 

PRIVGDP INFL SPREAD STOCK 

ASSETS 

SHARE 

LOANS 

SHARE 

 Mean  4.457045  11.19030 -0.000573  0.087617  0.144394  12.14343 -0.161731  2.296815  0.239201  0.544329 

 Median  5.381500  9.711500  0.004548  0.140700  0.162495  7.240500 -0.110496  0.129877  0.091121  0.039829 

 Maximum  9.595000  52.31600  0.038191  0.465037  0.397902  95.00500  0.320000  90.87500  2.860104  10.66667 

 Minimum -8.358000 -17.60000 -0.095348 -0.512771 -0.489232 -0.267000 -1.580000 -0.900000 -0.180109 -0.968750 

 Std. Dev.  3.830610  14.54610  0.024662  0.213451  0.170505  18.05771  0.338981  13.69206  0.501259  1.772191 

 Skewness -1.614787  0.388718 -1.381910 -1.000386 -1.471250  3.223692 -2.753586  6.364290  3.582482  4.572549 

 Kurtosis  5.474563  3.141322  6.132594  4.367993  6.424536  13.63990  12.06892  41.68299  18.37028  25.75450 

           

 Jarque-Bera  30.34827  1.144692  31.99505  10.76991  37.37389  283.7566  206.3861  3040.382  527.2339  1102.567 

 Probability  0.000000  0.564200  0.000000  0.004585  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

           

 Sum  196.1100  492.3730 -0.025222  3.855163  6.353335  534.3110 -7.116169  101.0599  10.52486  23.95049 

 Sum Sq.  

 Dev.  630.9636  9098.331  0.026154  1.959139  1.250096  14021.47  4.941056  8061.313  10.80420  135.0484 

           

 Obs.  44  44  44  44  44  44  44  44  44  44 

           

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

TABLE 4.3  

CORRELATION MATRIX 

           

 GROWTH GFCF 

 

LABOR 

CREDIT 

GDP 

CREDIT 

PRIVGDP INFL SPREAD STOCK 

ASSETS 

SHARE 

LOANS 

SHARE 

GROWTH  1.000000  0.570  0.10404  0.12111  0.34089  0.10491 -0.05187 -0.0011  0.20670  0.03031 

GFCF   1.000  0.09919  0.07619  0.12012 -0.03669 -0.11852  0.2821  0.25377  0.37376 

LABOR    1.00000 -0.06535 -0.02812 -0.18526  0.08907  0.0613  0.11736 -0.09079 

CREDIT 

GDP     1.00000  0.67370 -0.58144  0.45350 -0.4107  0.14144  0.06174 

CREDIT 

PRIVGDP      1.00000 -0.47056  0.49272 -0.4978  0.09982 -0.01210 

INFL       1.00000 -0.72915  0.0587 -0.00926 -0.00252 

SPREAD        1.00000 -0.1107  0.05982 -0.04339 

STOCK         1.0000 -0.06455 -0.01450 

ASSETS 

SHARE          1.00000  0.36398 

LOANS 

SHARE            1.00000 
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TABLE 4.4  

PANEL ESTIMATIONS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE 5SEE  -  FIXED EFFECTS SET I 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

         

GFCF 0.026 0.011 0.027 0.022 0.062* 0.058* 0.046  
 (0.032) (0.029) (0.029) (0.035) (0.029) (0.031) (0.032)  

         

Labor   -21.445 -22.208  -20.908  -41.064 
   (21.290) (22.386)  (21.922)  (36.869) 

         

CreditPrivGDP 5.945**  4.452*** 5.247** 6.844*** 5.845***   
 (2.454)  (1.053) (1.612) (2.142) (1.425)   

CreditGDP  5.919*       
  (2.868)       

CreditPrivGDP*GFCF       0.116**  
       (0.053)  

CreditPrivGDP*Labor        49.761 
        (178.85) 

         

Inflation     0.079*** 0.074*** 0.054** 0.032** 
     (0.014) (0.014) (0.021) (0.015) 

StockMarket 0.007 0.016  0.011     
 (0.018) (0022)  (0.022)     

         

Spread -2.526*** -2.905*** -2.264*** -2.387***     
 (0.459) (0.989) (0.417) (0.501)     

         

No of Obs. 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

R-squared .77 .77 .78 .78 .78 .79 .76 .69 

D.W. 1.76 1.75 1.90 1.94 1.88 2.06 1.65 1.66 
 

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are indicated in the 

parentheses. 
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TABLE 4.5  

PANEL ESTIMATIONS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE 5SEE – FIXED EFFECTS SET II 
 (1) (2)  (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

         
GCF 0.015 0.026 0.029 0.045 0.037 0.054 0.051 

 (0.040) (0.039) (0.041) (0.033) (0.0.37) (0.037) (0.051) 

        
GCF*LoansShare 0.005*  0.006** 0.004**    

 (0.002)  (0.002) (0.001)    

GCF*AssetssShare  0.066**      
  (0.031)     

       

Labor - 64.62** -33.22    -32.34 
 (29.277) (21.33)    (23.064) 

       
Labor*AssetsShare  -102.45     

  (72.66)     

Labor*LoansShare 13.668*      
 (4.994)      

LoansShare    0.299***   
    (0.096)   

AssetsShare     1.443** 1.479** 
       (0.538) (0.581) 

        
Inflation 0.055** 0.053** 0.053** 0.078*** 0.054*** 0.068*** 0.066*** 

 (0.021) (0.021) (0.020) (0.017) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018) 

        
CreditPrivGDP    6.300**    

    (2.430)    

        
No of Obs. 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

R-squared 0.80 0.80 0.76 .79 0.76 0.77 0.79 

D.W. 2.08 1.94 1.62 1.87 1.62 1.50 1.83 
  

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors 

are indicated in the parentheses. 
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TABLE 4.6  

PANEL ESTIMATIONS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE 5SEE – FIXED EFFECTS SET III 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

  

Finance_Insur 

2.978 3.177    3.177      

 (2.621) (2.529)    (2.529)      

Telecom       0.004 0.020* 0.005 0.025**  
       (0.008) (0.011) (0.009) (0.010)  

            

Loans_share   0.398*** 0.387**

* 

0.378***  0.436*** 0.469*** 0.451*** 0.307***  

   (0.054) (0.072) (0.106)  (0.069) (0.074) (0.101) (0.093)  

            

Finance_Insur

*Loans_share   

2.900** 2.418* 2.465**

* 

2.766**

* 

2.455*** 2.418*      

 (1.284) (2.529) (0.880) (0.928) (0.106) (2.529)      

Telecom* 

Loans_share 

      0.018** 0.026**

* 

0.025***  0.120** 

       (0.008) (0.005) (0.101)  (0.057) 

GFCF          0.036  
          (0.036)  

GFCF* 

Loans_Share 

          0.011*** 

           (0.001) 

Labor  -22.515   -18.425 -22.515   -19.199   
  (21.829)   (20.838) (21.829)   (21.348)   

Spread   -2.016***         

   (0.436)         
Inflation 0.043** 0.042***  0.036*** 0.034*** 0.042***  0.041*** 0.035*** 0.059*** 0.053*** 

 (0.163) (1.345)  (0.006) (0.005) (0.014)  (0.009) (0.007) (0.036) (0.013) 

            

Obs 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

R2  0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.76 

DW 1.42 1.55 1.68 1.65 1.77 1.55 1.67 1.76 1.85 1.68 1.59 

Note: The symbol *** indicates a significance level of 1% or less; ** between 1 and 5%; * between 5 and 10%, while robust standard errors are 

indicated in the parentheses. 
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FIGURES - CHAPTER 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Sources: World Bank, own compilation  

 

 

FIGURE 4.2  

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND OUTPUT GROWTH IN BULGARIA  

 

 
  

Sources: World Bank, own compilation  
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FIGURE 4.1  

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND OUTPUT GROWTH IN ALBANIA  
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FIGURE 4.3  

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND OUTPUT GROWTH IN FYROM  

 

 
Sources: World Bank, own compilation  

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.4  

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND OUTPUT GROWTH IN ROMANIA 

 

 
Sources: World Bank, own compilation  
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FIGURE 4.5  

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND OUTPUT GROWTH IN SERBIA  

 

 
Sources: World Bank, own compilation  

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.6  

SPREADS IN THE 5SEE ECONOMIES  DURING THE PERIOD 2000 - 2009  

 

 
 
Sources: World Bank, own compilation  

Note: Spreads refer to the lending minus the deposit interest rate in the five respective host economies            

_        during the period 2000 – 2009. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

1. SUMMARY AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS   

This thesis sheds light on key issues on the economics of the internationalization of 

Greek banks in SEE. Greek banks initially expanded in five less developed economies, 

namely Albania, Bulgaria, FYROM, Romania, and Serbia, mainly through subsidiaries 

and branches in the early 90‟s. From 2000 to 2007 Greek banks acquired domestic 

banking institutions, reinforcing the already established Greek banking network in SEE 

which holds substantial market shares in the region.  

The thesis consists of four separate chapters, one descriptive and three 

econometric, each of which are relevant to the economics of the expansion of Greek 

banks in SEE. The presence of Greek banks in SEE has been previously illustrated. 

However, the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion were unexplored until now. The 

exploration of the above determinants though the eclectic approach was the subject of 

the first chapter. The eclectic approach (or else the OLI paradigm) was applied to 

international banking. Fitting the paradigm to the case of Greek banks being the investor 

and five less developed SEE economies being the recipient economies, the relevant 

contribution of three sets of advantages (suggested by the eclectic approach) to Greek 

banks‟ expansion was tested.  

Variables having been previously employed were regressed on Greek assets in the 

host economies in an OLS fixed effects analysis. Additionally, variables regarding 

ownership and location advantages were constructed as well. Regarding ownership 

advantages, the main findings of the analysis indicated tangible and intangible “mother” 

Greek banks‟ assets to be significant determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion. An 

interesting finding is that “mother” Greek banks‟ size was found to be less significant 
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compared to the other explanatory variables. All Greek banks studied had the minimum 

required size to expand abroad, something that probably explains the relatively low 

explanatory power of tangible assets. On the other hand, intangible assets such as 

banks‟ international experience seem to have significantly affected Greek banks‟ 

decisions.  

Regarding location advantages, host country conditions, such as the size of the 

market, consumption and growth prospects, were proved significant. Furthermore, the 

results indicated the important role of financial conditions in the domestic economies. 

More specifically, the reform of host banking systems, the degree of privatization 

process, the depth of the financial market and the relatively high spreads attracted Greek 

banks, implying the determinative role of profit opportunities in the region regarding 

Greek banks‟ expansion.  

Additionally, examining the issue from a different angle, by employing 

differentials regarding the economic growth of Greece and the host economies, the 

results provided evidence supporting the traditional Ricardian theory, implying that 

differences between Greece and the host economies stimulated the flow of Greek 

capitals (Greek financial FDI) into SEE. Also, an interesting finding is that the 

augmented competition by other non-Greek financial FDI in the region has been proved 

to have been a location disadvantage rather an advantage for Greek banks. 

Regarding host regulatory conditions and the convergence between them and the 

respective Greek ones (in Greece) the findings indicated that both intensified Greek 

banks‟ expansion. The significantly high coefficients of location advantages were robust 

to alternative specifications employed. Also, altering the dependent variable with an 

alternative one did not change the significance of location advantages at all.                       
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As far as internalization advantages are concerned, regression results indicated the 

utilization of this set of advantages by Greek banks. Greek internationalization, captured 

by the bilateral trade between Greece and the five host economies supplemented Greek 

banks‟ presence in the region. However, it seems that Greek banks did not follow their 

Greek non-financial corporate ones to SEE after 2000 given that the findings did not 

confirm the “follow the customer” hypothesis for the above period. Greek non-financial 

FDI has not been a significant determinant for Greek banks‟ expansion. Also, taking 

into consideration the high values of the other two sets‟ coefficients, Greek non-

financial FDI has not been the sole determinant as supporters of the initial 

internalization approach would claim. Greek banks may have followed their customers 

abroad prior to 2000 in the early stages of their internationalization but once they 

initially expanded into the neighboring economies of SEE, other less defensive factors 

seem to have determined Greek banking system‟s further expansion in the region.  

Once the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion in SEE have been examined, 

the effects of such an expansion in the domestic economies during the 2000 to 2009 

period were analyzed. The two following chapters dealt with the role that Greek banks 

have played on the stability of SEE credit markets. Greek banks have been among the 

top credit suppliers in the region. However, little attention has been paid to their credit 

stabilizing role.  

 In the second chapter the contribution of Greek credit supply to the total credit 

supplied in the region was illustrated first, based on key descriptive statistics; Greek 

credit supply during periods of adverse economic conditions (both home and host) was 

captured and illustrated in a unique way with the construction of crisis windows. Also, 

based on the St. Deviation values of the Greek and non-Greek credit variables an initial 
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analysis regarding the contribution of Greek banks to credit stability in the host 

economies was given.  

Regarding foreign banks‟ entry in an economy, worries had been expressed 

previously on whether the foreign investor transmits any shocks from its home country. 

If the case that such hypothesis holds, the role of foreign banks in the recipient economy 

might not be beneficiary after all. 

To conclude whether or not Greek banks did transmit any home shocks in the 

domestic economies under examination, the shocks had to be defined and then tested to 

ascertain whether they were indeed transmitted from 2000 to 2009 in the specific 

economies. In the broader context of Financial Sector Foreign Direct Investment 

(FSFDI), home shocks are frequently considered in the bibliography as push factors. 

Such a push factors analysis regarding the case of Greek banks has not yet been 

conducted. Following the limited empirical previous case studies on the topic, “crisis 

windows” were constructed to capture any periods implying adverse economic 

conditions back at home (Greece). Specific criteria referring to macroeconomic 

conditions and in a narrower context, to banking conditions as well, indicated the crisis 

windows; the first one covers the 2001 to 2003 period and the second one the 2007 to 

2009 period.  

Once the windows were defined and illustrated, the next step was to observe 

Greek credit supply in the respective windows. Although the short duration of both 

crisis windows did not allow an econometric analysis, the descriptive statistics did 

provide some interesting findings. Regarding the first crisis window, home shocks seem 

to have been transmitted to Albania, Bulgaria and Romania but only during the second 

half of the window. On the other hand, adverse economic conditions in Greece have not 

been transmitted to FYROM and Serbia at all. Another interesting finding was that in 
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the case of the second crisis period, home shocks were transmitted in all recipient 

economies, as indicated by the decline in Greek credit supply growth rate, while the 

decline was most obvious in the case of FYROM. 

An issue being frequently examined along with the transmission of home shocks is 

the responsiveness of foreign banks to host shocks as well. The responsiveness of Greek 

banks to shocks (other than monetary policy shocks) was illustrated, such as the adverse 

economic and banking conditions in the domestic economies. In this case, a crisis 

window had to be constructed for each host economy separately. On average, the crisis 

windows lasted just one or two years. It was a factor that did not allow econometric 

analysis to be completed and therefore the analysis in the chapter was again limited to a 

descriptive one; Greek credit growth rate in each recipient economy was observed 

within the respective window. Interestingly, with the exception of Serbia, Greek banks 

did not reduce credit supply during periods of adverse host economic conditions; Greek 

banks significantly resisted shocks generated in the host economies from 2000 to 2009.  

The above preliminary analysis is a descriptive one. However, the implications so 

far regarding the credit stabilizing role of Greek banks are confirmed and reinforced by 

the econometric analysis of the third chapter of the thesis. To be more specific, the issue 

that follows the descriptive analysis is based on the SEE Bank Lending Channel (BLC). 

The BLC is a context commonly employed in the literature relevant to credit 

stability; the way banks are affected by monetary policy shocks indicates banks‟ 

contribution to domestic credit stability. Following previous studies and having 

employed Vector Autoregressive systems, a recursive VAR model was employed 

initially to test the operation of an active BLC in the domestic economies. The results 

indicated that a contractionary monetary policy, imposed by the monetary authorities in 

SEE, is followed by a decline in bank credit supplied in the region. Monetary policy 
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was proxied by three alternative instruments, namely the money market rate, the 

Treasury bill rate, and the reserve requirement ratio.  

Furthermore, in a comparative analysis, the impulse response function results 

indicated that Greek banks buffered the transmission of the negative effects generated 

by a monetary tightening. Comparing the responses of Greek and non-Greek credit 

supply to a given monetary shock, Greek banks were found to have resisted monetary 

shocks to a greater extent. Based on the above findings, it is claimed that Greek banks 

have managed to shield their portfolios during periods of monetary tightening, probably 

due to the internal capital markets established by the “mother” banks back at home.  

The above results were further reinforced by a Variance Decomposition analysis. 

More specifically, decomposing Greek and non-Greek credit supply in SEE 

respectively, some interesting findings arose. Testing the three alternative policy 

instruments employed initially, the results indicated that money market rate is the most 

effective instrument employed by the five SEE monetary authorities during the period 

under examination. Furthermore, the relative contribution of the above policy 

instrument to the variance of Greek and non-Greek credit supply indicated that the 

specific instrument contributed less to Greek credit when compared to non-Greek credit. 

The above findings provided supportive evidence of the beneficiary role that Greek 

banks have played on the credit stability in the financial markets of SEE over the past 

decade.  

The last chapter of the thesis examined the impact of Greek banks on growth 

output of the 5SEE economies. Employing a fixed effects OLS analysis in the general 

“finance-growth” nexus, the relationship between Greek penetration in the 5SEE 

economies and output growth in the respective domestic economies was tested 

econometrically. The results indicated that Greek penetration stimulated economic 
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growth in the recipient economies by enhancing credit supply in the region. When 

considering credit supply in SEE, one should take into consideration that Greek credit 

supply is a significant subset of the total credit supplied in the region (the above claim 

was analytically illustrated in previous section of the thesis). The findings indicated a 

positive relationship between total credit supply and growth output, implying therefore a 

positive relationship between Greek credit supply in the 5SEE economies and economic 

growth.  

Also, in line with the results of previous theoretical and empirical studies on 

FSFDI, the econometric results indicated that Greek banks‟ positive spillovers in the 

domestic economies contributed to the efficiency of the domestic banking sectors, 

stimulating therefore economic growth. In the “Greek banks‟ entry – growth” nexus 

which was employed, special attention was paid to the beneficiary role of competition 

on output growth. The augmented competition in the domestic banking sectors 

stimulated significantly economic growth. Keeping in mind the size of Greek banks‟ 

penetration in the region, the contribution of Greek banks to the completion of the local 

banking markets is obvious. Consequently, Greek banks stimulated growth in the 5SEE 

economies, via promoting competition.                  

Additionally, in the last chapter the focus was on resource allocation in the host 

economies and the role that Greek banks have played on it, from 2000 to 2009.  To be 

more specific, based on a simplified growth equation, the contribution of Greek banks 

to the allocation of the two input factors in the 5SEE economies was examined.  

Very little attention has been paid previously to the specific issue, while no one 

has ever dealt with the case of Greek banks. For the needs of the issue of resource 

allocation interactive terms were employed to capture the contribution of the variable of 

interest, namely the penetration of Greek banks in the 5SEE economies. The 
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econometric results indicated that Greek penetration, captured by Greek market shares 

in terms of loans and assets as well, contributed significantly to the allocation of capital 

towards more productive processes, leading to output growth. Greek banks‟ credit seem 

to have helped capital being better allocated in the domestic economies. On the other 

hand, the results regarding the other input factor, namely the labor, did not provide 

strong supportive evidence regarding the contribution of Greek banks to output growth, 

probably due to the low level of labor productivity in the recipient economies. 

 Contributing to the literature on foreign banks‟ participation in emerging 

economies, the thesis provides an analytical framework for policy makers in order to 

evaluate the openness of the domestic financial systems in emerging economies. More 

specifically, looking closer at the main findings of the thesis some practical implications 

regarding the financial systems of emerging economies, such as the ones studied, arise. 

Policy makers in these economies could take the findings of the thesis into 

consideration seriously, regarding the (beneficiary) role of FSFDI in host economies. 

Given that the findings above provide evidence supporting foreign banks‟ participation 

in host banking systems, policy makers in host economies could encourage the openness 

of the respective domestic banking systems to foreign banks.  

In addition, the pivotal role of foreign banks in the host BLC should also be taken 

into consideration by policy makers in the specific 5SEE economies. When imposing a 

tightening policy one should take into account that foreign banks will probably respond 

in a more moderate way compared to the domestic banks operating in SEE, given the 

buffering effects of foreign banks.  

 Lastly, the thesis may also serve policy makers as a guide for encouraging the 

participation of foreign banking institutions in their domestic markets. To be more 

specific, in order to make the domestic operational environment friendlier to FSFDI, 
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and therefore more able to benefit from it, the results of the first issue of the thesis 

regarding the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion could be taken into 

consideration. The way key variables could be considered by policy makers in emerging 

economies (the significance of which was analyzed in the thesis) is discussed below.     

The intensification of privatization and the reform of the banking system in the 

host economies should constitute primary concern for these economies in their attempts 

to attract FSFDI. Also, policy makers should promote improvements in the host 

regulatory conditions to make their operational environments friendlier to foreign 

investments. Lastly, intensifying the bilateral trade relations between the host economy 

and a potential investor economy might also generate or stimulate inflows of foreign 

capital from the potential investor economy towards the host banking market. 
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2. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH    

The conclusion of this thesis is that Greek banks‟ penetration, being motivated mostly 

by location advantages in the host economies, stimulated growth in the 5SEE 

economies. However, when interpreting the results, one should keep in mind some 

limitations regarding the research.  

 The first concern regarding the econometric analysis and the extracted results 

has to do with the data that was utilized. A key variable in the analysis is Greek banks‟ 

credit in the recipient economies. Unfortunately, there is no available collated database 

(in the form of time-series) regarding the specific variable. Thus, the data was compiled 

from various sources which might be a concern.
48

 Additionally beyond the above key 

variable, other control variables were difficult to find in the form of a time series and 

had to be compiled as well, while the transition nature of the economies studied made it 

difficult to even compile data on the variables that are commonly employed in the 

literature. Further, the above problem was more obvious in the case of Serbia and 

FYROM due to the special political conditions of the region during the period under 

examination.  

 Also, another research limitation, tightly related to the above concern, is that the 

analysis could not be divided into two parts, the one dealing with greenfield investments 

and the other dealing with M&As. Most previous studies on FSFDI have examined 

these two patterns of foreign penetration separately when dealing either with the 

determinants or the consequences of foreign banks‟ entry into an economy. However, in 

the case of Greek banks in the 5SEE economies, with very few exceptions, separate data 

for each pattern of Greek banks‟ penetration could not be compiled. In most cases the 

available data which could sufficiently and consistently capture Greek penetration was 

                                                 
48

 Most empirical studies on banking utilize data taken from the Bankscope, a database I could not afford. 
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limited to just two or three out of the five recipient economies under examination. Also, 

in most cases, the available data or any data that could be compiled was limited to a few 

years making an econometric analysis inapplicable. Further, although alternative 

variables based on previous studies were applied as far as possible, the list of 

explanatory variables is not an exhaustible one.                 

The short sample period and the limited number of observations might be 

another concern. This last problem was inevitable given that Greek banks have been 

intensively expanding in SEE over the past decade, limiting therefore the sample period 

to just ten years. Though one could claim that this problem might be overcome by 

utilizing monthly instead of annual data or by extending the sample period to include 

years prior to 2000, such utilization is very difficult given the data availability already 

discussed above.  

 Despite the research limitations described above, this thesis did fill a gap in the 

existing bibliography on international banking. The objective of the thesis was to 

examine the determinants of Greek banks‟ expansion in SEE and the impact on the 

recipient economies‟ credit stability and economic growth. Through the four issues that 

were developed and examined cautiously, the objective of the thesis has been achieved 

providing a scientifically consistent empirical background for future research. 

  More specifically, once the findings did not provide supportive evidence for the 

“follow the customer” hypothesis over the past decade, one could try to test the above 

hypothesis by applying it to the first phase of Greek banks‟ expansion in SEE. Dealing 

with the period starting from the early 90s until the beginning of the past decade and 

comparing the results to the ones presented in this thesis would be of great interest. Of 

course one should keep in mind the data limitations regarding the specific period. 
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 However, if one could overcome such limitations, it would be of great interest to 

compare the results regarding all three sets of advantages suggested by the OLI 

paradigm for the period prior to 2000. Also, re-examining all issues of the thesis by 

employing the greenfield and M&As samples separately, would be of great interest as 

well. 

 Through the issues examined in this thesis two main questions were answered; 

why Greek banks penetrated to the specific economies of SEE and how they affected 

the host economies. Though the impact of FSFDI on the recipient economy is a popular 

issue in the relevant bibliography, less attention has been paid in the literature to the 

impact of FSFDI on home economy, while the specific issue lacks empirical research 

and so does the issue regarding the case of Greek banks in SEE. Thus, the impact of 

Greek FSFDI on the economy of Greece could also provide fruitful area for future 

research. 
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